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FOLLOW THROUGH:

A BRIDGE TO THE FUTURE
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THE FOLLOW THROUGH PROGRAM ISa national school improvement initiative that has offered

comprehensive educational and social services to children from low-income families since 1968. Initially

in research settings, hut primarily in school classrooms and communities, the program is a federally

funded effort to extend and enhance the academic, social, familial, and health gains made by children

who were previously enrolled in Head Start or similar preschool programs. The program follows such

children from kindergarten through at least the third grade.

THE GOAL Of FOLLOW THROUGH IS to develop, apply, and disseminate knowledge about the various

educational practices that can assist low-income children in reaching their full potentials. Because

education has consistently proven an extraordinarily effective means for children from poor families

to escape poverty, the Follow Through Program is particularly interested in studying, publicizing, and

replicating the best ways of educating them.

TO ACHIEVE ITS GOAL, THE FOLLOW THROUGH PROGRAM OPERATES under a planned variation

strategy. A number of different approaches to early childhood education conceived in universities and

other educational agencies and institutions have been implemented in selected local schools. The

creators of these approaches and models are called sponsors; the local projects are referred to as sites.

Ultimately,, all who are involved with the Follow Through Program are charged with improving the

school and lifetime performance of children.
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Dear Colleague:

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20202

For some 25 years now, Follow Through has provided first-class models that show how
to best serve low-income children during their first years in school. Building on preschool
services provided to the children through Head Start and similar programs, Follow
Through has moved the children successfully through the third grade.

Many of the Follow Through models are well known and used widely throughout the
country. However, I believe that with the adoption of the national goals for education, and
the role that Follow Through can play in achieving them, this sourcebook will introduce the
models to those who are unaware of them. It will also serve as a helpful reminder of Follow
Through's promise for those who have already beard of the program and its approaches.

In describing these models of early childhood education, the authors of Follow Through:
A Bridge to the Future have done two things. First, they have provided valuable descriptive
data about each of the approaches, as all sourcebooks should. But, in addition, they have
included anecdotal and vignette material that conveys the flavor of each model. This will
allow educators to see beyond the abstract and envision how each model will fit in a particu-
lar school. Education, after all, is not simply a day-long, mechanical processit is an
ongoing human one. This book portrays Follow Through in that light.

I am pleased with this work, and I congratulate those who contributed to it I also heartily
congratulate the many dedicated persons who haw developed these models and put them
into practice everyday in schools throughout the nation. I am certain you will find this book
to be informative, useful, and interesting.

Sincerely,

if c4:7L Ag _7f
Mary Jean LeTendre
Director
Compensatory Education Programs
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When a handful of the nation's most experienced

and committed early childhood educators gathered
at Southwest Educational Development Laboratory
(SEDL) during the last week of July, 1990 in
Austin, Texas, they hoped to plan more than just
another "to-be-shelved" academic treatise. Buoyed
and agitated by national education goals that
emphasized school preparedness, they saw this
meeting and the task of preparing a book directly
from National Follow Through's sources as a long-

awaited opportunity. As administnitors of Follow
Through programs scattered nationwide, the
educators could boast a steady trickle of grass-roots
successes in diverse communities. Throughout
National Follow Through's quarter-century of
existence, these Follow Through projmt sponsors
ha rl. witnessed some of their innovationslike
teacher assistants in the classroombecome widely
accepted school standards. But too many of their
strategies for educating children in poverty had
been ignored or discardedonly to be rediscovered
and promoted to cutting-edge esteem a decade later.

Some of the Follow Through sponsors who came
to Austin to outline the sourcebook were 20-year
veterans; others had less than three years in the
program to their credit. But all held a common
belief: Follow Thmugh has consistently provided a
reliable bridge to success for many youngsters who
might have otherwise fallen pmy to poverty, bigotry,
and a myriad of ever-present social ills. Yet this
same human bridge of hope remains one of the
country's best kept educational secrets.

The planners felt it imperative to get the word
out. Follow Through can offer research-based,
practice-proven ways to counter the educational
disadvantage that constantly threatens to overtake
America's future. And, since Follow Through has
transformed itself from a multifaceted experimen-
tal set of blueprints for early childhood education
to a bridge strong and expansive enough for all
children to cross over, 1992 seems the perfect
target year te spread the Program's wealth of
accumulated wisdom.

!I

FOR ORD: BRIDGE BUILT

FOR L 0 ROSS OVER

With moods mirrored by the summer heat out-
side, the planning group envisioned a short, highly
readable volume that drew on Follow Through's
25-year effort to fashion a footbridge to the future
of early childhood education. The planners wanted
the sourcebook to detail Follow Through's signifi-
cance to Head Start, Even Start, the early child-
hood education community, Chapter 1 and
migrant, and bilingual education. But the spirit of
the Follow Through story, they decided, should be
as hopeful and positive as the innumerable success
stories each of them could readily recall. The invi-
tation to cross over, they cautioned, had to reflect
the trust of communities of families who count on
Follow Through to make life better for their chil-
dren.

The book must be a proud offering with respect
for the humanity of Follow Through children, par-
ents, educators, and policymakers. But most of all,
the sourcebook had to reflect the value and poten-
tial of every child. In short, the planners saw this
book as a way to make Follow Through the tangi-
ble, viable source for early childhood education
norms in the years to come. As one educator in the
group summarized the hopes of those gathered:
"Anyone who picks up this book should want to run
with it, rather than put it down. They'll see that
here are programs that are successful with young
childrenvery poor young childrenand that
these are strategies they can pick up and use."

Chortiig the way

Charged with finding and documenting the
essence of the various Follow Through philoso-
phies, approaches, and systematic delivery
systems that continue to mean the difference
between klfilled lives and those that are cut short,
two SEDL staff members traveled to a school site
from each Follow Through model's roster. We
interviewed the model sponsorswho in many
cases were the model creatorsand asked them to
think of Follow Through as a canvas that had been
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painted over the years, complete with experiments,
restarts, corrections, and layers of fresh, bright
ideas. We talked at length with administrators,
teachen, and parents on-site who were all genuinely
eager to share their recipes for success. If we began
with trepidation at the broad and daunting task of
chronicling some 25 years of committed struggle,
we returned home sure of the hope and caring that
marked every person in every Follow Through school
we visited. Hugs became the sign of peaceable pas-
sage, and we were hugged by hundreds.

One reason for our good fortune was of course
the path along which we were guided. It proved

to be the route to both source and solution that we
realized the planners had intended for us to chart.
It was the bridge blueprint from which they hoped
we would hang the stuff of the book. Since half the
challenge involves gaining entry into communities
and winning their commitment to give the program
a chance, we should not have been surprised to find
long-standing exemplary practices that have been
tried and honed, have worked, but have too slowly
seeped into schools outside Follow Through pro-
grams. We marveled at room arrangements that
made reality of the most promising classroom
management philosophies; home-school-community
connections advocated by the most noted and
eloquent educational theoreticians that had been
in place for two decades or more; and a long, steady
roll of students who had grown out of the ghetto and
into careers as pragmatic engineers, socially con-
scious scientists, politically active artists, responsible
journalists, and encouraging educators. They were
remembered by teachers and parents in every
Follow Through site as ordinary students from
typical families living in working poor communities
who had made it, had crossed over, despite the odds
against them.

As we charted the way to the bridge and beyond,
we also recognized the school leaders who continue
to take chances, to grow, and to invest their consider-
able strength as education professionals in helping
the children cross over an Follow Through's promise.

8

We saw school administrators who had begun their
education careers as the parents of Follow Through
students, who had been shored up by Follow
Through's emphasis on parent involvement, who
had earned advanced academic degreesone
course at a timeand now understood the impor-
tance and potency of their power as educators and
change agents in the schools. We watched them
look with determination beyond the blighted
streets outside the school windows at whole
children who trudged happily to school. We saw
children so engaged in the process of learning that
they barely realized we were present as witnesses.
We saw teachers and administratorsparents and
community activists alltaking their roles as stu-
dent advocates seriously. We saw the bridge that
is Follow Through maintained as a shared joy and
a shared challenge that earned the support of
everyone who approaclwd it with a tenacious belief
in tomorrow. And we realized the importance of
sharing their silvery wisdomtheir insights to
the futurewith everyone we could ask, entice,
or coerce into reading all about it.

Without exception the bridge exists. It's being
built, added to, and maintained every day in every
Follow Through school. The next step is to take the
proven practices beyond the fewer than 100 funded
sites and into each of America's kindergarten
through third grade classesand through high
school. Educators who are committed to the school
success of young children should learn by heart the
way that this sourcebook charts.

A graduate student just beenning her comer
as a teacher may have summarized Follow
Through's legacy best when she probed each face
around a table of caring classroom professionals
and articulated the truth she observed there. "It's
difficult for anyone to say exactly what the future
of Follow Through will be; but is there a future
without Follow Through?' As the group silently
processed her words, the answer crossing their
faces was clearly unanimous. That answer is the
source of every page that follows in this lxiok.
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A glance back at Follow Through's beginnings

by Robert L Egbert, Marijone E. England & Rosalind Alexander-Kasporik

The launching of the Head Start program was typical of the spirit of the era. . . . Those eager to find effec-
tive ways of improving the life chances of the poor felt that special preschool programs for deprived chil-
dren would give them a head start, compensate for the vocabulary skills that middle-class children
learned at home, and enable them to function more effectively as they moved through the public schools.

from Rivlin and Timpane's Planned Variation in Education

By all accounts, the 1950s and '60s were
decades of turmoil and promise. The 1954
Supreme Court decision in Brown v. Board
of Education gave the Civil Rights Movement
a popular legitimacy that it had not previously
enjoyed. Certainly no one dreamed that the
granddaughter of Mr. Brown would have to file
suit again in 1990. When John F. Kennedy was
elected president in 1960, his request, "Ask not
what your country can do for you; ask what you
can do for your country" articulated the idealism
and egalitarianism of many. That idealism sur-
vived Kennedy's assassination and became the
can-do cry of the War on Poverty led by President
Lyndon Johnson as a domestic counterpart to
the then developing international "conflict" in
Vietnam. Declared on March 16, 1964. the domes-
tic War on Poverty ushered in a number of new
programs, :ncluding Head Start in 1%5, and
two years later, Follow Through. Head Start has
continued to thrive. But Follow Throughthough
a highly viable, research-based strategy for early
childhood education innovationshas almost
disappeared as a Ederally funded program
despite the fact that its instructional models
and adoptive schooi sites continue to experience
successes not. sharer., by the majority of the
nation's schools.

Those of us who were there when Follow
Though was first conceived as a needed bridge
to help poor children and their families cross the
often unfriendly waters to prosperous adulthood
have learned much in retrospect. Perhaps our
hard-earned lessons can inform and prepare

10

contemporary early childhood education program
creators in the present era of educational reform
and innovation.

Conceptional confusions threatened

a Head Start of chaos

Virtually from the beginning Head Start was
plagued by two conceptual confusions that became
part of Follow Through's heritage. The first confu-
sion lay in a definition's vagueness: Was Head
Start a community action program or a child
development program? The answer was rightly
both depending upon who was consulted. The
authors of the Economic Opportunity Act and the
federal and local community action program
administrators perceived it as the former; Head
Start's designers defined it as the latter. That is,
the program was planned and conducted by a com-
bination of early childhood educators and health
care professionals who, in 1965, were much more
concerned with the child than they were with the
community in which the child lived. They there-
fore focused the program on the developing child,
and Follow Through, logically, followed their lead.

This confusion as to which was to be the prima-
ry focusthe child or the communitybecame evi-
dent when the. Office of Economic Opportunity
OEO) insisted that local community action pro-

grams have a sign-off on Follow Through projects
and that all Follow Through projects have policy
advisory committees, These committees were
expected to make important decisions in Follow
Through projects, and some districts felt threat-



ened enough to refuse Follow Through funding
because their school boards didn't want poor
parents making such decisions. Thus the first
confusion in Head Stares operating definition
spawned related concerns that carried over to
Follow Through.

The second misunderstanding that caused
confusion for Head Start was also later inherited
by Follow Through. Ironically, it too centered
around a lack of agreement on focus: Was Head
Start to be a child development program or an
early aeademk projram? Again the intent of the
designers was clear Head Start was to be a broad-
ly conceived service program concerned with the
childs physical health and abilities, emotional
and social development, self-confidence and future
learning efforts, and capacity to relate to others,
while providing parallel opportunities for the
familI 'Although Head Start was created with
these goals, it continues in the minds ofmany to be
a program intended primarily te advance children
through early measures of icademic progress. As
Rivlin and Timpane note, the "head art" many
educational idealists envisioned bad to do with
early acquisition of "vocabulary" and "middle-
class' skills. And, it was partly this cham-inducing
multidirectionalism about the broadpurposes
of Head Start that resulted in the study that
led to Follow Through being initiated.

The decision b Wow through

The decision to revest a Follow Through pro-
gram resulted largely from a single report that was
based on kindergarten data from four New York
City schools. The authors of the report concluded
that gains made by children on achievement
measures in the first summer of Head Start disap-
peared during the ensuing school year. When they
fzst reported their study findings at the annual
meeting of the American Psychological Association
in 1966, authors Wolff and Stein created consider-
able consternation among Head Start's many sup-
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porters. Bumeoning Head Start enrolhnent, early
success indicators, and consultant predictions and
reports all pointed to expanding and extending the
program. Wolff and Stein's study flew in the face
of all that. So, two months later, a commanding
general in the War on Poverty, Sargent Shriver,
responded to both the enthusiasm and the con-
founding report. 'Me readiness and receptivity
they (the children) had gained in Head Start,' he
stated, '$ as been crushed by the broken promises
of the first grade.' To rectify the situation, Shriver
called for a program to follow-up on Head Start chil-
dren through the early elementary grades. In his
State of the Union Message and again in his mes-
sage on Children and Youth in the winter of 1967,
President Johnson built on Shriver's response with
a formal request for a Follow Through program.
"Head Start occupies only part ofa child's day and
ends all too soon," the President argued. "He often
returns home to conditions whil breed despair. If
these forces are not to engulf the child and wipe out
the gains of Head Start, more is required." With
these directives, Follow Through was begun to
preserve and build on the gains that children
made in Head Start. It's a mandate the program
has consistently tried to retain.

Day l: To 'cid in dm miming &m:Int of children to
she MI menial: Congos Gotham Fallow Through

Head Start and Follow Through were authorized
to receive funds in 1967 under amendments to the
Economic Opportunity Act of 1964. Paragraphs one
and two of E0APL-88-452, Section 222articu-
lated the structure of what was to act as a bridge
to early childhood eduaition for a quarter century
and counting:

(1) A program to be known as "Project Head Start"
focused upon children who have not reached the
age of compulsory school attendance which (A)
will provide comprehensive health, nutritional,
education, social, and other services as the direc-
tor finds will aid the children to attain their full

1 I
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potential and (H) will provide for direct participa-
tion of parents of such children in development,
conduct, and overall program direction at the
local level. (2) A program to be known as "Follow

Through focused primarily upon children in
kindergarten or elementary school who were
previously enrolled in Head Start or similar
programs and designed to provide comprehensive
services and parent participation activities as
described in paragraph (1), which the director
finds will aid in the continuing development of
children to their full potential.

President Johnson signed :, Delegation of
Authority for Follow Through on June 26, 1967

that authorized the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare (the E within DHEW
subsequently became the U. S. Department oi'

Education) to administer the Follow Through pilot

program. By prearrangement, approximately 100
school districts were then invited to apply for 30

pilot project grants. The projects were intended to
develop an experimental base for the large scale
Follow Through effort anticipated for the 1968-69

school year.

Day 2: Budget reductions

In mid-October of 1967, it appeared that Follow
Through would not be funded as anticipated at the
$120 million mark. Later, it was announced that
the most the program could expect for FY 1969

was $15 million. Since its creation, Follow
Through's federal funding agencies had conceived
of the program as a major operationa: effort corre-
sponding to the size and magnitude of Project Head

Start. In the first days of 1968, the realization that
Follow Through would not have such operational
funds produced haste and confusion, DHEW, OEO,

and the U.S. Office of Education jointly decided

that Follow Through should be a program to pro-
duce information about how to work more effective-

ly with children from low-income families. The

change from a full-scale service program to an
experimental program was thought of as a tempo-

12
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rary expediency. Virtually overnight, the shape
of Follow Through had to be changedalong with

the expectations of various, quite diverse con-
stituent groups.

Model sponsor and model adopter strategy

promotes imiraity

In order to provide a structure for projects and
for consistency across them, Richard Snyder, a
director of Follow Through's Research and
Evaluation Section, conceived a program model
program sponsor strategy. This strateg required
that each project site seleet from a set of pre-
developed, pre-determined sponsored approaches
or models. From there, each site would work with
the program sponsor to implement, and figther
develop, the early childhood education approach
or model at the school site. This arrangement of
local pro -eta working with program sponsors that
they sekaed from an approved Follow Through
list became known as "planned variation."

The next hurdle involved the innovative ap-
proaches funded by the National Follow Through
Program. Despite the growing interest in early
childhood education, and despite the extensive
publicity given various new programs and
theories, none were fully prepared to move into
the primary grades with a completely developed,
radically different approach to working with young
children that the War on Poverty and the spirit of

the era called for. A number of approaches seemed
sufficiently well developed, however, with a secure
institutional base to justify inclusion in Follow
Through. Still, it was clear that Follow Through
would have to support each model's continued
program development at the same time sponsors
worked on implementation strategies and helped
communities begin Follow Theeugh projects.

Because it quickly became oovious that certain
sets of approaches or early childhood instructional
models were derived from common theoretical
bases, some time and thought were given to

L 4



forming consortia. But differences in T,rogram
design as well as how the groups intmded to train
staff, disseminate best practice, ind gauge their
success resulted in each sponsol ing institution
remaining separate.

Follow Through's administration didn't view
planned variation with its sponsor/site configura-
tion as a classic experiment because it simply
didn't meet the requirements of a conventional
experiment. Communities were not randomly
chosen and assigned to different sponsors. Nor
were the school or the child randomly assigned
to Follow Through. In the mid-1960s, researchers
and program developers were reporting remarkable
success with new approaches to working with chil-
dren. It seemed likely that these sppmaches that
had worked so well in controlled experiments
would also succeed in Follow Through. So, as
Follow Through's director then stated, the Follow
Through contribution would be a research and
development program in which there would be
deliberate variation of program approach. He also
envisioned deliberate variation in contrast to the
sort of customization that normally occurs in a
local community when it develops its own program.

The desaiption of the sponsofs role that
emerged in the early years of Follow Through was
that (a) the sponsor had developed a promising
approach to working with young children, (b) the
approach had a theoretical basis, (c) the sponsor
was willing to work with a number of communities
in implementing the approach, (d) the sponsor had
a supportive institutional base, and (e) the sponsor
accepted mutual accountability with the local pro-
ject for the program's implementation and success.

Program sponsors that became associated with
Follow Through in 1968 and in succeeding years
were in varying stages of program development.
They ranged from the Bank Street College of
Education approach, that had been developed and
tested over a period of several decades, to a num-
ber of programs that were still in an early develop-
ment phase and had scarcely been tried at all with

school-aged children. However, each approach
had been noted in the professional literature
and several had received publicity in the popular
press as exciting, highly successful approaches
to working with young children. Few, if any, had
programs ready to be installed and evaluated,
but all had a well-described theoretical base, a
partial program with a good notion of what a full
program might be, good leadership, and strong
institutional support.

Although the proposed program was Follow
Through's primary focus in considering a potential
sponsor, also of great importance was the sponsor's
ability to work effectively with a set of local com-
munities in the adaptation and implementation of
the program. In order to be effective in transmit-
ting a complex educational program, the Fellow
Through sponsor had to devise a delivery sydem
which would both ensure that the program's intent
was properly implemented and that adequate feed-
back for modification was encouraged. Thus, most
sponsors proposed a central staff, prestart-up
training, and continuous training and feedback.
Some prescribed a specific, continuing liaison
between sponsor and pntect site. Others placed
greater emphasis on summer workshops and indi-
vidualized training techniques. But a reasonable
generalization about the founding Follow Through
sponsors is that although their programs were not
as fully developed as research reports and the pop-
ular press implied, their developmental capacity
and willingness to tackle the tough process of
implementation were promising.

Siding sites, ad)* sponsors,
coltroSng ayansion, tdretwhitg

From approximately 225 school districts nomi-
nated jointly by state educational agencies and
economic opportunity offices, 51 new communities,
in addition to the 40 1967-68 pilot projects, were
invited to participate in Follow Through's Planned
Variation program. Preference was given to coin-
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munities with high concentrations of poverty. In
successive years, approximately 88 additional
communities were brought into the program, and
at its funding peak in 1970, Follow Through spon-
sors and projects were funded at the $70.3 million
level. Wary of management problems that were
inevitable with Follow Through's expansion,
national program administrators worked to con-
tain Follow Through's growth. By the cal ly 1970s,
the administration had established new priorities
and sought ways of reducing ongoing programs to
secure support for its priority projects. Beginning
in 1973, attempts were made to reduce Follow
Through funding and phase out the program.

The call to phase out was likely strengthened
by the criticism, controversy, and fall out from
the single misconception that may have splin-
tered the idealistic spirit of the '60s more com-
pletely than any of Follow Through's previous
confusions, miscommunications, and mid-stream
shifts in direction and perspective. Some, though
not all, of the evaluators of the national program
maintained that if Follow Through was an ex-
perimenthowever various in scope then the
most successful approach must be determined
and replicated above, or instead of, other early
childhood education models. Their reasoning,
accompanied by narrow testing presumptions
pitted experimenter against experimenter and
curtailed the sharing, experimentation, and
innovation that had theretofore propelled the
effort forward.

Follow Through's froublesonva dilemmathe Planned

Variation Experimentcreates winners and losers in

'horse race" evahmtion

It must be reemphasi2ed that the "planniii vari-
ation" design of the Follow Through program by
no means approximates . . . a controlled experi-
ment. Hence, it will be particularly important
that we obtain measures, not only of the educa-
tional and developmental accomplishments of
the children and their families, but also of the
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process which each community has succ,eded in
putting into effect. The types of inforn; tion
needed for these assessments . . . are essential
for future Program guidance.

National Follow Through Budget
Justification Memorandum, Feb. 19, 1968.

The absence of the randomness factor that
legitimizes experiments was understood and
accepted by all Follow Through participants from
thc start. It was based on the following reasoning:
Assigning students randomly would have required
a degree of inter-school and inter-district coordina-
tion and transportation that was politically impos-
sible in 1968, especially given the constraints
within which Follow Through operated. The evalu-
ation of the National Follow Through Program. its
models, their implementation, and effectiveness
has been the subject of numerous reports and
critiques. The most commonly noted evaluation
problemthe non-experimental aspects of the
planned variation programwas recognized early
enough for special accommodations in the evalua-
tion process to be anticipated and placed, as evi-
denced in the memo excerpt above. In March of
1968, DHEW and OEO staff similarly agreed that
the two stages of program development should also
be respected in the evaluation process. Adequate
time for model implementation, they insisted,
was necessary before student outcomes could be
accurately determined. Three organizations later
submitted proposals to conduct Follow Through's
evaluation, and the task was given to Stanford
Research Institute, a well-established organization
whose proposal contained the most discussion of
issues and problems. Although most of the publici-
ty surrounding the Follow Through evaluation
copcentrates on child outcomes as measured by
off-the-shelf tests of achievement and non-achieve-
ment, program administrators made serious
attempts to provide context to the child outcome
measures and to extend and improve them. As a
key post in the War on Poverty, Follow Through



was vitally interested in institutional changes that
affected schools and families as well as individual
children. Although prinuiry attention was always
given in evaluation efforts to the school achieve-
ment gains of Follow Through children, Follow
Through's programmatic evaluators geared their
efforts to document various kinds of institutional
change that would logically accompany the
achievement gains. But the evaluations that were
most cited and thus deemed more critical noted
that Follow Though models that emphasized basic
skills produced better results on standardized
tests. But no type of model was cited as more
successful than any other in raising scores on
cognitive conceptual tests.

Perhaps of more fundamental importance
was the fact that none of the evaluation efforts
concentrated specifically on the achievement
ofpoor children as a group with distinct needs.
Fo: all their concentration on individual achieve-
ment gains, none of the evaluations then under-
taken produced convincing evidence that Follow
Through in itself was an effective approach for
raising the achievement scores of economically
disadvantaged children in particular. In short,
none of the evaluators addressed the dilemma
Follow Through faced at its funding peak. It was
the dilemma of a program too large, too complex,
and too far-reaching to "evaluate with a single,
simple design and set of measures. Yet, the times
demanded that such an evaluation be attempted.
Differences in evaluative points hardly produced
winners and losers in the face of this larger issue,
save as an argument for further, more comprehen-
sive studies of Follow Through's effectiveness.

Eventually, to offset the results of the 'horse
race,' individual models did conduct follow-up
studies on their graduates which provided a
mosaic of useful information on grade-level
retention, special education assignment, atten-
dance or dropout, and school achievement of
selected former Follow Through students. The
follow-up study findings do suggest that systemati-

cally planned and conducted longitudinal studies
could capture the intent of the original War on
Poverty chroniclers. Ultimately, no national
follow-up study was undertaken because, some
sponsors argued, analysis based on data gathered
at the end of the third grade would be inconclusive
at best and could lead to misleading conclusions.

Mow Througies Ivory of mime

As Rivlin and Timpane note, Head Start and
Follow Through were "launched" in the late 1960s
with "high hopes . . . and somewhat conflicting
objectives.' Both programs were founded on the
belief that children in poverty could lead success-
ful, happy lives if they had early and continuing
education and support services. Although changes
in perspective, politics, and practice have tem-
pered the hue of that bright belief, it persists--
as do both Follow Through and Head Start. Both
programs have much to teach early childhood edu-
cators. Given Follow Through's legacy of promise,
confusions, shadowed hope, and tenacity, the pro-
gram has at least as much to teach as its slightly
older sibling program.

In 1992, Follow Through celebrates 25 years
of "developing children to their full potential."
The models are leaner, the competitions for an
opportunity to meet the challenge fiercer, and
the former warriors against poverty are seasoned
realists. These Follow Through educators have
survival skills to share that may help those who
now seek to save a growing nation of children
who have been declared at risk of failing. They
are children in danger of never making it to, or
across, the bridge to success that has been and
still is Follow Through.

* Robert L. Egbert is a former National
Follow Through dimetor. He and
Marijane E. England are at
The University of Nebraska, Lincoln.
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Early childhood education with a common

purpose from uncommon, independent means

The underlying assumption was always that
we could find a number of effective ways of
educating low income children and their
families . . . When we talk about effectine
schools, we talk about schools that have vision,
a Follow Through vision, if you will. We share
the notion that the school can become a locus
of advocacy for children.

Richard Feldman, Follow Through Director,
Bank Street College

From the start, Follow Through sponsors
worked at the cutting edge of education in devel-
oping their models. Put simply, to sponsor and
present a Follow Through model to the educators
of largely poor, minority children, model sponsors
were required to articulate their planned educa-
tional approach, foundation, and/or innovation,
and to be able to make it work in the school build-
ing, the classroom, and at home. In addition, the
sponsors were required to provide blueprints for

involving parents in the edwation of their chil-
dren, and a structure for staff training and devel-
opment for those who would implement the model
on-site. A means of connecting students and their
families with needed health care and other human
support services is also an essential element that
Follow Through sponsors have been charged with
addressing since the program's inception. And
finally, each sponsor must document their model's
impact on the lives of the children it serves, their
families, and ultimately their communities.

These common purposes upon which the Follow
Through sponsors are encouraged to found their
efforts have provided a resilient springboard for
implementing an array of early childhood educa-
tion programs that represent a national spectrum
of thought. Over the years, the sponsors held
onto the distinctive features in their models as
strengths, but revised, reevaluated, and refur-
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bished their original notions with new research,
new methods, and new approaches. Occasionally,
new sponsors joined Follow Through and provided
alternative perspectives enriched by the wisdom
of the veteran sponsors. Through frequent com-
munication and collaboration, sponsors and school
staff retain impressive differences in their educa-
tion approaches while combining efforts to solve
the problems that are common to all sponsors.

Now, at 25, Follow Through is a mature col-
lection of 15 early education approaches making
a difference in the lives of children, families,
communities, and educators from coast to coast.
Grown up, tried, and proven, these models provide
early childhood education with several proven
options that not only work but work well.
Here's how.
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Hike to think we're following ancient African
teachings in that education is a process of
drawing out what is already there and
organizing it to meet the need at hand.

Naomi Millender, Cultural Linguistic
Approach Follow Through Director

Travel to Chicagn's South Side, down Lakeshore
Drive, to the corner of 42nd Street and St. Law-
rence. There, in Fuller School's well-maintained,
red brick building, sealed from the harsh climate
and the harsher man-made elements that detract
from learning, is the home of Follow Through's
Cultural Linguistic Approach (CIA) demonstration
site. Although urban varieties of poverty, illiteracy,
and homelessness are too close for complacency,
they can do little to dampen Fuller's bright interi-
or, papered with children's work and peopled with
caring parents and educators. These parents and
teachers, contrary to popular myth, don't move out
of this inner city community upon moving up, nor
are they likely to remove their children from the
CLA Follow Through Program even if the family
must relocate. The empowering process that many
of them attribute to Follow Through's presence at
Fuller nurtures a sense of school ownership that
few are prepared to relinquish in the name of
social status or upward mobility. In choosing to
stay, these community members continue building
the school's strong, nurturing, close-knit family
of children, parents, and teachers who are intent
upon achieving an unparalleled standard of excel-
lence even thoughor perhaps, becausetheir
school stands in the heart of what many Chicago-
ans feel is the "roughest part" of the city's ghetto.

Indeed, this African American community's
conviction may demonstrate that the best road
forward is paved with cultural traditions that have
sustained minorities for centuries. "CLA special-

izes in educating children who come from excluded
ethnic groups,' explains model director Naomi
Millender. "It's important to understand that not
just the child is a product of that exclusion, but
the child's parents, grandparents, and entire
extended family. Since these children more than
others receive very negative press in the main-
stream, we try to show them pictures and images
of themselves doing powerful, positive, respectful
and important things in life."

While no one at Fuller School ignores the
reality that poverty can and does create vicious
and often cyclic disadvantage, Millender and her
colleagues do argue that such social woes needn't
also paralyze an entire community. "In our
approach we don't penalize children for who they
are or where they came from," says Millender.
"Since all people have a culture, every child comes
to school with values, behaviors, and attitudes
that can be used in a positive way in the class-
room. CIA simply draws on that culture as the
basis for acquisition of skills," she explains.

It might be easier for critics of the ethnocentric
philosophies on which the Cultural Linguistic
Approach is founded to dismiss the model if its
students had not consistently and continually
done so well. Although the practices in the Follow
Through demonstration site have spilled over into
the control group of students, Follow Through
students at Fuller, who enter kindergarten with
below average grade-level skills as measured by
the Iowa Test of Basic Skills, dramatically exceed
the City and National averages by third grade. In
a word, CLA's method of teaching to the educa-
tional needs of traditionally-excluded minorities is
working, and its results cannot be ignored. More
than 80 percent of the students who leave Follow
Through in Fuller's third grade enter school lead-
ership positions. "Their parents and teachers
tell us that they're on student councils, winning
writing contests, or they're tops in city-wide this,
and community-wide that," says Millender. %/ben
a local foundation selected nine promising middle
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school students to sponsor through college if the
students retained their high averages, all nine of
the selected students had gone through one of the
CLA Follow Through schools. "They were all our
kids." Millender proudly repos.

The lifeline: Culturally appropriate instruction

anti curriculum

The Cultural Linguistic Approach enhances the
seltesteem of children because it is an oral lan-
guage program that builds on the patterns of
thought and tlre educational gains already
achieved in the home la aguage. Children learn
through exposure and dis(vvery: problem-
salving: aiid the lif, history, and experiences
of their cultural group and those 1)f other
excluded mi norities.

Nancy L. Arnez, CLA Co-founder.
Howard University

The Cultural Lingoistic Approach was founded
by Dr. Grace Holt, Mrs. Clara Holton. and Dr,
Nancy Arnez at Northeastern Illinois University's
Center for Inrwr City Studies in 1969. In the 1970s,
the Cultural Linguistic Approach staff created a
teaching/learning paradigm commonly referred to
by the acronym USISPU. The paradigm and all
curriculum materials which extend and explain
USISPU and CIA were developed in the mid-1970s
by CLA Follow Through staff after the founders
had gone on to other careers. The approach taps
students oral and experiential backgrounds to
advance their language and academic strengths.
Verbal achievement is further ensured by teacher
use of culturally familiar notions with which
the child can identify. As a teaching paradigm.
USISPU insists that teachers use innovative meth-
ods of getting each child to associate something in
his or her culture with whatever new concept is
being conveyed in thy lesson. "If a teacher intro-
duced, for example, the image of a meadow,"
explains 20-year CLA Follow Through veteran eon
sultant Berlina Baker. "the class might wrestle
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with the term's meaning until a student can as-
soviate it with a more familiar image or set of
images. and comment. 'Oh. okay, a meadow is like
a vacant lot with grass on it.' Then the concept
becomes clear to the entire class."

In the 19SOs, a CLA curriculum team devised
and made mandatory a "culturally responsive
classroom envirommmt" to motivate, nurture, and
teach the children in CLA classrooms. The envi-
ronment calls for interactive bulletin boards that
not only display culturally specific facts but inspire
discovery. The environment is typically rich with
analyses, materials, and insights that the children
have helped to create. 22-year veteran master
teacher and Follow Through site trainer Bettye
Turner adds, "The environment should have work-
ing and learning centers that children can't wait to
enter, bright and colorful pictures that teach chil-
dren, and anything that. parent, teacher, student,
and teaching assistant can devise that will help
the children develop good self concepts,"

Consultant Berlina Baker draws from a still
deeper font: "The emotional climate in CIA class-
rooms is that of a family. We view each other as
younger and older sister and brother peers," she
says. "Parent, teacher, and student are all working
in one accord." Such cooperative living enhances
self-esteem which the model was created to induce.

At its most prolific point, CLA Follow Through
sites could be found in 12 schools in three cities,
impacting some 1.200 students annually. Most of
the sites ultimately became selsponsored projects
once they had customized the approach to their
own communities. With federal budget cuts. sev-
eral eventually lost Follow Through funding, but
the model enjoys a range of impact beyond that of
Follow Through sponsorship due in part to its eth-
nocentric focus. "The Alternative Schools Network
and the Black Independent Fchool movements in
the 1970s and the 1990s have discovered us and
rediscovered us," reports Millender. She also
recalls that Afrocentric education advocates like
Asa Hilliard routinely attended the model's early
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workshops, and reports that the Afrocentric
cumiculum materials compiled by CLA are con-
stantly requested by school districts investigating
the incorporation of ethnocentric teaching meth-
ods in the nation's incremingly diverse class-
rooms. "We're constantly sold-out of our manuals,'
Milleader notes, adding that the Cultural Lin-
guistic Approach is the longest-lived, -tested, and
most comprehensive compilation of Afrocentric
curriculum materials across the basic subject
areas that is available to early childhood edu-
cators today.

Although African Ameriain culture is central
to Fuller, given the community's make-up, the
Cultural Linguistic Approach was formulated
to improve the academic achievement of children
from any distinct, excluded culturebe it ethnic
or class-based. The approach is designed to be just
as easily adaptable to Hispanic, Native American,
and Southern White Migrant American cultures
as it is to the highly publicized Mrocentric cultural
base in place at Fuller School. "Our first parent
groups in Topeka, Kansas were, for that city, some
of the first instances of parents finsl teachers from
different racial groups working together for the
children's sake," recalls Millender. "Blacks, His-
panics, Native Americans, and Appalachian whites
who lived in different sections of town, met as par-
ents and teacher aides and supported each other
as such." Like her colleagues and the model's
founders, Millender attributes CLA's flexibility to
one of its primary outcomesincreased student
and parental self-esteem.

CLA language and curriculum consultant
Baker summarizes the model goal: "We're intent
upon instilling this I can idea in the children.
That's what all the images, and manuals, and field
trips, and bulletin boards are for. It's also what the
emphasis on culture hopes to drive home. Children
in the program must see and feel that they can do
whatever they put their minds to, and each child
must be able to take that message off the wall and
put it into his heart."

A hay of punts form an inner ciy kven
and a pox:hose for sdui reform

Follow Through has proven a good way to
break the cycle of disadvantage. It's provided
innovative equalization of opportunity through
schooling for almost 22 years in this city, and
the Chicago Board of Education has fnally
noticed that fart. Why, the whole notio;:
community people moving up through the
system as volunteer parents in the classroom,
teacher assistants, parent coordinators, and
finally to the top of the city's educational
hierarchy originated with Follow Through.

Bettye Turner, CLA Master Teacher

Not only has CIA been able to bring young,
inner city parents back into the educational fold,
it has had decided impact on the educational gov-
ernance of the city of Chicago. All six designated
parent positions on Fuller's local school council
the city's new reform-mandated educational gov-
erning bodyare held by Follow Through parents.
Each of dame parents was trained as a leader in
the Follow Through program and continues to
work with the school. With Chicago Public School
reform in the national educational limelight, the
road to power and choice through governance is, in
Chicago's case, inextricably bound to the impact of
Follow Through on inner city parent leaders who,
more often than not, also became community lead-
ers. "I'm always amazed at the parents' evolution
in our program," says Millender. "Given a receptive
environment, they simply thrive."

All Fuller parents, indoctrinated in CIA's par-
ent involvement component, i-ceive erientation
in the classroom and annually attend a retreat.
On are' given day there are 2.5 to 30 parents in
the Follow Through and non-Follow Through
classrooms working with students as parent volun-
teers, peer tutors, and teacher assistants. When
CLA administrators attend development work-
shops, they routinely ask two or three parents and
one teacher to join them. "Not only do the teachers
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offer workshops," notes parent volunteer Mary
Dawson, "the parents lead workshops for other
parents" and professional organizations on CLA's
parent involvement component Some parents
receive a small stipend for their training of other
parents, but it is not at all unusual for an individ-
ual parent to log 600 to 800 volunteer hours per
year at Fuller. 'I can envision a day when there
are 50, 60, or 100 parents a day in the school, paid
or unpaid," predicts alderman candidate and local
school Parent Advisory Committee (PAC) presi-
dent, Ron Sistrunk. "It's phenomenal to have that
many parents involved and believing in school
leadership that they want to continue." He credits
Fuller's "open arms" for his own involvement and
claims that the nurturing association encourages
him and othcr parents to develop themselves as
professionals. "And when you empower yourself,
the first benefactor is going to be your child," he
says. "Everybody blossoms; everybody grows.
When you want to feel good about education, you
come to a school like Fuller. This Follow Through
in /el gives parents a sense of ownership and
belonging as it empowers them."

As a Follow Through parent volunteer and later
PAC Chair at Price School (a former CLA Follow
Through School), Sistrunk is the new executive di-
rector of the Chicago City-wide Coalition for School
Reform. He looks forward to the day when CIA
Follow Through is federated city-wide in Chicago,
because, he says, "it's one of very few programs
that will work for every school in the city system."

CLA's success with parents is intertwined
with its staff development philosophy in a manner
one parent described as "a partnership with the
teacher and the school staff." Teachers and para-
professionals are trained to incorporate various
learning styles into the prescribed culturally and
linguistically appropriate curriculum materials
provided by the model sponsor. Classroom man-
agement also relies upon the mtxlel's teaching of
functional ethnicity and associations that provide
the model's instructional foundation. Teachers are
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evaluated four times per year during which the
CIA trainer completes a model implementation
checklist to ensure that the goals of CLA are
being realized in each classroom.

To that end, CIA Follow Through simultane-
ously reinforces its commitment to culture-based
staff development and parent power by hiring
parents as staff members whenever possible, and
by helping them to secure GEDs with the aid of
private foundation funds. Once the parents have
graduate equivalency, CIA has arranged for five
designated scholarships at Chicago State Univer-
sity. If parents are hired as teachers, they may
choose to go to Northeastern Illinois University
for additional training and °aurae credits with
foundation funds.

Saws' keepers; brdhers' rowan

When we say the family approach, we mean if
you're a junior high school student, don't forget
where you came from. Go down and read to the
kinckrgarten. Children's role models don't have
to be out of books or out-of-reach celebrities.
They can be down the hall, right at hand.

Bettye Turner, Master Teacher, CIA

Like so many current Fuller parents and teach-
ers, Rev. Joseph Brown, Sr. built his home in this
neighborhood and watched it change from the
busthng center of black Chicago and childhood
home of Pulitzer Prize-winning poet Gwendolyn
Brooks to an all but forgotten inner city under
siege. For decades as a community resident and
leader, Rev. Brown watched his wife, Alma, fight
for Follow Through at Fuller School. In 1987,
Rev. Brown passed the school often and finally
felt compelled to re-enter as a volunteer in
whatever capacity was needed. He noticed the
children had no music teacher. So he played the
piano for the elementary grades and worked in
the CIA Resource Room for a few years until
there was money to hire a music teacher. He then
filled other needed roles at the school, not the



least of which was that of an important, positive,
and accessible male role model for the school's
young black males. It seems that seeing a male
image around often helps them get themselves
together," notes Rev. Brown. I see better self-
discipline and witness whole attitude changes. If
my being here can be that affirmative, I'll gladly

keep coming," he says. But Bettye Turner sees
more in the Reverend's continued presence at the
school than its effect on discipline: "Rev. Brown
just walked in on his own," she recalls. "We didn't
need to send for him. He's proof positive of the
parent and community ownership Follow Through
has fostered in this community for years."

At Fuller School, second and third generations
of parents and teachers who were born and raised
in the community and remain actively involved in
CLA Follow Through are the rule rather than the
exception. If their children do move out of the dis-
trict while enrolled in Follow Through grades, they
nevertheless choose to continue attending Fuller
School. By the same token, many graduates of
Follow Through who are now parents choose to
enroP their children in magnet schools or acade-
mies, when they can, because the high standards
are like those at Fuller. That reality taps into a
CLA philosophical tenet that reinforces the ancient
cultural norm that each individual is part of a
greater wholethat human beings must be able
to live for one another in order to survive. Because
parents and students are 100 percent involved in

and retain ownership of the CLA, assisting parents
is a principal portion of the CIA's mission. The
symbiosis has inspired a number of innovations
that directly benefit parents and their children.
For example, last year Millender, Baker, and CLA
innovators began sponsoring a daily parent liter-
acy and life skills attainment" program at Fuller
with funds from the Borg-Warner Foundation, Inc.
The program is augmented by a mimthly parent-
edited newsletter, an annual parent retreat, and
bi-weekly inservices to increase parental skills in
working with students in the classroom and at
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home. More highly trained parents give their own
workshops to new parents on computer literacy,
sewing, and parenting skills. The value of the
parent literacy program in particular and other
efforts by parents to help themselves by helping
each other, can also be much more individualistic
and personal than the recitation of lists of benefits
to the group. "At around 7:30 this morning," re-
counts Millender, "the CLA intervention teacher,
Judith Riggins, who's working with the literacy
program brought in a parent. I'd seen this particu-
lar young mother in the building, but I had no idea
she couldn't read. Our intervention teacher asked
the parent to demonstrate what she'd learned
thus far in the program, and the parent shyly
opened her Sullivan pre-reader and started strug-
gling through one word at a time."

What reinforces CLA's commitment to culture
and language, according to the model director, is
again more method than result. "The parent had
the option of working with the intervention teacher
before school hours because that teacher had been
trained to understand and respond to the fact that
this parent needed anonymity to make the start
and stick with the literacy program. The teacher
knew it was important to go the extra mile so that
this parent could be brought into the fold and
helped to believe that she too could learn."

Master teacher and site trainer Bettye Turner
recalls that Fuller's parents helped one homeless
child's single mother find a place for the family
to live. One parent copied a list from the public
library of agencies that were available to help.
Other parents helped the mother write first one
letter, and then another until the social service
bureaucracy responded. "They sat her down and
said 'Look, girl, you're not aggressive enough, don't
take no for an answer,' " recalls parent volunteer
Mary Dawson. "They taught her how to address
and mail the letter, and then how to be persistent
in following through." CIA's administrators say
the parent room, complete with parent-donated
kitchen appliances and a sewing machine, functions
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as a resource and information center for parents
who have come to rely on the support of concerned
peers. "People from the community know they can
come in here and get whatever they need, or some
help with it," explains Baker. *We don't have a
stafr member devoted to social service problems.
since the district has made itself officially responsi-
ble for those concerns, but we work at making the
resources available and the procedures known."

As Patricia Carpenter, an experienced par-
ent classroom volunteer who admits to having
entered the Fuller family with the worst attitude
imaginable, says, "I found out that being part of
what's going on makes a difference. The kids draw
me pictures, tell me they love me when I come
in, speak to me. and hold my handand that's
rewarding! I have three daughters at Fuller who
feel that because I'm here, they're improving.
So I'm doing more here than just volunteering.
Besides, my children tell me everyday, 'Mama,
I want to graduate from this school; and I'm too
glad they've made up their minds that that's what
they want, to do anything but stand behind them."

A praise stick for every damn, an 1 can' can
cm every desk

I know I co n , I know I must, I know I will.
If it is to be. it is up to me.

CLA Follow Through motto

CIA's innovators have always championed
increased self-esteem to offset the alienation and
bad press afforded children, families, and commu-
nities from racial and ethnic minority groups.
So Millender and Baker are particularly proud of
the infiltration of Africa-inspired praise sticks in
Fuller's Follow Through classrooms. Introduced as
a way of harnessing the children's superior facility
for language, the colorfully painted sticks of unusu-
ally shaped wood branches are working to elimi-
nate negative verbal fights between children while
fostering the poetic lyricism endemic to African
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American culture. "Some people call it shooting
the dozens," explains Baker of the generations-old
rhyming tradition in black communities around
the world. "We found that while our children
generally like each other, they have a tendency
to tease. The children said clever things about
one another that were more often than not nega-
tive in tone if not in content. Our challenge was
to get them to say clever things in praise and sup-
port of one another, to get them to see themselves
as very special." The praise sticks are placed on a
central surface in the classroom. Teachers praise
the students for noteworthy accomplishments by
placing the sticks over their heads and publicly
announcing the fact, in rhyme. Thus praised,
the student may then choose to hold the stick
over another student's head and offer praise in
a like manner.

Also in keeping with the CLA family motto at
Fuller. Baker and Millender introduced painted
cans filled with esteem-building cards of tangible
and intangible possibilities from which students
may draw at their leisure. The only requirement
is that the student find a way to do whatever
the card says is possible. Again, brightly colored
and inviting, the "I can" cans complement CLA's
philosophical emphasis on the power of creativity.
As Turner explains,"We train the parents to
encourage their children, to tell them 'Don't say
you can't. You know you can do this, so try. Do
the very best that you can.' "

CLA teachers are also routinely reminded to
remove limiting notions from their own dialogues
with the children. Explains Millender: "Immedi-
ately after new teachers in a recent workshop at
the University said they could do anything they
set their minds to, I asked them, 1-low many of
you can leave here right now and fly down to the
South Side?' There was not one raised hand. They
didn't think, well maybe I could catch a helicopter
and get there. We work constantly to remove such
traces of limiting thought from CLA's Follow
Through classrooms."
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Classk Piagetian Theory: The University

of Georgia at Athens maps developmental

courses of learning

The goal of our program is tirr each Follow
Through child to experience optimal success
based (in individual potential. Follow Through
needs to touch Head Start, it needs to touch
Chapter 1 and say, -Here, take what we've
learned; do with it." Ours is a powerful network
that's working t;rr young children. We're setting
the groundwork for them to become formal
thinkers in middle school and beyorul.

Horace "Cy" Hawn, Director. University of
Georgia at Athens Follow Through Project

Three principles based on Jean Piaget's educa-
tional philosophy guide the University of Georgia
at Athens' Mathc.nagenic Activities Program
(synonymously known as the UGA and MAP):
1 ) schools should match the level of classroom
stimuli and instruction to the child's developmental
level: 2) active learning is an essential component
in early childhood education; and 3) personal
self-regulation by children is the only truly
developmental style of learning that nurtures
their independence.

As Piaget noted, young children reach for learn-
ing when what they already know is inadequate
te match the stimuli in their environnwnt. This
desired "mismatch" has for years provided the
catalyst for the UGA/MAP program, which seeks
to address each child's individual level of thought.
The crux is, and has always been, knowing exactly
at which level the child is presently functioning.
To assist teachers in that assessment, the creators
of the UGA/MAP model developed the Cognitive
Development Assessment Instrument. Data ob-
tained through use of the instrument supplement
and reinforce standardized test data, student daily
work records, and teacher observations. The mis-
match theory contends that children can quite liter-
ally reach up and grasp new concepts by doing

something they have never done before. "And
that," says Follow Through Director Dr. Horace
Ty" Hawn, "is one of the most exciting things
to watch in the UGA/MAP classroom."

Physical, mental, and manipulative activity
in the classroom also undergirds the cognitive
mismatch. Thus in UGA/MAP classrooms, says
Dr. Hawn, you'll find any number of manipulable
objects and learning centers. Entering a UGA/
MAP classroom. one notices immediately the flexi-
ble room arrangement with a variety of interest
centers stocked with learning tools of various sorts
children's books, math and science manipula-
tives, building blocks, and social studies learning
aids like globes and maps. Sonw children are
working in small groups exploring math concepts
with sets of plastic counters, others are engrossed
in the books they found and have begun to explore
in an area prominently labeled Reading Corner.
Still others, gathered in a small group around
a teacher, are engaged in a discussion about a
story they've just read together, And the last
group is thoughtfully examining materials in
other centers as they decide which they'll select
to work with individually in any part of the room
they choose.

But particularly noticeable in a UGA/MAP
Follow Through classroom is the children's confi-
dence in selecting materials or activity with
which they intend ,.rork. "I'm not talking about
a child retiring to a corner with his blocks or his
book," says Dr. Hawn. "Children in the program
select the person they want to study with and
leave their seats at will to begin or complete a
project they've begun."

The Piagetian principles are the heart of the
UGA/MAP model. In conjunction with strong,
classic parent involvement and staff development
programs, they form a consistent route for chil-
dren in UGATMAP school sites in Mississippi,
South Carolina, and Idaho to achieve at faster
and more substantial rates than their non-
Follow Throogh peers.
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The UGAMW llorent Motive

The current literature suggests that porents
make a difference in their children's schooling.
If you look at the number of sites that have
emphasized parents, none has done more to
fill up that literature than Follou Through.

Horace "Cy" Hawn

UGA's commitment to parents aims to stimulate
their interest in their children's education and to
promote communication between parents, children,
and the school. The model's parent program rests
on a founding trilogy of involvement strategies:
parent volunteers working in the classroom as
tutors and teaching assistants; home-based edu-
cation offered to both students and parents; and
a strong parent presence in school policymaking.

Communities are of course made up of both
adults and children, and while UGA's site at the
28th Street School in Gulfport, Mississippi sched-
ules parent meetings every other Wednesday, some
of the meetings are held in centrally located com-
munity buildings. Likewise, Lhe parent coordinator
schedules frequent home visits and keeps sets of
home educational materials for parents to pick up.

The school's children see the neighborhood's
commitment to their educational success through
scores of encouraging visits and supportive acts.
The Mayor of Gulfport, for example, came in to read
to the children one afternoon. A Mississippi State
Representative, a dentist, a bus driver, and the
newspaper editor followed suit, but they were
preceded by a janitor, a school board member, the
school superintendent, and the PTA president. The
children wrote letters to thank the adult readers
for their time, and the adults in turn asked 28th
Street School Follow Through Coordinator Barbara
Thomas to schedule them for more readings. `They
enjoy being role models," Principal Carolyn Rushing
noted of the community leaders and parents.

Key to the UGA/MAP home-based education
strategy is a parent coordinator whose job is to
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build UGA's prescribed reciprocal link between
home and school. The coordinator provides for
parent education at school so that, according to
Dr. Hawn, "parents know what they can make
of themselves with the help of the school.' UGA/
MAP's efforts to involve parents in policymaking
are also structured to ensure that parents are
empowered by possibility. *Parent empowerment
in education is a piece of honesty that I think
all schools must hose," notes Dr. Hawn."We
communicate continually with the parents
because only with good communications can
parents know what's going on and contribute
knowledgeably to the political structure of their
schools and communities."

As a result of its commitment., UGA/MAP
directly influenced the creation of Policy Advisory
Committees in Gulfport's schools through its work
with parents at each site. The diatrict-level Policy
Mvisory Committee in Pocatello, Idaho is also
founded on the UGA/MAP Follow Through parent
involvement component.

Nuptial staff development

Ours is a highly individualized staff develop-
ment program. With new teachers, we devote
all staff development time to making sure
they become adept WAWA') Follow
Through teachers as soon as possible. But
ifs not a pnress that happens in a hurry.
We're asking them to instruct in ways they
haven't been taught in most teacher training
institutions.

Horace "Cy" Hawn

Because UGA/MAP sponsors don't pretend to
know the exact needs of communities when they
introduce the model, the sponsors prefer to train
trainers from the community to work on-site with
teachers. 'We look for a resource teacher who is
good at communicating who's aware of what we're
trying to do, and is sold on the developmental
notions of the model," says Dr. Hawn. *That way
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we don't come in and say we're going to tell teach-
ers we've never met what to do. They tell us what
they want instead."

UGA's approach to staff development has been
credited with improving the entire educational
system as it enhances single classrooms and
schools. Because the developmentally appropriate
model relies heavily on stndent initiation of learn-
ing within a stimulating environment, teaching
is actually more demanding on the staff. Once
teachers acquire the ability to work with various
developmental levels in the same class, most feel
the techniques work too well to abandon. Maby
UGA/MAP Follow Through teachers, notes Dr.
Hawn, "continue being Follow Through teachers
wherever they go."

Staff development within the model is so thor-
ough that becoming a strong and mature UGA/
MAP Follow Through teacher usually requires two
to three years. It follows that UGANAP has also
won a reputation for training Follow Through
teachers and administrators who move up and
on to leadership positions in their school districts.
The principal at Gulfport's 28th Street School is,
for instance, a former Follow Through teacher.
The school's local site coordinator was a Follow
Through teacher for 10 years before she assumed
her current role. And it is not at all unusual to find
numbers of Follow Through parents and former
teaching assistants who have naturally assumed
the role of teacher once they have learned the
UGA/MAP model.

Folkw-up: Develiwing health care that takes care

Gulfport is home to a U.S. Navy base, but little
other industry or commerce sustains the town
of approximately 40,000. In the area served by
Follow Through, double-digit unemployment and
poverty are consequently more the norm than the
exception. Many families whose children attend
the 28th Street School live in adjacent housing
projects and have little money for preventive or

responsive health care. Although the UGA/MAP
model provides indirectly for dental, health, nutri-
tion, and social and psychological services, its
requirement for a school nurse, whose salary is
paid for with Follow Through funds, is a particu-
larly crucial aspect for the Gulfport site. "A child
cannot learn if he isn't healthy," explains Hawn.
"Unless there is a nurse in the building, a sick
child in the classroom means the teacher must
deny the rest of the children in order to take care
of the child who is ill." The Follow Through nurse
also coordinates with community agencies to
ensure that children with eyesight or hearing
problems receive the care and corrective services
they need. And, adds UGA/MAP Follow Through
assistant director, Dr. Eleanor Todd, "the nurse
has more time to follow up requests to agencies
than a classroom teacher. We can alert the parent
to the need and alert the agency that this child
needs something. But if we don't have someone
who continues to be ccncerned, who continues to
follow up, then the need doesn't get met."
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The SEDL Language Development Approodc

Strengthening the ..1; -; e of the child

Our goal is to create a rich language environ-
ment where children can grow by using
languagetheir language--as a tool for
learning. We've designed our approach to
serve children and their families who are
non-native or non-standard English speakers:
children who bring a wide variety of linguistic,
ethnic, and cultural differences to schools that
are often not prepared for them. Because these
students are still expected to coexist and achieve
in a multicultural and diverse society, we see
their language as one of their strengths.

Betty Mace-Matluck, Director, SEDL
Language Development Approach
to Follow Through

The rationale behind the Southwest Educational
Development Laboratory (SEDL! Language
Development Approach (LDA) is that language
forms the core for 'ooth the strengths and the weak-
nesses of students. By design, the Approach creates
a learning environment that promotes the growth
of all who enter. While ascribing to the notion that
language is thought, the LDA operates under the
assumption that language is key to communica-
tion, as well as a carrier and expresser of culture.
Working through and with English-as-a-second-
language lESL) and bilingual instruction programs,
the Approach meets students where they live and
helps them make the most of the language they
use. SEDL's LDA bilingual mode is specifically
designed for children with Spanish language
backgrounds, while its ESL design assists limited
English proficient students whose home language
or dialect ie not that of the school.

The Language Development Approach works to
maximize the potential of all children in its Follow
Through classrooms, while enhancing the ability
of schools to meet the needs of languago minority
students from predominantly low income areas.
Its major long-range goal is to provide students
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with developmentally appropriate curriculum
and practices that build student skills, concepts
values, attitudes, habits, and feelings needed to
compete educationally :n the classroom, and ulti-
mately, in the adult world.

Twenty-year LDA Follow Through coordinator
Cris Garza recalls, "SEDL became a forerunner in
bilingual education when it deve:oped some of the
nation's first bilingual curriculum materials in the
mid-1960s." SEDL adapted the curriculum to meet
the needs of the field sites that were using the
materials in their bilingual education programs.
At that time, the non-profit educational corpora-
tion was able to provide the only bilingual curricu-
lum then available in early childhood language
development. Over the years. research has shown
that many of the strategies used by SEDL's LDA
are just plain good teaching strategies. Now
mainstream teachers are beginning to use ESL./
Bilingual strategies in the regular classroom.

While the SEDL LDA does not attempt to dic-
tate district policy on the type of bilingual or ESL
instruction chik' ren receive in sites that adopt
the Approach, it does offer educators a philosophy
that fosters individualized learning experiences.
Research shows that children acquire language
best through meaningful experiences, so the SEDL
LDA built in provisions for integrating the lan-
guage of the child into content areas traditionally
disassociated from the study of English. Math and
science lessons, for example, may be held in the
language the child brings to the classroom or in
English. "The strategy is that there's always a lan-
guage objective as well as a content objective, and
the teachers are trained to be aware of that as
they design their lessons or their learning center
activities," explains SEDL LDA Director Betty
Mace-Matluck. "We teach teachers to be as aware
of what the language requirements are as they
are of the essential element of the curriculum to
be learned. As a result, we're prepared to meet stu-
dents wnerever they are when they come to school
and build from there." explains Mace-Matluck. "We
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work on building the English vocabulary and
structures they'll need to succeed in the fourth
grade, but the main issue is to continue helping
thon develop their languagewhether it is in
Spanish, Englishwith an eye to what they'll
need in the future."

Classroom marmot &mitt; a pkice

whey kith can ire and wait

Conducive learning environments don't just
happen by chance. Careful planning and manage-
ment by instructional staff are essential if children
are to grasp academic concepts while they are
learning to speak the English they'll need. The
creation of learning centers or small areas with
specifically designated purposes is key to LDA's
ideal, culturally sensitive, and language-rich envi-
ronment. Follow Through teachers are trained and
provided a reference guide---Classroom Strategies
to ensure effective use of the various centers and
seating arrangements advocated by the LDA.

For example, SEDL Follow Through classrooms
are equipped with moveable furnituretables and
chairs as opposed to fixed desks. An area of each
room large enough to accommodate all of the chil-
dren in the class is designated. The model encour-
ages small groups of three-to-five children to work
together, sharing tasks. They're encouraged
indeed expectedto talk to each other, referring
to the materials on the table, offering information,
discussing solutions, defending their choices,
reaching consensus, learning cooperatively. Stu-
dents may be paired over worksheets, talking back
and forth, deciding on the best solution and com-
mitting it to the paper that lies between them.
Bookcases also function as room dividers that bor-
der learning centers like the Reading Corner with
its variety of books for individual reading. In the
science center, a group of children may work on
a task with weights and a scale. Their challenge is
to explore which objects weigh more or less, using
comparative adjectives such as "this is heavier

than that" as they grasp the concept. A tape
recorder and/or a language master with earphones
are set up in another learning center complete
with activity sheets to guide the students. Student
work is proudly displayed on walls, ceilings, and
bulletin boards.

'We set up the room in such a way that there
are ample opportunities for student interaction
with the teacher but also with other children,"
explains SEDL LDA Director Mace-Matluck.
'When you walk into an LDA room, you're going to
hear children's language, you'll see it on the walls,
and realize that it reflects the interests of the chil-
dren because interest stimulates conversation."

Waiving litwidicaly Nagle, aeotive,

and outlive staff

Teachers line up and ask to be involved in the
Follow Through program because they appreci-
ate the ongoing support that it offers. It's not
just the money, but the staff darlopment that
teachers clamor for. The training becomes a
you're-really-special affiliation. And when
teachers want to work with a group of children
who are on the lowest socio-economic and
highest at-risk rungs, they need a climbing
strategy that's easy to carry, but sure.

Betty Mace-Matluck

To meet the objectives of the LDA, teachers
are trained to make the most of three hallmark
features: 1) crzation of a learning environment
that encourages children to develop and learn
at their own rates through language; 2) use of
research-based language learning and language
teaching strategies; and 31 selection and use of
relevant, interesting materials.

Under the LDA, the teacher is essentially a
manager of the language learning exwrience.
She is never a drill leader or a simple presenter
of materials. The teacher's responsibility is to
ensure sufficient exposure and opportunity for
language development in the classroom. Follow
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Through professionals strive to be sure the stu-
dent receives and internalizes concepts. Because
the development of thought processes is essential
to learning, and coping in today's society goes
hand-in-hand with language acquisition, LDA
teachers are trained to create ways of communi-
cating new concepts that can be understood and
learned in any language. The same training
applies to teaching analysis and problem solving.

LDA teachers are also trained to use language
in a way that challenges students to go beyond
their current understanding. To do this, Garza ,

Mace-Matluck, and the WA staff at SEDL train
educators to speak more slowly and enunciate
clearly to allow students much-needed processing
time. The Approach also teaches the importance of
using repetitive vocabulary, less slang, and fewer
idioms. The LDA trains teachers in concrete ways
to get real messages across by using an abundance
of visuals such as graphs, gestures, and pictorials.
"We train our teachers to use language in a very
creative way, to make sure that the real message
gets across," claims Mace-Matluck. "We don't
worry about the accuracy of the language that the
child produces. Mismatches between the child's
creation and the adult form will be corrected as
the child grows in the second language "

Adds Garza: "We want the children to take
risks in using English. We don't intimidate the
child by saying, No, you don't say it that way, you
say it this way,' because we want them to really
express themselves, whether it's right or wrong in
terms of grammar use, so that they're able to take
risks even in writing. We want them to write any
way they want to, any way they can."

But visual, aural, and tactile reminders are
but a few ideas in a grab bag of language supports
teachers may use to tap into diverse student
understandings. LDA teachers are also trained
to be sensitive to the child's culture while working
with a variety of language experience activities
and learning centers. "We look at the whole child's
academic, cognitive, and affective needs, bringing
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familiar things to the child from his or her cul-
ture," notes Mace-Matluck. "A number of programs
are comprehensive in some way, but SEDL's LDA
specifically incorporates culture and language."

Continuous staff development from a consistent
group of trainers is key to the Approach. An initial
needs-sensing phase determines where the teach-
ers are and where they want to be. From there, the
LDA trainers customize resources for the teachers
at each site. Thus the Approach allows for a vari-
ety of staff development delivery methods. "Typi-
cally, a professional is available on-site who is
responsible for the day-to-day assistance of the
teachers,' explains Mace-Matluck. But the initial
training of on-site trainers in Approach strategies
is but a small part of the LDA's responsibility to
staff on-site: "One of the roles of the sponsor is
to continually infuse new and proven ideas from
research into the model and its ongoing staff
development," she maintains. "For example, a
few years ago, the whole notion of cooperative
learning came back into practice. While we have
always advocated interactive groups in our Follow
Through Approach in order to build the rich
language environment that's so essential, we
have as sponsors realized that cooperative learning
is a very good strategy that research bears out for
language minority children in particular. So we've
incorporated that strategy into our teacher train-
ing. Likewise, whole language has come back on
the scene, and again it fits beautifully with the
notion of developing the language across the
curriculum in writing, speaking, and reading."

SEDUs LDA boasts the usual impressive array
of on-site paraprofessionals who have become
school teachers, principals, and counselors. For
example, the institution routinely relies on the
educational acumen of Alan Morgan, a SEDL
Board Member and current state Commissioner
of Education in New Mexico, who was also once a
Follow Through teacher. Mace-Matluck and Garza
note that the effectiveness of their staff develop-
ment is also integral to the success of the model.
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Explains Mace-Maduck, 'We try to look not
only at the children's academic progress, but
also growth of teachers and how they perceive
their development"

Hiphig schook to wok will fools

We're finding out with Follow Through how to
lot parents into the school and just how good
for everyone that can be.

Polo Carrillo, LDA Site Parent Involvement
Coordinator, Benavides, Texas

The custodian greets you and is polite to you
because he's part of the school and not isolated
from it. People welcome you to the s..ltool, and
the signs in the building and on their faces are
positive. In the classroom, the number of adults
reflects the amount of parent involvement that's
going on and their rapressions say they're
pleased with what the school has to give them.
Everyone is ready to talk to you about the kids'
growth and achievement: Parents stop you in the
hallway and ask, "Are you going to visit so-and-
so bitrause that's where my child is? There's a
lot of pride that feels very much like family.

Cris Garza, SEDL LDA Coordinator

Like its student instruction and staff develop-
ment philosophies, which draw on the notions
ofJean Piaget and L.S. Vygotsky, the SEDL LDA
parent involvement program is also best described
as developmental. 'In many cases, parents need to
learn something about the school before they can
really become involved in their children's educa-
tions," ryorts Mace-Matluck. "Immigrant parents
and even parents with their first school-aged child
don't know a whole lot about how schools work
now.' To build parental knowledge of the school
culture, the SEDL Approach includes a school ori-
entation program to help parents become familiar
with the culture of the school: its rules, programs,
curriculum, and the education their children are
receiving. The program offers tours of the school
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site, providing tlw parents with an opportunity
to visit and observe their children's classrooms.
°Invariably, parents get interesta in the school
culture,' says Mace-Matluck, "and sower or later
some emerge as well-prepared and willing co-
decisionmakers, ready to offer their skills, talents,
and time. At that point they become partners
with the school."

Parent workshops are routinely sponsored
at WA sites in addition to the home activities
program. Both encourage parents to make objects
and gather materials for use in student learning.
Parents explore various instructional uses for
materials commonly found in any home. They're
taught how to encourage study habits and help
their children to acquire and use language
whether the parent speaks English proficiently
or not. "Parents like to take things home to work
with their kids, so we offer workshops in which
they make gamesone for the teacher and one
to take home,' notes Garza. "We find that once
the parents take these games home or they tell
a particular story using puppets, they feel very
comfortable coming into the classroom, playing
that particular game, or reading with groups
of kids."

To make the most of such parent interest and
confidence, Classroom and Instructional Volunteer
Programs add two additieaal tiers to LDA parent
iiwcivement options. As Classroom Volunteers,
parents are trained to do non-instructional tasks
for the school, while remaining involved in the
instruction of their children. As Instructional
Volunteers, parents are trained to assist teachers
and students with tasks in the classroom. Some
LDA sites also have established Parent Rooms,
and all have Parent Advisory Committees whose
role is to make decisions and plan for school pro-
gram improvement. "Being part of the school day
is valuable in developing parents as partners,"
adds Mace-Matluck, 1)ecause as parents become
familiar with the school, they send a message
to children that school is important."
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Typically, LDA sites employ a parent involve-
ment coordinator or someone who works with
school staff and with the community to involve
parents in school life in a variety of ways. Parents
who become Instructional Volunteers have had
some experience with the school and contribute
to the classroom by acting as an extension of the
teacher. "The parent might be assigned to oversee
the children's progress in a learning center for
exampleto make sure the children have what
they need and guide those who need help,"
explains Garza.

During her two decades of training parents
and teachers to effectively use the SEDL Language
Development Approach. Garza reports that par-
ents ask one question consistently and often:
"How can I help my child if they're learning
English and I don't speak English well?" One tip
she has repeatedly shared with parents is to have
students practice the two languages together. "I
tell parents to have the children read the stories
aloud in English and then have the children
paraphrase the story or ask questions about it in
Spanish. This, we tell them, increases the level
of learning." Since some Follow Through parents
in LDA sites are not fully literate, they also have
the opportunity to learn from their children at
home. Mace-Matluck adds that parents are also
encouraged to help their children in the language
the parent feels competent using. Children can
learn a lot of math concepts. she points out, by
accompanying their Spanish-speaking parent to
the grocery store. "We advise parents they don't
have to be English-speaking to help their children
learn at school or to stimulate learning at home."
she says. "because children acquire knowledge
and languagethrough experience."

Connunily kweivement Benavidee Nudagiving in June;

Iskrets ituncound

Central to the success of SEDL's 24-year-old
Language Development Approach is its unfailing
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commitment to the community schools it adopts.
Whether working with African American communi-
ties in Philadelphia, with Cajun communities in
Louisiana, or Asian American communities in
California, the LDA's innovators note that com-
munity involvement almost always accompanies
parental interest in the program. As Mace-Matiuck
explains. "Follow Through becomes so intricately
intertwined with the community that the culture
of that community comes into the school and is rec-
ognized. The kids learn directly from and with each
other, and as a consequence, culturally different
groups of parents often became closer. The kids
'mesh,' and before long you see the parents getting
along, slowly breaking down the barriers, and
bridging the differences with understanding."

The community enthusiasm of Benavides
a small town of laborers and farmers in south
Texas that is home to 2,000 souls and one ele-
mentary schoolis particularly inspiring. That
school's claim to fame is not only that more than
three-quan Ts of the parents at the school are
actively involved in their children's education.
but that the school district elected to reciprocate
and honor the parents. After being in Follow
Through one year, the mayor declared the first
city-wide Follow Through Day replete with a
formal proclamation and dinner. Entertainers
were hired, but the sense of community took on
an added dimension when uniformed members
of the police force and other public servants
dropped by to reinforce their support of the
school and its staff. It's a celebration that the
district and the city intend to repeat each year.

Since success so often builds upon itself,
Benavides' increased community pride in its
school attracted the attention of state policy-
makers and educators. "Becauae of Follow
Through," reports Benavides superintendent
Dr. Ramón Tanguma, "our school received the
Governor's Award for Excellence in Education.
The positive publicity associated with this award
had a cyclical effect that continues to make
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Follow Through children, happy children."
According to Benavides LDA on-site parent

involvement coordinator, Polo Carrillo, parents
have become so interested in the training, field
trips, and the sharing that results from computer
and parenting training that they've decided to
link their Title VII program with Follow Through
so that they'll have a place to put all the parents
and community members who are clamoring to
volunteer in the school. To be fair, Carrillo alpha-
betically schedules each of the parents on his
ever-growing list of volunteers for at least two
days in the classroom. Although a small stipend
is offered some of the parents for their work in
Follow Through classrooms, Carrillo reports many
of the parents have told him they're glad to volun-
teer without the remittance. Since Benavides is
a rural school, parents may use the money for
transportation to the school or to hire babysitters
for their children who are not yet in school.

Reports from Tanguma and Carrillo are re-
inforced by those of parents like classroom volun-
teer Beatrice Benavides. "I work with my son,
Juan, at home using the joint homework assign-
ments the teachers give me," she explains. "In
coming to the school and into the classroom to
help, I could see for myself where he was having
trouble. So when we got home, we turned the TV
off and worked on school problems. I felt good
because I was able to be there for my child, and
that made him feel good too."

From all indicators, the community's efforts
and those of individual parents are paying off
in the three-year-old Benavides LDA site in much
the same way it has transformed the reputation
of LDA's Lincoln School site in Tulare, California.
As a continuous SEDL LDA site for nearly 24
years, the Tulare school has served as a Follow
Through Resource Center and received a national
educational stamp of approval through Joint
Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP) certification,
as have a number of other former SEDL LDA
sites. But Garza, who was at Tulare when the

LDA was being initiated into the school and com-
munity, has seen the town turn around and take
another look at the school. "Lincoln School had a
bad reputation in Tulare," she recalls. "When
Lincoln's students enrolled in other schools, they'd
hear 'Here come the Lincoln kids' with dread in
the voices. There's still a little of that because you
can't completely remove prejudice, but now teach-
ers want to get the Follow Through students from
Lincoln because they've found our Approich
enables students. So Tulai e's kids aren't just poor
kids with problems anymore. They're poor kids
who achieve."
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Kids lead the way at INREAL. Adults watch,
listen, and guide. The idea is that children
learn more effectively when school is expetienced,
when learning is tangible and immediately
meaningful to them.

Elizabeth "Tikki" Heublein,
INREAL Director

At the Inter-Reactive Learning (1NREAL) Follow
Through model in Boulder, Colorado, conversation
and communication define success in school and
success in life. The model combines the best contem-
porary practice in early childhood education known
to researchers with a healthy dose of common sense
and respect for all learnersbe they at home, at
school, or in the world's inereasingly bilingual/
bicultural communities. It's a mix that balances
the needs of the individual with those of the commu-
nity that has been adopted by some 500 sites in 30
states and seven foreign countries during MEAL'S
16 years of existence. INREAL's processlike the
great slabs of sandstone which jut skyward from
Boulder's mountains in testimony to the forces
of changeis a phenomenon worth observing with
the next century's cultural diversity in mind.

Distinctive to the INREAL model is its plan
to implement research-based instructional prac-
tices shown to improve the school performance
of low income bilingual and bicultural students
and their families. As a Follow Through model,
INREAL is currently funded and implemented
at one sponsored site: Lafayette Elementary
just outside Boulder, Colorado. A secoml dis-
semination site, University Hill Elementary
(nicknamed Uni-Hill), is located in Boulder near
the University of Colorado, home of INREAL
director Elizabeth Heublein's national Outreach
Education Center.
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The Colorado sites are two of five in the area
with large Southeast Asian immigrant and low-
income Hispanic enrollments. 'We based the model
on what happens naturally in the best kind of lan-
guage learning environment for children,' Heublein
recalls, 'Supporting first language development
to be able to support second language development
is just common sense, so we concentrated on what
happens between the child and the primary care-
taker to create the best language learning milieu.'

Heublein sees INREAL's goal as *distilling
whatmaturally happens in the human learning
environment' and infusing that essential element
into an educational system committed to restruc-
turing. From its inception, the model focused on
serving the whole childtomplete with cultural,
familial, socioeconomic, and health concerns.
"We're trying to look at serving children in a less
segregated fashion," says Heublein. "We're looking
at Follow Through as a whole school rather than a
school within a school. We know that the premises
on which Follow Through is built affect the system
as a whole, and so we have to look at it as a system-
wide process." INREAL's commitment to family
and community empowerment feeds the current
emphasis in Boulder on the soon-to-be-established
community-supported Family Resource Centers.
The model's demonstration school in Boulder's
University Hill is the only existing Follow Through
school with three teacher/facilitators instead of a
principal, and where the two founding tenets
of restructuringsite-based management and
shared decision-makingare already in full flower.

Gouging student growth

We're interested in looking at self-esteem
perceived confidence as a learnerin both
Spanish and English speaking students.
We look at global self-esteem and social self-
esteem in terms of acceptance, and we look at
academic confidence and self-esteem in terms
of how children perceive themselves as learners.

Diane Coulter, INREAL Evaluator
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Begun in 1974 by Dr. Rita Weiss, INREAL's
language-based model is founded on the notion
that language and communication are the form
and the intent of education and learning. Conver-
sation is the primary instructional mode upon
which effective problem solving and creativity,
intrinsic motivation and self-evaluated success,
learner-initiated activity, cooperative learning,
and increased academic learning time all hinge.
In keeping with national trends toward perfor-
mance-based assessment, INREAL began training
teachers on portfolio evaluation at Uni-Hill School
in the spring of 1991. But INREAL finds itself in
the role of the nation's education seismograph in
forecasting and looking beyond the trend's limita-
tions: "We aim for child, parent, and teacher
involvement in the portfolio assessment," says
Heublein. "It's not just the teacher who gets to
decide how well the student is performing, it's
the whole family."

Flawing upstream in the mainstream: Jeff cold Sank's story

INREAL's commitment to supporting the edu-
cational growth of the wole child is central to
the model's other distinction. The Boulder school
system recently committed to increased regular
classroom mainstreaming of children with severe
and/or multiple handicaps. Since a portion of their
student population at Lafayette and Uni-Hill are
exceptional students with a variety of physical and
mental disabilities, INREAL's innovators have
taken the notion of mainstreaming to heart in the
classroom. Students, rather than teachers, provide
the additional support needed by students with
handicaps. The classes here are 100 percent inte-
grated. Given resource teachers and classroom
teachers who focus on student strengths rather
than weaknesses, accompanied by peer sensitivity
and support, students with even multiple disabili-
ties thrive in the regular classroom.

"Sarah's story may help you see what we're
trying to do here," explains INREAL coordinator

'

Mathew Morrison. "During intermission at a con-
cert she was attending with her family, Sarah
wound up standing with Jeff, an autistic class-
mate. Jeffs parents needed to leave the auditor-
ium for a few minutes, and Sarah very naturally
offered, `Oh, that's OK, hang out with him.'
When some older kids passed by and asked 'Hey,
who's your stupid looking dater and made fun of
her, Sarah answered 'He's not stupid looking, and
I like him the way he is.' So the benefits of main-
streaming go both ways. Jeff learns to feel he
can function among his 'normal' peers, and then
there's the benefit for kids like Sarah who learn
to accept exceptional kids on their terms."

cataloging cultural &varsity: The Uni40 School Press

Kid-to-kid learning is very much the norm as is
the thrust toward multicultural understanding.
There is great appreciation for individual and
cultural differences here.

Elizabeth "Tikki" Heublein,
INREAL Director

Since its creation as an alternative school in
1976, University Hill has had some 19 languages
represented in the student body each year. In a
unique publishing program, students from diverse
cultures and backgrounds routinely write, illus-
trate, bind, catalogue, and share their perceptions
of the world through print. The children's stories
assume book form at the hands of a group of col-
laborators, including the student author, two
same-grade-level friends, and a parent volunteer.
Once bound, the books are afforded the status of
any magnum opus in the school's library. "In the
early days of the Middle East Gulf crisis," recalls
research assistant and staff developer Betty
Becker, "the librarian went through the student-
produced books and selected two written by former
Uni-Hill students from Saudi Arabia and Iran.
We could tap the produced materials to help
students understand what was happening and
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place it in a human perspective--through the eyes
of otheryoung authors.'

Selkolledion is the best minden

We want the kids to become more self-
evaluativeto know it's OK to examine their
own work without waiting for external direction
or approval. Our staff development with the
teachers is similarly self-reflective. Just like the
students, teachers come to fed more ownership
in their efforts so that they don't need outside
validation

Mathew Morrison, INREAL
Follow Through Coordinator

When a field worker documents student
behavior for INREAL case studies, the common-
sensical bent of the model pervades. Rather than
a superficial overlay of behaviors, the documenta-
tion is instead a detailed, in-depth synthesis of
how this child works through a day. "'We have
learned that identifying groups of children as
being 'al risk' is a risky business at best," claims
Morrison. 'All children are at risk if a school's
program is imposed upon them without taking
advantage of their strengths and interests."

By the same token, with a satchel full of charts
and forms designed for the teachers to look at
themselves through video analysis, INREAL train-
ers have found they can quietly change the way
teachers interact with children. There are no doc-
trines, no judgmental evaluations, just an opportu-
nity for the teachers to see their work objectively,
interactively, and to learn from self-reflection
rather than by mandate or external directives.

The INREAL Training Evaluation Model
(11E* Communication Analysis that describes
the where, why, and what of a child's learning
environment is particularly instructive, according
to INREAL coordinator Morrison, because the
model creators instilled a solid philosophy of
strengths-based education on all levels. Ilre try
to meet peopleteacherswhere they are to build
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on what they're doing and share it with other
teachers. We work to improve communication,'
he says. The INREAL Classroom Observation
Scale adopted from the National Association for
the Education of Young Children Performance
Standard is a similarly non-judgmental, eval-
uative tool.

lie, I an not is FeiscOcd, We are!

Shared decision-making is a new component
at MEAL that speaks to parents as both
involved and open. Ours is a very ingratiating
environment that is by its nature comprehensive.
Nothing is dune in isolation. Everything has an
eflict and relationship to everything else. We're
concerned with everybody in the family-4n
school, out of school, during school hours, after
school hours.

Mathew Morrison, INREAL
Follow Through Coordinator

Key to the roAructuring effort at Uni-Hill
School is its im p!t mentation of site-based manage-
ment and shaT i docision-making. Due to the
school's long triditicn of Follow Through parent
involvement, three teachens now facilitete Uni-
Hill's day-to-day operations in accordance with
the consensus of faculty, staff, and parents.
Committees of teachers research such issues as
dropout prevention and return to the rest of the
Uni-Hill family with recommendations that the
three teacher/facilitators may then work to put
in place. INREAL Follow Through also maintains
a hi-level advisory hierarchya parent advisory
committee, a local advisory board, and a state and
national advisory boardto reinforce its connect-
edness with a variety of educational philosophies
and interests. "With partnership comes owner-
ship," advises Heublein. 'The community needs to
have participated in planning and implementation
to have ownership of a school irojest. Without that
kind of commitment, of community support, the
model can be little more than an ineffective clone.
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What's best for the kids in any community evolves
from community concern. INREAL's role is to sup-
port the community as it evolves because we feel
replication without support is nonsense."

"The site-based management and shared
decision-making policies work for Uni-Hill,"
adds Uni-Hill teacher/Leadership Team member
Joann Trujillo Hays. "With Bank Street's early
influence and now INREAL's, we have a history
of collaboration and involvement. Some parents
say they'd be more comfortable if there were
someone in charge. We keep saying, 'No, I am
not the principal.' We want everyone affected
by the decisions to help make them."

Perot power!

To INREAL's innovators, support for children
and families is a crucial component of their Follow
Through model. "The children know that we are
starting from where they are and who they and
their families are as people," says Heublein.
"Parents feel that not only are they welcome in
the school, but that they have the power to influ-
ence decisions for their children."

INREAL's parent questionnaire is thus a telling
document. It gauges a parent's sense of awareness
and control of their children's education more
than it seeks to sample perceptions. According
to one parent, Mohammad S. Salim, the parent
seminars designed to sensitize him to the impact
of conversational form and intent on children's
learning processes, provided a wealth of additional
material. Writes Salim: "Richness of communica-
tion was what I found to be the essence of the
INREAL strategies. It made the conversation
delightful, easy and effectiverich IN a very REAL
sense.. . . The videotape at the end outlined the
training approach that the staff uses with the par-
ticipantsgetting into our space, letting us voice
our immediate concerns, elaborating on our ges-
tures and words, and gently leading the energy
of the group.'

INREAL's administrators hope to gather data
on a national trend to involve parents in student
academic learning at home. Says Heublein, "We'll
involve parents in our scoring of student creativity
this year, because we think it will help them to
help their children make the connection between
creativity and problem solving."

As in most early childhood programs that aim to
serve the whole child, INREAL also welcomes and
encourages parents in the classroom as volunteers
and paraprofessionals. "Although there is a parent
mom," says Morrison, "it hardly ever gets used
because the parents are always in the classes."
And not just K-3 classes. Morrison routinely collab-
orates with Lafayette's Chapter 1 coordinator and
community liaisons to locate parents who have
dropped out of school and who now have children
in the Follow Through program. 'They were trying
to earn their GEDs, and together we found scholar-
ship sources to Front Range Community College so
that those parents could earn their diplomas. We
don't have reams of data on this," he adds, "all we
have is people with changed lives."

Crostaiturai preventive cures for 'new enough money'

After the nutritionist has done her work, I'll
sometimes go into the classroom and review
with the kids. They've internalized the need for
exercising at least three times a week, and eat-
ing heart healthy foods. It's really amazing
what a little preventive education can do. They
all hold up their snackscarrots and apples
instead of Twbikiesand I know that Ann's
work has made a lasting impression.

Jeannie Jacobson, INREAL Staff Developer

INREAL again takes a research-based tack
when it comes to social and health care services
by prescribing in-school time for both a nurse and
a social worker. On stall' for the past ten years,
INREAL's Follow Through nurse at Lafayette,
Ann Bailey-Britton, makes home visits and inter-
venes with the usual medical/dental/optical exam-
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inations, but the bulk of her time in the school is
spent in wellness instruction for *he students and
their families. The site's teachers assist in the
health care workers' integration of nutrition and
health basics in the classroom curriculum and
multicultural awareness. The nurse, for example,
respects and works with the Southeast Asian
Hmong people's belief in animist medicine and
dental care.

"I work ten hours a week," says Kathleen
Larson, the social worker at INREAL's Lafayette
School site, "and that's not enough time to do
what I feel my job is. So I see the children in small
groups on my own time to do stress management,
relaxation, self-esteem building exercises, and
socialization skills. Then I help teachers with
conflict resolutions between children, and I do
parenting workshops for Follow Through fami-
lies." She also says the reality of dysfunctions for
the majority of the Follow Through students can
be traced directly to "not enough money": "The
kids haven't gotten enough of what they need
when they need it and now it's showing. They
have trouble processing what's missing, so much
of my work centers on helping them feel good
about themselvesaffirmative in whatever
they're doing."

INREAL's Follow Through staff compensate for
the lack of time, money, and care in any and every
way they can, and there are triumphs. "We took
Sam to have his glasses fitted last week," recalls
INREAL Parent Coordinator Jeanna Dolezal. "He
put them on, said 'I can see!' and tried to read all
the street signs and impress me with how far he
could see all the way home to the school."

Coming soon: Family Resource Schools

Perhaps the most comprehensive prevention
plan yet espoused by INREAL is the recently
approved Boulder Family Resource School pilot.
With planning sanctioned by the Boulder City
Council and advocated by INREAL Follow
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Through and a number of other community, state,
and national educational programs, the Family
Resource School pilot becomes one of the first
attempts in the nation to align the city, the
schools, and the community into a partnership
committed to serving the entire family as a unit.
Clearly reminiscent of Follow Through's com-
prehensive focus, the Family Resource Schools
reflect a national trend toward combining preven-
tion programs and those that build on family
strengthsto be proactive rather than reactive
to social and educational problems. Explains
INREAL staff developer Jeannie Jacobson,
"It's taking local people, and local school sites,
and developing ways for family needs to be met,
locally, in one spot. Follow Through is ideally
placed in public schools to help with such
restructuring. The dream behind the Family
Resource Schools is to serve all people from
birth to death in a given community. Older
people come in to take continuing education
courses, and the modeling is there for the
younger people to see that we're never finished
with learning."
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If we do a good job of teaching, children will
do a good job of learning. We don't blame the
children, blame their background, blame their
homes, or anything outside the classroom. If the
child is present, we should be able to teach him
how to progress in whool.

Siegfried Engelmann, Founder,
Follow Through Direct Instruction Model

At Waltersville Elementary School in the
Father Pennick section of Bridgeport, Connecticut,
newspaper fires burn behind the broken window-
panes of a brick housing project built across the
street from the school little more than a generation
ago. It's winter, and school children trudge across
the street to ring the school door bell and gain
access to one of far too few safe havens near their
poverty-stricken inner city home. Many of
Waltersville's kindergarten students are intimate-
ly acquainted with the expectant cahn of neighbor-
hoods riddled by frequent and inexplicable homi-
cides. Some, according to Judith Hurle, director
of the district's early childhood programs, have
seen their parents murdered. Even the youngest
of the students know the difference between a
bullet and a penny candy before they know how
to talk. They understand that their parents must
meet before three o'clock in the afternoon and
be finished with their business before five or risk
being yet the next random victim of violence. In
an area of New England that's situated literally
in the shadow of the Ivy League, where many of
the nation's mazit gifted graduates pursue their
post-secondary education at the nation's most elite,
airy private halls of privilege and wealth, impover-
ished could-be geniuses of largely African and
Hispanic descent begin their educational careers
in underfunded public schools lilce Waltersville,
with iron bars on the front door.

The present is bleak, yes, but hope has never
been absent from Waltersville. And, with the
introduction of the Direct Instruction Model in
this schoolwide Chapter 1 school, the community
is intent on proving the power of optimism to
bring change. For the past three years, Walters-
vine has quietly gone about its business of catch-
ing up enough to glimpse a different kind of future
for its childrenthanks to the presence and quick
results promised and produced by the Direct
Instruction Model. Sponsored by the University
of Oregon's Doug Carnine and engineered by
Professor Siegfried Engelmann, for nearly two
decades the Direct Instniction Model of Follow
Through has demonstrated that children in pover-
ty can excel and compete with their middle-class
peers in language, reading, and math and feel good
about themselves in the process.

The model's philosophy is based on the belief
that 'a child who fails is a child who has not been
taught," and that to succeed a child must master
the academic basics. To do this, Direct Instruction
builds upon the skills each child brings to school.
The model is designed to impart instruction and
produce measurable improvement in the rate of
learning using a much shorter timeline than is
traditionally attempted. The results are that
teachers expect and get a wealth of responses from
their students; teaching and learning procedures
am adjusted to individual rates of progress; and
Science Research Association (SRA) curriculum
materials ensure complete coverage of basic
academic subject matter.

By the end of their tenure in the Direct Instruc-
tion Follow Through program, children surpass
national achievement test averages. They like
school and learning, and are confident, tenacious
individuals with a discernably higher level of self-
esteem. They also communicate easily in the
English lang lage, in part because their parents
have been trained by the model to support what
the children gather from their time in school.

Professor Engelmann, who insists he had been
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unable to find an effective, functioning system
that truly advocated for children, sees his model
as a pragmatist's remedy. 'There is no magic,' he
warns. "We have designed the Direct Instruction
Model so that we can teach more during a given
period of time. The extent to which we do that is
the extent to which we accelerate the performance
of kids who are behind in school." To realize the
model's purpose, Engelmann and Gamine prohibit
Direct Instruction Follow Through sites from using
programs that pull students out of the classroom

and away from its all-important teacher-student
interface. Classroom schedules may not be vio-
lated, and the model's administrators in Oregon
take total responsibility for training staff at the
schools who have committed to implementing
the Direct Instruction Follow Through model.

The Oregon-based researchers promise only
what they've managed to achieve in previous
school sites: When Follow Through students were
asked to internalize new academic material, the
speed at which they learned equaled that of stu-
dents labeled gifted and talented. "There was
no rate of difference in performance," reports
Engelmann. In a similar instance, three years
ago Waltersville School was the lowest functioning
school in the Bridgeport district, accortling to
Judith Hurle. Now, "at least grades one and two
fire holding up at the district average," she says
with excited optimism. Adds Engelmann: "It's
amazing to just look at what these Follow
Through students car dohow attentive they
arc, how they learn, what they know. They'll
knock your socks off."

Slep responsive stuff

One of Hurle's objectives in selecting Walters-
ville as the Direct Instruction site in her district
was to work with existing staff at the school. "I
wasn't going to put in the creme de la creme of
teachers because that can't be a criteria if we want
to make a difference at other schools in a large dis-
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trict like ours," she explains. Like any good ad-
ministrator, Hurle was attracted to the Direct
Instruction Model's built-in requirements for a full-
time supervisor for every 10 to 15 classrooms, who
is trained to spend 75 percent of his or her time in
the classroom working with teachers and parapro-
fessionals. The model promotes increased teaching
time by recommending that each teacher instruct
small groups of between six and twelve students in
academic subjects for at least two hours of every
day. Teachers present scripted lessons, but are
also taught to efficiently and effectively praise and
reinforce individual student responses while pro-
viding corrective feedback. The model's inservice
training employs role-playing, mandates continual
assessment of teacher progress, and builds high
expectations of students by teachers.

"All the details of Direct Instruction teaching
presentationthe pacing, the pausing, the correct-
ing mistakes, and getting through lessons within
the prescribed time frameis where we put mat
of our emphasis," notes Engelmann. "Teachers
must learn procedures for reinforcing the chil-
dren, getting them on task, and increasing their
achievement. They must know the intricacies of
analyzing programs, diagnosing mistakes, and
fixing instruction so that it fits the child."

For a new teacher at a new Direct Instruction
site, model training can require 11 months in
the classroom to achieve what Engelmann and
Carnine see as minimal competence. But given
time and experience, the teachers overwhelmingly
agree that the training is well worth the time
investment. Researchers have observed that
teachers may express an initially negative reac-
tion to the intensive, structured, in-class training
prescribed by the Direct Instruction Model. But,
after the first-year initiation, most teachers find
these characteristics to be some of the best fea-
tures of the model. Virtually without exception,
the teachers are astonished at the speed with
which students progress through the program and
master new academic skills.
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For a school that interacts with a number of
parents who are intimidated by school events
because of their own past inability to succeed in
school, simply getting the parent inside the door
for longer than it takes to deliver a child is a feat
in itself That well-documented parental tendency
alone makes the Direct Instruction initiative of
parent activism and empowerment seem all the
more vital and Waltersville's accomplishment all
the more encouraging.

Indeed, the Direct Instruction Model lends
itself to an informed parent population because the
model is designed in such a way that parents can be
advised at any time of their child's status and the
goal of the instruction being offered by the program.
They quickly come to expect such responsiveness
from the progund and, ultimately, from those whose
decisions impact their own lives. "We've applied for
a national award," reports Hurle, "to mark our find-
ing that since our students come to school earlier
and their parents simultaneously become involved,
the parents tend to have higher expectations for
their children from the start" and eagerly work
for Follow Through's continuance because they
see it as inseparable from their own progres&

In short, relents involved with the Direct
Instruction Model view school as helpful, not only
to their children, but to themselves. When asked,
they cite learning about teaching, how to help their
children learn to learn at home, and meeting other
parents as highlights of the model. Parent para-
professionals are naturally used in teaching roles
at Direct Instruction sites and can earn college
credit and degrees from going through the Direct
Instruction staff development program and taking
additional courses at accredited universities. Con-
sequently, of the 450 parents who worked as para-
professionals in Direct Instruction school sites
in 1988, 120 became certified teachers and 107
received advancements of other types within the
school system.

Since 80 percent of the Waltersville School
Follow Through Board members have children in
the program, Hurls had a viable, existing support
structure that she could count on when she began
working to implement the Direct Instruction
Follow Through program. The school has a desig-
nated parent room and a home-school coordinator,
but to further encourage parent participation in
the school, the Direct Instruction model provides
modest stipends for parents who attend six parent
workshops. This year the director of Save the
Childrena Bridgeport nativeconducted parent
workshops on assertive discipline, a concern many
parents had voiced during monthly Waltersville
School parent "coffee hours.* Because several of
the school's young parents accompany their chil-
dren to school, it's a natural extension for the par-
ent coordinator to "sit down with the parent, have
a cup of coffee, and talk about the thing that's on
that parent's mind," explains Vernell 'NU, Home-
School Coordinator. "Once we've discussed what
kind of workshop they'd like and that would
benefit them at home, we develop the topic, get a
presenter and then distribute fliers to the parents.
That way, we get a lot of parents that come in
because they've suggested the topic as something
they want to learn about. Through the workshops,
the parent group members feel free to bring up
their home problems, and now we have parents
advising other parents.'

Step 3: Beim die ociapA strixtg lemur needs
a heithy rind and body

In keeping with the Direct Instruction philoso-
phy of removing hindrances that can stall or
prevent a child's learning, Waltersville School has
a dental lab in its building with a dental specialist
available four to five days a week. A full-time
school nurse also works from an office in the school,
and administrators are mindful of connecting chil-
drerf, 4'imilies with needed services. Home-School
CoordLator Vernell Tutt intervened, for instance,
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on behalf of a homeless Follow Through parent
and secured a sought-after place in the city's over-
crowded shelters for the family. But Tat's involve-
ment is more than such dramatic one-shot mscues.
She interacts with the Follow Through families
daily, maintaining an intricate but strong web of
home visits and strong relationships with social
service agencies. Her office and expertise shore
up children, parents, and families who may fall
between bureaucratic cracks.

From all evidence, such comprehensive support,
coupled with that of the teacher-student connec-
tions reinforced by the instructional design of the
Direct Instruction Model have succeeded in produc-
ing healthy minds to direct the work of healthy
physiques. A study of New York senior high school
students who had participated in Direct Instruc-
tion Follow Through programs showed that more
Follow Through students had graduated from high
school and applied to college than those in a control
group of peers. The study also found that fewer
Follow Through students dropped out of school
and that more read at or above grade level than
their general population peers.

Step 4: SFead the word
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To achieve a successful Direct Instruction
school site implementation is a lot like building
a flying machine: Every single piece must be

well-designed and fitted in place. If any part
is out of place, the machine can falter and
not fly. So it's not good enough to have some
of the pieces in place, or to sort of be moving
in the direction of the runway. To succeed
you have to be.able to soar to your destination.

Siegfried Engelmann

Direct Instruction Follow Through sites are
currently located in Seattle, Washington; Dayton,
Ohio; Camden, New Jersey; and Bridgeport. But
Engelmann is convinced that what's needed to
make early childhood education effective is a
Follow Through expansion that takes the model
through the 10th grade and provides an adoptable
pattern for using and orchestrating the various
aspects of funding available through Chapter 1
and other compensatory education programs.
"Such a pattern might mirror the kind of dream
Chapter 1 has been trying to merchandize for the
last couple of years," he suggests. "They need to
say, 'This is our school and these are our kids and
we're going to teach them well. We're not going to
have different programs in the school that create
factions and in-fighting. We're going to take all
the kids, start them where they belong, and refuse
to throw them back into a flawed education sys-
tem as soon as they reach proficiency in the third
grade. We're going to follow our kids all the way
through school and be sure that they succeed.' "

1
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Young children have roles in the world. Through
play, we try to help make them comfortable
within diffirent social contexts and cultural roles.
As they grow, our students demonstrate advanced
levels of competence in academics and social
interactions as productive, attentive students.
They are not robots who sit and look up at the
teacher for programming, completely unaware of
what's going on. You see, our model is concerned
with more than teaching children how to better
solve math problems or to read better. It's about
making them competent as individuals.

Harold Freeman, Director,
The Interdependent Learning Model

The Interdependent Learning Model (ILM) uses
games and an innovative classroom management
system to teach and reinforce children's learning.
The model is designed to teach children: to behave
interdependently, independently, and coopera-
tiveb ; to have positive self-concepts, positive atti-
tudes toward learning, and respect for one another;
to make rational decisions about their studies; to
schedule their time and evaluate their work; and
to become competent and skilled in reading, writ-
ing, mathematics, and the sciences. Instructional
games, the model's creators assert, are highly moti-
vational and adaptable tools used in all cultures to
teach values, concepts, and academic as well as
social skills. The games described in detail in the
model's "Games Children Play. . ." A Catalog of
Over 60 Ready-to-Make Games in Reading, Math,
Social Studies, and Science (preschool-sixth grade)
and other curriculum materials function more as
examples than specific prescriptions, because,
according to Harold Freeman, 'Me ILM is really

a process model, a method of teaching that allows
for the ineorporation of many kinds of curricula
information. We concern ourselves with how that
information reaches the children, and the kinds of
optimum teaching-learning environments we can
establish for them."

&Ogling the roles of ihe gam The model's dassmem

managemad sydem

The process of learning is paramount in ILM
classrooms, and the model may be effectively
implemented in preschool and the first seven
grades. The curriculum and subject content vary
according to the level, but the processes remain
the same. The various games and forms of play
have proven to be perennial favorites for an
increasingly wider range of children since Lassar
Gotkin first designed the model at New York
University in 1967, because the games tap into
children's immediate reality, cr, in Freeman's
terms, "the culture of childhood." Even vulnerable,
often confused, peer conscious, prepubescent chil-
dren love to play the games. Freeman reports that
in one school, "The older children come an hour
early to play the model's folk and musical games
and then go to class:

Logically, ILM Follow Through students should
be extremely well disciplined because the children
understand that no matter what the game, rules
and laws always govern. "Children take the
classroom management system seriously,' ex-
plains Freeman, "and teaching them to be respon-
sible is extremely important." That importance is
underscored dramatically by the high numbers
of homeless children who attend the moders
Whitefoord School demonstration site in Atlanta,
Georgia. Understanding the rules of the game at
school is sometimes the only securely structured
interpersonal relationship these children have on
a daily basis. "One of the best things that happens
with the model is that children work cooperatively
in the classroom," notes Freeman. "Many of these
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children are very poor. Unfortunately, there is
some chaos and disorganization in their lives. They
enjoy coming to school for the various benefits
food, shelter, a supportive staffbut also because
everyone plays by the rules in their classes, and
that counterbalances tIv3 uncertainties in their
other environments.*

ILM classroom are pleasant places for the
teachers and for ti* children, and the classroom
managemnt system is the key to the model. The
system involves a teacher and a paraprofessional
working as a team and independently with the
children. The room arrangement focuses on inter-
est areas that in tun contain a number of learning
centers. The children schedule, evaluate, and keep
records of their own work. The classroom manage-
ment system encourages the formation of small
groups of children with different skill levels in a
given subject area so that students may learn from
and teach their peers. 'The kind of learning and
living environments we create brings out the host
in children," says Freeman. 'It lets them be chil-
drenlearning and having fun. You won't see
sullen children at Whitefoord School in Atlanta or
at any other ILM site."

Since it teaches children to be responsible for
their own learning, to schedule their own activi-
ties, and to work ef53ctively in small froups and
individually without direct supervision much of the
day, the classroom management system frees the
teacher and paraprofessional to work with those
children who need assistance most. Teachers also
have the time to conduct evaluative conferences
with each of the children once a week

Its management strategy also makes the ILM a
viable wodel for the newly rediscovered ungraded
classroom concept. "If a child is sufficiently mature
and competent in his role as a productive student
and has mastered the skills required in kinder-
garten,* asks Freeman, 'why must that child
attend kindergarten? Using appropriate Follow
Through models in preschools, he asserts, could
easily become the catalyst for eliminating some
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discontinuities in early childhood education. If
Kane tithe models were used in preschool and
day care programs, the children would have the
advantage of studying in the same kinds of learn-
ing environments, with well-integrated, sequenced
curricula, at least up to tlw third grade. The path
from preschool to the upper grades would be a
great deal smoother for those children, and the
rate of their learning would probably increase
significantly.

Usw4rienclly, convenaiond Nang

The model's child-centered reading program,
the Integrated Skills Method, was developed in
1968 by Dr. Ellis Richardson and has been tested
and honed continuously since then. Within the
program, children may work individually and inde-
pendently as well as within a group. Perhaps most
unique to ILM's reading program is the model's
ineistence that the children are given their own
books and are permitted to keep the books once
their lessons cre finished. ILM-generated reading
texts augment the Atlanta school system's
required use of basal readers, but the model's
classrooms refer to the basals as a literature
source only. As ie true of all subjects, the model
uses many games to teach and reinforce reading
skills. In addition, the ILM conversation games
supplement the reading and writing skills learned
in the program by teaching the children effective
verbal communication skills.

In the aggregate, the model's reading program
has managed to ensure that most of the Follow
Through children read at or above grade level.
External studies have long shown that former
Follow Through children in junior high school
outperformed matehed comparison school children
in reading 75 percent of the time. The ILM read-
ing progress feedl3ack system was adopted by
the Atlanta Public Schools as a result of its
demonstrated effectiveness. Through the system's
implementation city-wide, the Follow Through
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staff directly impacted the reading programs of
literally thousands of Atlanta students.

On the trairkg of teams to teach ploy...

We train teachers to let the children learn
through play, and that's a challenge for
many traditional educators who are used
to controllim things in the classroom.

Lucile Neely, ILM Teacher Trainer,
Whitefoord Elementary School

Teachers in ILM classrooms are primarily
facilitators and role models for positive student
behaviors. Proper ILM implementation requires
teaching teams of two equals in each classroom:
a teacher and an instructional aide. "Neither adult
in the classroom is the boss; neither is there to
carry out the other's orders," says Freeman,
"because that's not a reasonable structure to model
for the children. We ask the paraprofessional and
teacher to work together cooperatively, We give
them the responsibility for managing the children,
and that also involves their managing a lot of
learning themselves."

New teachers are offered six days of pre-service
_raining. An on-site trainer then provides the
teachers with ongoing support as they continue
implementing the model with the help of ILM's
seven-volume set of game and conversation guides
and the reading program materials, The on-site
trainer attends two weeks of workshops with the
Fordham staff to prepare for the many responsi-
bilities the position entails. He or she is then
qualified and expected to conduct classroom
observations; monitor model implementations
using several sponsor-produced formative assess-
ment instruments; train new teachers; and provide
whatever forms of support the teaching teams need
to function well, Typically the trainer becomes a
problem-solver who concentrates on instruction in
the classroom. It's the trainer's job to assist the
teaching teams to devise effective plans to bring

the children up to speed academically and keep
them there. A number of tactics, such as allowing
for additional time, individualized instruction in
particular subject areas, or sending the child to
another classroom for higher level or special
instruction may be done at the trainer's discretion.

Currently, the ILM is used at a preschool-
through-third-grade elementary school demon-
stration project in Manhattan, and at a preschool
project in the Bronxboth in New York City.
There are also two preschool adoption projects in
northern New Jersey. At all of the former ILM
model sites, the spirit., methods, and materials of
Follow Through and of the ILM philosophy persist
through former Follow Through trainers and staff
who continue to direct and guide the various ele-
mentary school programs.

Vi not you win *dose, but how you play the game..

Follow Through was established to give people in
various poor communities hope. We said. "Look,
give us your schools that arv failing and we'll
turn them around.'

Harold Freeman, ILM Director

A teacher pushes a second-grader in her swing
on the Whitefoord School playground. The child
laughs, playing gleefully in the wind, as Dr.
Blassingame, the school principal of this ILM
demonstration school, comments that some of the
students here have been abused at home. She
recalls that the laughing girl on the swing was one
of the school's most difficult cases, but that the
child is showing signs of improvement. "She's
learned to trust that particular instructional aide,"
explains Dr. Blassingame, "and that's a very
important first step," she adds hopefully.

Whitefoord's enviable track record of helping
children deemed unteachable at other schools
may account for at least some of Dr. Blassingame's
optimism. Atlanta's ILM pupils have consistently
earned higher reading, mathematics, and total
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scores on the Iowa Test of Basic skills than their
non-Follow Through peers. ILM students also
tend to maintain their superior reading scores
in the upper grades, and have significantly
higher attendance rates. But perhaps most impor-
tant to the child on the swing, ILM students tend
to be more open and honest about their feelings
and to take greater responsibility for their aca-
demic performance.

Teachers and administrators at the Atlanta
demonstration project stand by the assessments
of the model's positive impact, even though
disproportionately high numbers of children
diagnosed as slow and problem learners have
been placed in Follow Through classrooms.
Although such practices make ILM's evaluation
comparisons of its success extremely conservative,
the model's strategies do indisputably help low
achieving students. "Often, those children who are
at the greatest risk of failing are put in Follow
Through classrooms," explains Freeman, 'because
our classrooms have more thoroughly trained
teachers, a teaching assistant, additional materi-
als, and a system of ongoing support for the teach-
ing teams and children. Despite those advantages,
bringing these children up to or above average is
a tremendous achievement of which the staff is
justifiably proud." Given that Follow Through's
mandate has never specifically targeted excep-
tional students or those with learning disabilities,
Whitefoord's accomplishment through the ILM
is especially distinctive. "Ifs part of the model's
philosophy that we always need to know where
we're going and how we're doing in the classroom,"
adds Freeman. "If we're not achieving, then we
change something. We constantly evaluate what
is happening."

Fortunately, Atlanta insists on rewarding its
educational winners, and in doing so spreads the
word on programs that work. During its tenure in
Atlanta, the ILM Follow Through project has been
honored with a mayoral proclamation of Follow
Through Days in the city. Published materials
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from the model have also been distributed and
used in school districts by educators in 29 states
and three foreign countries. But the most mean-
ingful personal honors and xecognitions are, as
always, one-on-one. The Whitefoord School re-
cently outfitted a parent room on the edge of its
inner city campus since their parent involvement
and outreach programs have long been popular in
the community. In addition to regular parent
workshops and parent advisory committee meet-
ings at the school, parents are encouraged to
accompany their children on weekend field trips
that are exciting for all involved: "We took a trip
with the kids to Delta Airlines, then to all the
black colleges and universities in Atlanta, and to
the Twin Palace downtown,' recalls one young
mother. "My daughter says we get to see the
world with Follow Through, and it seems like
we just might."

7
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lRi's Cooperative Leaning Model/Project

. Extend converts the "me" classrooms of

today into the "we' schools of tomorrow

AC. didn't do well in math. He'd never finish
his lessons, but we kept working with him. Even
though he was in another teacher's class, I'd
work with him one-on-one, everyday, until one
day he just got it. He ran up to me and said,
"Mrs. Mack, look what I did! I can do it. Let me
siww you how, and all the math problems on
his paper were solved. The next day, AC. saw
others having problems and asked, "Mrs. Mack,
can I show them? Can I go and help them? I
know how." He was so happy when I told him,
"Sure you can, AC.," and he went over and
helped one, then another.

Annie Mack, Project Extend Teacher,
Wilson School, Chicago Heights, Illinois

Although cooperative, small group learning in
the classroom has been rediscovered as perhaps
the most viable educational approach for low-
income and minority group students in recent
years, its use in the nation's schools remains, for
the most part, incidental and piecemeal. Research
shows that class sessions are structured coopera-
tively only seven to 20 percent of the time, and are
competitive and individualistic for the bulk of the
class day. As a consequence, the ideal "we're-all-
in-this-together" schools of the '90sin which
students, parents, and teachers share every facet
of their work togetherare actually "we" talk
lessons. In short, most of America's schools are
still a long way from the comprehensive coopera-
tive educational process envisioned by Roger and
David Johnson at the University of Minnesota in
the early 1980s.

But Illinois Renewal Institute (IRI) is changing
the face and the heart of cooperative instructional
practice in the classroom with its innovative ap-
proach to early childhood education. Aptly dubbed
Project Extend, the Institute's Cooperative

Learning Model (CLM) at five Illinois sites is
designed to enhance student attendance and parent
involvement as it improves students' self-concepts
and academic achievements. The model uses
research-based cooperative learning, whole lan-
guage strategies, computer-based instruction, and
parental involvement. It's based on the Johnsons'
conditional equation that students think they can
better reach their goals if, and only if, the other stu-
dents in the learning group do as well. The desired
end result of the model is a sharing climate in the
school and the classrooms, in which everyone
involved in the educational process works together
as a team. Like A.C., students learn the value of
sharing their academic triumphs as well as their
failures. Cooperative learning strategies that place
two or three students together and instruct them to
do spelling, science, and math lessons together for a
common grade, promote, by their nature, productive
interaction between students that will help them to
negotiate and work in teams as they grow through
adolescence and into adulthood. For the children in
Illinois schools, the benefits can be seen more imme-
diately. Even though it was only introduced in 1988
at Wilson School in Chicago Heights, for the past
two years Wilson's achievement test scores have
topped those of all other schools in the district. Just
as kC. gleefully helped his classmates, after learn-
ing how to solve his math problems, Wilson school is
eager to show others how to learn cooperatively
one school and the the next.

No one learns in isdation

Every person in the building works cooperative-
lyfrom the student to the principal. The day
I walked into the building I was greeted with a
hug from someone Id never seen before in my life.
I'd worked for years in the Chicago Public
Schools, and what you have there you have to
fight for. I was putting up my bulletin board the
first week I was at Wilson, and a teacher asked if
she could help. Then I needed a letter or two to
complete the board and another teacher brought
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me all sorts of things to make the board better.
She gave me letters, numbers, borders, a willing
pair of hands. I was shocked,. So I knew the
school was sharing, caring. and kuing 1'TP:on
the start.

Marie Brown, Teacher,
Wilson Elementary School

According to IRI educational consultant Beth
Swartz, the Institute looks for three assurances
in a potential site: excellent school leadenship
from the principal, unconditional conunitment
of staff, and unswerving support from the district
superintendent. At its Wilson School site just
outside Illinois' largest city, the Institute saw
it chance to try out the Johnsons' conditional
methodology.

The school soon became exemplary even
though Dollie Helsel was in her first year as its
principal. A consistently dynamic school leader,
helsel won the state's Distinguished Educator
Award in 1990 and ran for a city commissioner
slot in hopes of helping the town's ethnic factions
"work together." Her reputation as one of the
state's most competent administrators is further
boosted when the Chicago Heights demographic
profile in and around Wilson is considered. Lo-
cated near one of the largest housing projects on
the outskirts of this blue-collar, steel town that
continues to lose population from its current
35,000, the pupils at Wilson School are likely to be
African American, and from low-income or foster
families. For Helsel, who wrote the grant applica-
tion to be sponsored by IR1, negligence is allowing
any child to attend Wilson School and slip through
the cracks.

Her strong convictions attracted Helsel to
CLM/ Project Extend. They have also kept the
school leadership focused in the face of its change
from a school of committed individuals to a team
of students, parents, and teachers with a wealth of
successes to share: "With one new boy we had last
year, I was seriously beginning to wonder whether
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cooperative learning worked for everyone," recalls
Wilson third grade teacher Karen Cronkite.
'Ile couldn't seem to work with any of the kids,
because, as I finally realized, the other students
had had to learn to work together. They were
sharing pencils, ideas, talking quietly, while this
student wanted to take everything for himself.
He wantal to write it all by himself. The little
boy worked himself into the team vex) -Nell, but
it took a typical student from outside our coopera-
tive environment to make me see, This is really
working well.' "

Helsel, a former teacher herself; maintains
the itr-nrices provided by the Institute are
directly responsible for the spread of cooperation
on all levels in the building. They are inservices,
she says, the local district did not have the money
or the resources to offer. 'Our teachers did every
workshop we could find," she recalls, "but the
training never fit in with what we were hying
to accomplish. So when we started reading about
CLM/ Project Extend it was like a light bulb going
off because it drew on our existing strengths and
fit our kids. Consultants came to us with cus-
tomized staff development for Wilson's particular
needs, and we went with them to other schools to
see and learn. Then it all meshed."

Once trained in the model by IRI, school
staff began to care more about each student as
an individual on the team, for teachers to share
what worked best, and for them to work with
slower learners. Teachers in CLM/Project Extend
routinely ask about students in other teachers'
cla3ses, because when one person fails, the team
fails. As one teacher explained of her colleagues,
"I count on them caring. I count on everybody
doing at least that." Helsel and Swartz are cur-
rently working to find funds and training for a
site-specific substitute who knows the model and
can provide much-needed release time for teach-
ers to process and incorporate their growing
knowledge of cooperative learning's possibilities
into their lesson plans.
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Whole know for whole learning

Unlike many schools that lay claim to whole
language processes by doing little more than intro-
ducing trade books to class libraries, Mrs Wilson
School site develups its students' language skills by
immersing them in language in all subject areas.
"We've started using word meaning and language
experience in cooperative lessons from reading to
science," noted one Wilson classroom teacher.
'The children are able to build better stories that
in turn help them to read better."

Student receptiveness to whole language
instruction is due in large part to CLM/Project
Extend's whole language staff development.
Teacher workshops focus on whole language
across the curriculum, developing whole language
learning stations to enhance thematic units and
co-teaching, and by effectively combining whole
language with cooperative learning and computer-
based instruction.

As with all aspects of the model, parent
cooperation in the whole language effort is not
only anticipated but expected. "We can offer
parents enough incentives so that they want to
come to school and become part of the whole
learning process," explains IRI's Beth Swartz.
"We had our whole language person do a make-
and-take with the Spanish-speaking parents in
one school site community, so that they could
learn to make books to take home to read to their
children. Since the consultant didn't speak
Spanish, the parents' cooperation was essential?

Creating a computer comfort law in school and at home

CLM/Project Extend's emphasis on computer-
based instruction also tended to bring team exper-
tise into areas of educational technology that most
adults at Wilson think of as gateways to the future.
Not only are staff members at the school trained in
the mechanics of computer operation, they also
videotape software functions and create data bases

for instructional software and lesson plans to
share with other team members. On-site experts
quickly and naturally develop, and they are called
on in the cooperative spirit of the model.

Parent workshops are also offered in computer
use, and many participants have been so inter-
ested and impressed that they purchase computers
for their homes. Computer owners or not, the par-
ents consistently demonstrate the need to be com-
fortable with the electronic and mechanical pencils
with which their children are learning.

Getting to the &Wier,: Parent cooperatfrm =

pent involvement

Cooperative learning gets the daddies in too.
Daddies don't want to get involved in education
for some reason. I have one at home, and he con-
siders himself a good parent. But this program
in particular got him intemsted in becoming
more of a role model by being there at the school.
There are daddies that come to school regularly
now. I've neve seen so many daddies coming
up, going on ield trips with the kids. It's
phenomenal.

Diana Lund, Wilson School Parent

At Wilson, four or five parents came to the first
Project Extend parent meeting. Their number
grew to twenty, and now the meetings are held in
the school gymnasium rather than the library to
accommodate all the participants. The change has
been so dramatic that district superintendent Rich
Felicetti concludes, "Administrators used to have
to pull hair to get parents into Wilson School. Now
they've got standing room only. Obviously without
Follow Through, School District 170 would have
suffered a great loss?

Wilson's increased parent involvement is partic-
ularly encouraging since schools in the next cen-
tury may well become the teachers for parents.
IRFs parent workshops cover the gamut of con-
cerns from computers to parenting. And interest-
ingly male parents are present at least as often
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and contribute as much to the conversations on
child rearing and education as their female coun-
terparts. In CLM/ Project Extend, teachers view
parents as partners they too can learn from, and
students have grown to understand the importance
of their families attending the monthly parent
meetings. Recalls one teacher, "I always remind my
students to tell their parents about the meetings,
and I remember one student explaining the next
day that his parents couldn't come to a monthly
meeting, but that they'd assured him his aunt who
works all night would be there. She might have to
leave a little early, he said, but the aunt came and
stayed the entire evening because that family
wanted a representative there."

For low-income parents who remember their
own negative experiences at school, the parental
commitment at Wilson through CLM/Project
Extend is no small accomplishment. One parent
who has three children enrolled at Wilson says
parents in the neighborhood know better than site
and district administrators how easily their chil-
dren can fail, become discouraged, and drop out of
school. They like the team approach in part
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because the overwhelming odds their children face
require counter odds that are just as large, possi-
ble, and hopeful. "Cooperative learning carries
over into all aspects of our kids' livesand ours,"
explains Diana Lund, Wilson parent and tempo-
rary teacher at Wilson. "The sharing means
there's no more just me in the world anymore. It's
we or it's no one. I always thought you have to do
your own work. But through cooperative learning,
I've found that it's OK to share, and if you don't
know, look on." With luck, schools nationwide may
learn from what Wilson School is learning how to
do. Looking into IRI's CLMJProject Extend
through Follow Through reveals at least a differ-
ent way and at best a model that takes life's world
community into each classroom and makes it
synonymous with learning.
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IIWScope health* for
lifetime of Ion*

High/Scope is perhaps best known for its trade-
mark plan-do-review learning process, in which
young intellects are actively engaged in a carefully
planned, tested, and developmentally appropriate
setting. Students learn in the dramatic voice, in
small groups, and individually through an educa-
tional process that builds the prthlem-solving
skills they must apply to keep pace in our rapidly
changing world. "Children in HigteScope Follow
Through programs aren't in a response mode
answering teacher demands," explains High/Scope
Follow Through Director, Charles ("Chuck") R.
Wallgren. "Instead the children pursue their
own interests and ideas They plan activities
with the teacher's help, do them, and then review
what they've done with the teacher and their
peers to see what worked, what didn't, and how

they can make it better."
High/Scope Follow Through also incorporates

the active artsdance, music, and graphic arts
into the model's process. High/Scope has also
taken the lead in computer-enhanced learning
by suggesting at least three computers for each
Follow Through classroom. Since individualization
is desired for everyone in the classroom setting,
High/Scope provides no scripts for teachers or
students. The model's foundationstudents draw-
ing on their own experience, discovering through
active learning and then sharing by using their
own languageremains at High/Scope's core.

Child-based &wow =armed

The first thing you'll see in a High I Scope class-
room is the way the mom is organized There an
activity centers, lots of materials, and a computer
center. It's designed in such a way that children
move throughout the classmom to various areas
during the daily routine. You won't find a teach-
er's desk or a teacher positioned at the front of the
classroom. You will find a math workshop, a Ian-

guage wothshop, a period for science, fine arts,
and social studies. You will not find a quiet
classroom, but the noise is constructive rather
than disruptive. It's the learning sound of

wothing together, reading aloud,
manipulating objects. . .

Chuck Wallgren, High/Scope
Follow Through Director

As with other developmentally appropriate
early education models, cognition or the "getting"
of knowledge is emphasized by the High/Scope
program while local school districts remain the
primary int leyors of curriculum content. In the
early 19808 when High/Scope was founded by
David Weikart in Ypsilanti, Michigan, the spon-
sors, site administrators, and teachers began advo-
cating continual assessments of each child's level
of development in the classroom. This enables
teachers to expediently stock math, science, lan-
guage, art, building, and computer centers with
new, challenging materials as the child's intellect
grows and he or she is prepared to work with
them. Teachers encourage children to direct their
own activities, to make discoveries by actively
exploring their surroundings and using appropri-
ate material and equipment, and to share their
discoveries with others in the classroom, at home,
and in their communities. Says Wallgren "The
magic is in our approach of active learning on the
part of the child. Yotmgsters have to construct
their own knowledge. We have a distinct philoso-
phy on how that construction can be guided. We
provided the teachers with activities to set up in
the classroom, software to choose for each level of
the child's development, and a way of making sure
the children's language comes naturally.'

High/Scope distinguishes itself from child-
centered and direct instruction philosophies of
early childhood education through a unique form
of teacher-student interaction termed "key experi-
ences.' By introducing, incorporating, and juxta-
posing modes of learning (such as action, planning.
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evaluating, social interaction, and communication)
with time, space and classification relationship
areas, and the 3R's, High/Scope teachers support
students achieving their learning goals.

frompassing the future scope

The High/Scope model got its name from a
co-director at its first adolescent summer camp
nearly 30 years ago. During a brainstorming
session with his peers on the fledgling model, one
administrator noted that the camp's proposed
ideals were lofty but attainable, and the scope of
its work, (that is, its mark, aim, outlook, applica-
tion, effectiveness, space for movement, and activi-
ty) reflected similarly high aspirations. The two
terms suggested by the director at the session's
end"High Scopeproved so inextricable in
philat)phy and practice that a graphic artist
later took the liberty of adding the slash mark
that usually binds synonyms, and the single term
"High/Scope" stuck.

The stage was thus set for an early childhood
program that simultaneously concerned itself with
the student's future adolescent and adult Pniceess.
High/Scope devised its model with not only an
evaluative eye on the present, but another that
constantly asked, What can we do now to ensure
future success?" True to that underlying question,
High/Scope's most lasting contribution to early
childhood education may well be the influence
of its monographChanged Lives: The Effects of
the High/Scope Perry School Program on Youths
Through Age 19on Head Start's federal funding.
So impressed was the Reagan Administration with
the lasting gains made by High/Scope students long
after they had left the High/Scope program, that
they opted to place Head StartFollow Through's
precursor programinside the national safety net,
thereby ensuring its continuation in the face of
budget cuts. "We've been able to identify changes in
adults that are attributable to our work," says
Wallgren, "which is the purpose of education."
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Spud beo prodke Train the trailers

Like other successful, well-known models,
High/Scope found long ago that training trainers
who then train teachers was a more efficient
method of spreading High/Scope theory and
practice than direct model sponsor-to-teacher
training. Typically, agencies send prospective
trainers for seven-week training sessions at
High/Scope headquarters or to other locations as
funds permit. Once there, th. High/Scope sponsors
instill the High/Scope learning philosophy
and its strategic tenets in the trainer:. It's proven
a good way to keep the model true to itself and
yet adaptable to each site as it spreads across the
country. More than 600 High/Scope trainers are
presently training teachers in some 4,800 class-
rooms nationwide. Their efforts nurture the livPs
of an estimated 100,000 preschool children ant.
their families annually.

High/Scope recommends that the trainers offer
one week of preservice training plus 15 days of
inservice training to teachers on-site; six of these
require release time for the teaching staff. The
trainers first present the notion that a teacher's
fundamental role is to assist the child's natural
process of inquiry; children are not to be treated
as understudies, nor ar,, they to be cast in any pre-
determined role. Rather, they are individuals
learning from an early childhood education model
that views learning as a social undertaking.

The High/Scope model requires daily planning
by teachers in accordance with its process learning
philosophy and reliance on careful child observa-
tions. We teach teachers to understand the devel-
opmental stage of the child, and to create settings,
a classroom climate, small group and individual
activities that focus around key concepts in the
various subject areas," says Wallgren. To nur-
ture the teachers' ever-evolving supportive role,
High/Scope also holds an annual one-week staff
development institute for all Follow Through sites
to come together and share. "We design the insti-
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tute in such a way," says Wallgren, 'that kinder-
garten teachers from all sites are together compar-
ing ideas and experiences, and it's the same for all
the other class levels!

Poridpolon from penis and come*

Recent studies show that parental preferences
have shifted dramatically from the 1950s focus
on encouraging obedience in school-age children
to a 1990s preference for fostering independence
and self-reliance in the youngest of students.
Consequently, many parents find the High/Scope
model's emphasis on engaging children in the
process of active learning and independent prob-
lem solving to be an appealing option. High/Scope
is committed to bringing the home into the child's
scope of learning as an easily accessible and rich
enhancement to classroom experiences. As one
High/Scope Follow Through Curriculum Assistant
noted, 'Parents are enjoying the successes of their
children and are building better, more positive
relationships with the school through parent
education workshops. Simply stated, they hear the
message that school personnel care about all the
needs of children and their families.'

But parents, families, and communities who
have been touched by High/Scope during the past
two and a half decades take away more than an
appreciation for Piagetian principles. High/Scope
Follow Through is also conunitted to helping
families access needed social services. Wallgren
emphasizes, "A model like ours requires class-
room furniture that can be arranged into interest
areas, a specific daily schedule, and lots of manip-
ulative materials. To work, the model needs
commitments from administrators, teachers,
and parents alike."

Given limited funds, the comprehensive services
mandate that remains a part of Follow Through
has become more a liaison function. High/Scope

Follow Through sites are required to retain a
social services coordinator whose challenge is to
make the largely low-income Follow Through fami-
lies aware of the services available to them, and to
teach them to access these service& Again,
High/Scope Follow Through's focus is deci&dly
human: life had an unusual cold spell and the
High/Scope social services coordinator, Glenna,
came to my classroom with a box af gloves and
caps," recalls Betsy Pratt of the Fort Walton
Beach, Florida High/Scope site. "And Glenna
asked, 'Who do you have in here that doesn't have
these?' Hers is the brand of support for the whole
child that a program like High/Scope engenders!

Evidence or effediwnese

Compared to the typical kindergarten-through-
third grade curriculum, the High/Scope K-3
Curriculum helix at-riak students improve their
school achievement. To demonstrate that point,
about 1,024 children a year participated in a 1988-
91 study in which High/Scope Follow Through
groups of children scored an average of 12 points
higher than students in comparison groups.

Given the design difficulties of field research
in education, these findings provide remarkably
consistent indicators that the High/Scope Follow
Through children scored better on achievement
measures than they would have in regular classes
without the program. However, it's important to
note that the evaluation was a partial one in that
standardized achievement tests do not assess im-
portant High/Scope K-3 Curriculum goals, such
as improving initiative, social relations, creative
writing, artistry, music, movement, and general
logical thinking. Consequently, perhaps it is most
accurate to conclude that to the extent that achieve-
ment tests remain the norm for success in Ameri-
can education, the High/Scope K-3 Curriculum
contributes to success in these terms as well.
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hipitive Lam* Environments Model
Ants the Kiwi to the cidid awl tin
treWti to the teecha

One of the best ALEM training sessions I've
had was a discussion with a child d sat down
and asked the child what he was working on
and why he was doing a particular activity.
He told me about the learning center he was
working in, what the self-scheduling board
was for, and how things generally worked in
his classroom. Students in ALEM sites feel
they have control over what goes on here.
They know what they're going to do next,
how the day is laid out, whaes happening,
and that they have some choice in planning
it all. The extent to which students understand
this model is, to me, an astounding lesson
in itself

Jeff McLaughlin, ALEM
Follow Through Coordinator

A brightly bordered pueblo-deco door embel-
lishes the entry to Reynolds Elementary School on
Philadelphia's South Side. Its multicolored Native
American and Spanish-influenced tiles mirror the
cultural diversity sheltered and nurtured by the
Adaptive Learning Environments Model (ALEM)
classrooms inside the building. Like its nine sis-
ter schools in Philadelphia (and severri school
sites in New Orleans, Minnesota, Iowa, and
West Virginia), implementation of the Temple
University-based ALEM Follow Through program
at Reynolds Elementary has meant the difference
between merely etsting from day to day and
building hopeful, promising futures for thousands
of school-age children.

Founded in 1968 to accommodate the abilities,
experiences, and socioeconomic backgrounds of a
variety of ....udents in a single classroom, ALEM
focuses on the fact that different children le= in
different ways and at different rates. ALEM class-
rooms are thus organized to allow a number of
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activities to be undertaken simultaneously by a
number of differently able studentsfrom the
mildly learning disabled to the gifted and tal-
ented. The adaptive instruction process begins
with the teacher diagnosing each child's skill
and knowledge level. Although the assessment is
angling, the diagnosis serves as a basis for each
child's Individualized Progress Plans. The Plans
consist of two parts: a highly structured prescrip-
tive segment designed to ensure mastery of basic
academic skills, and an open-ended exploratory
component that encourages creativity. Students
make best use of the Plans and the diagnostic-
prescriptive monitoring by self-scheduling their
own work from prescription sheets on a e*If-
scheduling board. "Teachers usually meet at the
beginning of the year to develop a prescription
sheet that can be individualized for each student,'
notes McLaughlin. "Each child's prescription
sheet outlines the basic tasks that the child is
to complete. When he or she finishes with the
prescription sheet activities, the learning centers
are available. Or, the learning center may also
be a part of the prescription sheet."

McLaughlin is quick to note that the learning
centers are not perceived as 'extra" work when
students finish the 'real" work detailed on their
prescription sheets. "Different areas of the room
are set aside for four or five curriculum areas
typically math, reading, science, and a creative
exploratory center," he notes. In each classroom,
there's a self-scheduling board with the learning
center names followed by four or five slots under
each subject heading. Each student knows to
take his or her name tag, put it in the slot, and
go to the learning center. If there are already
four people at the math center, then the children
know they'll have to choose some other activity.
The same classroom management structure
may take the form of a self-scheduling sheet,
but either way, the self-scheduling aspect of
the ALEM model is used throughout the
school day.
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Mainstreaning &verily

Understandably, ALEM Coordinator Jeff
McLaughlin refers to the model as TMa classroom
management approach" to diversified learning.
"Om is a design for a learning environment with
set procedures that are geared toward meeting the
individual needs of all children within a regular
classroom." he explains. To enter any ALEM site is
to witness classrooms with regular education stu-
dents, special education students, and Chapter 1
students sharing the same space and embod
the definition and the spirit of special education
mainstreaming. Reynolds' site coordinator Amy
Barr, for example, is a trained special educator
whose role has beconr that of a specialist working
with students in some 15 regular education class-
rooms. Students who need a teacher's help turn
their brightly painted teacher cups brim up or they
plate stop signs at the edges of their desks and
work spaces. In this way, teachers are freed to work
with those students who need help most, without
impeding the learning of others in the classroom.
As Amy Barr notes: "The children know what's
expected of them and they know what to do. In a
way, it takes the responsibility of learning and puts
it back where it belongson the children."

Student control and ownership also free teachers
to explore new ways of helping their students learn
through new adaptations of curricula, learning cen-
ter themes, and by diversifying their own involve-
ment with students, It's not unusual, for example,
to see a math specialist reading to students in an
ALEM classroom. And, although some educators
fear that prescriptive learning may limit the child,
ALEM's required exploratory learning centers
coupled with the student initiative inherent in
self-schedulingprovide built-in safeguards. Adds
McLaughlin, "Our model implementation specialist
in Philadelphia brainstorms regularly with teachers
on-site. They'll pick a topic and find a million places
to take it that provide more in-depth applications
and higher-level thinking for students.'

Custorized staff develoment

Education sometimes gets very vague, but
ALEM is specific. You can see it happening.
What I see in the children, I see in the teachers.
This is a model they feel in control of When
ALEM teachers get together, they talk about
exploratory activities and other specifics.
The model seems to provide something very
tangible and explicable for people to gra b
onto, to talk and plan about, because the
goals and objectives are clear.

Jeff McLaughlin, ALEM Coordinator

By design, ALEM adapts to any teaching style
and curriculum, but the model's staff development
orientation rests on an intricate data-based staff
development process. Using a Degree of Imple-
mentation assessment system that incorporates
observation, interviews, and a checklist, twice a
year the ALEM sponsors advise teachers on how
completely they are implementing the 12 dimen-
sions of the model. The dimensions measure how
well teachers arrange space and facilities, create
and maintain instructional materials, help develop
student self-responsibility, diagnose through test-
ing, establish and communicate classroom rules
and procedures, instruct, interactively teach,
manage classroom assistants, monitor student
development, motivate, prescribe lessons and
activities, and keep recoru3 of student progress.

Based on the results of that evaluation, indi-
vidual and small group staff development is
planned by the ALEM coordinator at the school
site. The ALEM coordinators at each school site
work with the individual teachers and provide
follow-up technical assistance and/or coaching
with each teacher by going over the Degree of
Implementation results and deciding which areas
need emphasis and which are strengths.

In the first year of ALEM implementation,
intensive training and on-site support are
absolutely essential. Some change in school
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and classroom reorganization is inevitable, and
time must be allotted for teachers to work and
plan together. Districts engaged in school restruc-
turing efforts have also taken advantage of the
fact that ALEN lends itself easily to multi-age
grouping, instructional teaming among teachers,
and school-based management of resources that
in turn become factors to which administrators,
teachers, and students readily adapt.

But after the model's initiation period in a
school, positive outcomes such as increased student
achievement, self-confidence, and self-esteem
produce an almost snowball effect in teacher
efficacy and enthusiasm. 'I try to emphasize that
we're coming into the classroom and we're looking
at how well a teacher is implementing the model
how well she's adjusting the classroom to the
individual ,eds of her students. Ours is a true
staff deveL;...tent model because we aren't just
training teachers, sending them into the class-
room, and measuring student outcomes to see how
well the teachers have translated what they've
learned. Instead, we're staying with the teachers
throughout to see how well they're implementing
the model?

Pmemfrailiv in & classroom

ALEM provides parents with an overview of the
program, but allows the real training to transpire
in the classroom. Because students are largely
self-scheduling and the strength of the model lies
in its seamless classroom management, it's not at
all unusual for parents to learn about the program
directly from the students in the classroom.
ALEM's individual diagnoses, prescription sheets,
and emphasis on self-responsibility also enhance
parent communication with the child and the
teacher. Parents may be either paid or volunteer
assistants and contributors in the classroom, but
either way they say they enjoy becoming involved
with the academic aspects of school lifeand are
thus extremely supportive of the program.

While ALEM sponsor funds are insufficient to
provide social services, they do help families access
available services essential to student success in
school. For example, in Reynolds' Parent Involve-
ment Conunittee meeting each month, parents
suggest issues they want to deal with. The home-
sehookommunity liaison then organizes work-
shops and presentations on such identified issues
as drug use, HIV/AIDS prevention, and parenting
skills. 'Parents will say they need more informa-
tion on report cards," explains Reynolds Principal
and 1991 Principal of the Year recipient Dr.
Verneta Harvey. 'The liaison organizes a workshop
on understanding the report card, or how parents
can best help their children at home with reading
or math. We've even begun a men's group called
Brother to Brother that actively involves men in
the community with male staff at the school to
foster role modeling activities for the students."
A Pupil Support Team is also in place at Reynolds
and other ALEM Philadelphia sites for students
who are having difficulty learning because of
parental abuse, hunger, or lack of shelter.

Wa011:5 fa' math

Through the common data collection process
maintained in the Philade,phia and nationwide
ALEM sites, the moders evaluators are able to
gauge teacher and student interactions using
four instruments: the Student Background and
Azhievement Questionnaire, the Classroom
Processes Observation Schedule, a parent survey,
and a teacher attitude survey. 'We're trying to
look at how using the ALEM affects or is related
to how students and teachers interact with each
other and what kinds of interactions are taking
place in the classroom,' explains McLaughlin.
"So while we're assessing the degree of imple-
mentation of our model, we're also constantly
refining and upgrading it. We're looking at how
this model can be most efficiently implemented
in specific situations?
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Through its ongoing eval aative component,
ALEM hopes to continue documenting the reasons
for its more than two decades of success educating
all the diverse students schools today are chal-
lenged to serve, including those considered to be
difficult to teach and hardest to motivate. School
districts also directly benefit from ALENs
systematic process for documenting program
implementation and outcomes. It provides site-by-
site synopses of student achievement and atti-
tudes, staff perceptions, and parent involvement.
Like the Degree of Implementation assessment
process, all ALEM assessment instruments are
designed as springboards that encourage sites to
follow the cycle of implementation, analysis of
implementation and program outcomes, program
refinement, additional study, and ultimately,
responsive adaptations.

es-
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The Effective Scheele Appoikh:

Meg blocks to the Mut
me Mot ethte

Imes hot and what's not in education today?
It's my belief that many of the early childhood
education researchers and theorists initially
found the effective practices they write about
in Follow Through classroom& In one way or
another, Follow Through has contributed much
of what people now consider to wonk well in
early childhood education.

Eugene Ramp, Director, Follow Through
Effective Schools Approach,University of
Kansas-Lawrence

Grounded in applied behavior analysis, the
Follow Through Effective Schools Approach (ESA)
headquartered at the University of Kansas at
Lawrence, is the product of more than 20 years
of research and development in early childhood
education. Its philosophy has been implemented
in more than 150 schools and impacted thousands
of students nationwide. ESA strives to build effec-
tive schools at the sites it sponsors by emphasizing
basic academic sk'lls acquisition and maxhmun
academic learning time. The model consists of a
four-part plan that incorporates structured class-
room management, motivation and discipline,
family and community involvement in student
learning, and evaluation of student achievement
into each school site's priorities.

Strong classroom management supports

curriculum of the basics

When you enter an ESA kindergarten class-
room, you'll see several small groups operating
simultaneously. You'll be in the midst of lots of
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activity with animated teachers overseeing
simultaneous mading, math, handwriting,
spelling. . . .

Don Dorsey, ESA Direetor of Field Services

To maximize academic learning time, ESA's
creators recommend that each site have a project
director, a staff trainer, and a family coordina-
torall of whom the sponsor trains in the work-
ings of the model. ESA also recommends stu-
dent/teacher ratio of 15:1 at second and third
grade and 10:1 at kindergarten and first grade,
if funds permit. This is accomplished by using
trained instructional aides in ESA classrooms.
The daily schedule at ESA sites provides for maxi-
mum learning time during instractional periods
supported by back-up activities and staff planning
time. Small group instruction is encouraged as is
continual monitoring of student progress. I'Ve
want the curriculum to test kids when they come
in," explains ESA field services director Don
Dorsey. 'Then we need to provide useful, plenti-
ful, and immediate feedback to the teacher about
how well she's succeeding in teaching the child.
We start right away in kindergarten with individ-
ually-based, developmentally appropriate instrue-
tion in the core subjects that continue through all
four years of the prwram."

Although the model does not prescribe a partic-
ular curriculum, implementers on-site are trained
to create the most favorable environment for
learning. To reinforce that training, the model
does provide teacher guidelines for selecting cur-
riculum materials. Briefly, the guidelines stress
the importance of measurable outcomes, frequent
teacher-student interaction, student correction
strategies, and built-in flexibility for students
who learn at different rates. The guidelines par-
allel ESA's three-step instructional system that
1) assesses what each child knows upon entering
the classroom; 2) determines which social or aca-
demic skills a child should be taught; and 3) estab-
lishes a long-range plan or behavioral target for



each student. In all cases, the goal is the same
for every ESA strategy: Every child should achieve
at least one year of academic growth for every year
in school.

At the Carman School ESA site in Waukegan,
Illinois, a phonics primer is initially used in
reading, but math study is individualized in that
teachers plan instruction for the student who is
farthest ahead and work individually with each
of the students in the classroom until they reach
that point. Tor example," explains Carman School
Follow Through on-site trainer, Gwen Beckwirth,
"if a teacher finishes her 'math with marbles'
lesson and assigns seat work to reinforce it, she
might draw a line at a given point on each stu-
dent's worksheet and instruct the children to raise
their hands once they reach the line. As each band
is raised, the teacher remediates, draws another
line and repeats the process."

ESA's motivational system explores the magk of taws,

the effectiveness of °time our

Embedded in the day-to-day operation of the ESA
model is a motivational system that's used to teach
students useful academic and social behavior. The
motivational system stresses and reinforces posi-
tive behaviors through specific, "descriptive praise"
and through the use of small, round. colorful tokens
for the youngest children and daily contracts for
the second and third graders. After two academic
periods liberally sprinkled with descriptive praise
for their work, the children exchange their tokens
for games, puzzles, and physical activities before
they switch to another group of academic lessons.
"The students don't know how much the games
will cost," explains Carman School ESA trainer
Beckwirth, "all they know is that they have to
work very hard first to pay for having the most
fan later."

Ramp, Dorsey, and the staff at Carman School
report that as a result of the motivational system,
teachers nat . wally interact more frequently and
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positively with all the children in the classroom.
Some even claim the tokens have a certain magic:
"When teachers and children have tokens in their
hands or in their aprons, there's something that says
`use them,' " observes Dorsey, adding that ESA's
staff view the tokens as reciprocal currency redeem-
able for student gains "What we try to do is encour-
age positive behavior. In the early grades, we often
use tokens to be very specific about what we like
from the kids academically. When they do well, the
tokens are a way to let them know," he says. As the
students mature and gain independence, the spon-
sors fade out the tokens and switch into a point sys-
tem or to a contract system whereby the child and
the teacher negotiate days, weeks, or a certain block
of time for the child to complete his or her work.

ESA's creators also opted to introduce motivation
and discipline to school sites as two sides of the
same praise coin. Students who behave disruptively
in the classroom and impede learning for others
are asked to leave for a time; they are not verbally
chastised by the teacher. When the desired behavior
is once again exhibited by the student, the teacher
immediately reinforces it with praise. According
to Ramp, this 'time out from positive reinforce-
ment," a disciplinary pillar of the ESA model, was
first honed in Follow Through sites some 25 years
ago. Clearly ahead of its time, the behavioral
philosophy is now a mainstay strategy in many
early childhood classrooms.

Staff development symbiosis

We are constantly adapting and adopting ideas
from our teachers. Our model really came from
our teachers in that it's a direct reflection of the
classroom and school environment, and of the
people with whom we worked over the years. If
we ever really stopped changing and adjusting
and constantly looking for ways to improve what
we're doing and watching the research literature
for new and better ideas or methods, I think
Folkw Through would die.

Eugene Ramp, ESA Executive Director
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Staff development from the ESA sponsor's
vantage point consists of meeting on-site with
teachers, observing in the classroom, and conduct-
ing one-on-one coaching. Of these, the observation
system is perhaps the most detailed and elaborate.
Together teachers and staff trainers are shown
how to observe in the same inservice sessions
so that they can exchange information and take
turns observing one another. Some sites am of-
fered six staff development days, others as many
as 10 days, depending upon site needs and funding
allowances. The staff development training
days may also be off-site at the University
of Kansas or elsewhere.

Perhaps most important to staff efficacy, school
sites that request ESA implementation have to
be committed to real change and be prepared for
the inevitable problems that accompany it. Ramp
retains a rule of thumb: Before the ESA model
may be implemented in any school site, 80 percent
of the teaching staff must agree that they want the
program and will work with it for the three-year
implementation cycle. Over the years, he's docu-
mented payoffs from such dedication of staff to the
model, combined with the dedication to staff built
into the model's philosophy and strategies. At ESA
sites such as Carman School, staff are typically
the first tapped for promotion in their Illinois
system. "We have two program coordinators who
are now principals elsewhere in the district and
two principals in the district who were formerly
teachers at Carman School," reports Principal
Isabel Buckner, "and the last Follow Through
director just became the superintendent of schools
for a nearby school district." The Carman site may
also be one of the few that can already boast of a
former student returning to begin a career with
the Follow Through program. The project's secre-
tary, Sarah Neely, attended Carman School as a
student from second to sixth grade. After graduat-
ing from high scht,', Sarah returned to Carman to
work with her former second grade teacher and
her principal, Mrs. Buckner.
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Training Ruing piessionais for commit gain

Of course the emphasis of early childhood
education is going to have to be on parenting.
Parents today arr, often younger and less
mature than they have been so they're going to
have to be trained. We've got to have the kind of
involvement that Follow Through fosters so that
we can get parents into the school and trained
to work with their childmn.

Isabel Buckner, Principal, Carman School

The nature of families has changed across class
and cultures nationwide. Where there were once
large numbers of parents available to volunteer
during the day, today's proliferation of single-par-
ent households and double-parent homes in which
both parents work has changed the face of parent
involvement as it was envisioned by Follow
Through 25 years ago. ESA still trains parents for
50 to 80 hours and employs several parents as
instructional aides who are techniadly under the
supervision of a teacher. But the model's best
response to the changing range of parent involve-
ment in the school day may be one of degree. ESA
has steadily augmented the professionalism and
power afforded parents in the classroom by allow-
ing them the freedom to teach whatever is
assigned as they see fit. In the ESA program, par-
ents are trained along almost identical lines with
teachers, and typically, parents are involved in
daily meetings among the staff to review each
child's progress. If funding at a particular site
allows, a large number of parents rotate through
the classroom as trained instructional personnel.
The Parent Advisory Council that is Follow
Through's cross between a PTA and a school board
is also active in ESA sites.

The most noticeable ESA difference, however
in light of the single-parent household phenom-
enonis in the number of parents who remain at
the sites as trained professionals long after their
children enter middle and high school. Such com-
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mitment may well be the best indicator of Follow
Through's impact on the annmunities it enters.
Many of the parents at the Carman School Follow
Through site, for instance, have worked with the
program since their own children enrolled 15 or
20 years ago. But they have progressed far beyond
volunteer status, and they don't necessarily limit
their involvement to the policy and operational
issues of parent-teacher organization activity.
Rather ESA parents with the longest affiliations
seem to see their role as one of providing continu-
ity to the prcgram and the school community.
ESA's Dorsey recalls Norma Matthews' case: "I
was extremely impressed by her teaching skill
when I first observed her math class. As we
talked, I learned that this Waukegan staffer
started as a parent in Follow Through, and put
two of her daughters through the program
both of whom later taught within the Follow
Through program themselves."

In turn, Matthews recalls beginning her career
at Carman as a Follow Through parent volunteer
in the same year her daughter entered the school.
"I loved working with the kids," she says. "Since
we lived in the projects, I knew most of the chil-
dren and their families and became the first
Parent Advisory Council chairperson here. My
second year they made me parent trainer, and I
moved up and on from there. Since then, I've been
a grandmother to two Follow Through students
and Fro still here, a grandmother to the rest of
my kids in the classroom."

Although Norma's story inspires, it is not
unusual at Carman School, where some teaching
teams have worked t%rether at the school for a
decae or more. Wm amazed at how well many
parents can take our methods and procedures,
and mix them together with their own cultural
and personal characteristics to make them pop,
if you will," notes Dorsey. "It makes it easier to
get some of the more commonsensiad but hard-
to-reinforce student behaviors operating in
the home."

Comaysupport x studentsvoNaion=
enviable muss

When ESA's innovators came to Waukegan in
1969 to implement their Follow Through model,
tin met with almost immediate success Student
achievement gains were dramatic enough to be
covered by the local press, and parents in the city's
wealthier communities decided they wanted their
children to accrue the benefits of this new form of
instruction. Tiwse affluent citizens approached
ESA sponsors after demanding that the school
board make available the innovative teaching
practices of the Follow Through model, even
though high socioeconomic status disqualified
their families from the Follow Through program
per se. "For the next four years, tlw Waukegan
district paid out of its own pocket for us to train
and implement the program in the city's non-poor
neighborhood schools," reports ESA's Ramp,
debunking the "poverty program' myths that
have fometimes limited Follow Through's
broader applications.

Such enviable status has won ESA considerable
respect throughout its years at Carman School and
at other sites. Ramp and Dorsey can remember the
day the mayor of Waukegan interceded on ESA's
behalf in a funding effort And, national trends
toward direct school and business partnerships
notwithstanding, Ramp and Dorsey point to the
long-term impact of communities in their Follow
Through site programs. Since Carman School
serves the subsidized housing in the community
and thus enrolls the lowest socioeconomic group in
the city, organizing volunteer efforts and business
support on behalf of its students is undoubtedly
challenging. But, ifs a challenge the site's admin-
istrators have met successfully for nearly 25 years.
First, Buckner and her associates found that tak-
ing the meeting to the people was much more
effective than having all parent meetings at the
school. Once the relationship was established,
the Carman School staff helped parents see the
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advantatis of meeting on the school cmnpus. That
became an all important factor when the city opted
to tear down much of the subsidized housing near
the school, forcing a higher portion of the children
to be bussed to the campus. "Now people are so
tuned to coming to our building, voter turnout in
this area is much higher when the school is a
polling place,* reports Principal Buckner.

In addition to ongoing fundraising efforts to
maintain a classroom materials and enhancements
fund, the Carman School community raised money
to send students to see a touring play by preparing
'pickled pig feet dinners, barbecue dinners, and . . .

you name it!' recalls Buckner. One parent who was
an entertainer in Kenosha persuaded her Wm to
contribute the receipts for a weekend toward tak-
ing the kids to the play. 'That's the kind of support
Carman School has been able to engender in the
community," concludes Buckner. Adds Dorsey: 'I
know we're having an impact in that parents and
community leaders know the program. They
appreciate its value and are willing to go the extra
mile for us when needed."

Although Follow Through sites like Cm.man
School have made a definite impact on Waukegan,
that community continues to change, so the need
persists. like families, over the past 26 years the
nation's communities have disintegrated as social
institutions," says Dorsey. "And yet I feel that our
schools and classrooms have remained islands of
peace, of learning, of calm, and a place where kids
can come and be well-treated and go home feeling
good about themselves. We've been able to main-
tain the integrity of the program and the integrity
cr the students who participate."

Exiticaket Passing the ted of the test

Studies show that ESA students perform at
greater than expected growth rates relative to com-
parison groupsand to national test norms
throughout their four years in the program. For
students there is the ESA annual achievement
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testing program. Continuous program assessment
measures performance of in-progress classroom
methods that have to do with the progress of kids
through a variety of curriculum materials. ESA
also uses classroom observations to determine what
has improved in a student's achievement and how.
Put simply, it's an attempt to associate the outcome
with the act or strategy that produced it The model
employs continuous program assessment to deter-
mine if the model is being properly implemented.

ESA also uses consumer satisfaction measures
usually surveys and questionnairesto find out
what parents, teachers, school administrators and
even students in the classroom think of the pro-
gram and its effectiveness. Concludes Dorsey, "I
think our reliance on data and information to make
decisions, to change our own program, and to get in
there and work with pingrams that need help dis-
tinguishes us. So does our firm commitment to
basic educational skills that keep what the children
take from Head Start and mend on it."
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COGNET: Mak:till the learning netwwk

Six-year-old Darin's behavior problems in the
classroom worsened by the day. But instead of
looking confused when a counselor ased him
if he knew what was causing his problems,
Darin replied rnatter-of-factly,Tes, self-
regulation." The counselor, who was new to
Darin's school and therefore not familiar with
COGNET, asked 'Do you really know what
that means?' "Of course," Darin smiled.
"It means taking control of your thoughts
and actions."

Katherine Greenberg, Founder and Director,
Cognitive Enrichment Network (COGNET)
Follow Through Project

Darin, according to COGNET's creator, demon-
strated an important first step on the way to
becoming an independent learner: He identified
the reason for his behavior in a way that shows he
understands his role in learning and how to control
that process. Children in the COGNET program
don't see school as a place to learn skills required
for some isolated school task; they see it as a place
to learn the skills they'll be able to use daily in
school and the world beyond it. The students relax
as they discover that success and failure depend
most on how they think about and perform tasks.
Learning problems thus become opportunities
for learning how to learn. Students grow to see
the classroom as a laboratory where problems are
supposed to occurand where they can expect to
find solutions.

"Our focus is on information processing, rather
than information production," explains Katherine
Greenberg, the model's Founder and Director.
"COGNET helps children understand their respon-
sibility for learning. We help them to reslize that
they're not lucky if they "get it" and unlucky if they
don't, and we teach parents and teachers how to
look at an individual child to see where that child
is going nextrather than prescribing and setting
limits on what he or she can do and be. Essentially,

AO .

we're raising the expectations of everyone in the
learning network?

By helping students, teachers, and parents
to understand how they learn through and from
one another, the Cognitive Enrichment Network
Follow Through Project promises to make the
most that's educationally possible of interactions
between children and adults. Greenberg, who also
teaches as an Associate Professor in the Special
Education Department of the University of
Tennessee at Knoxville, uses television viewing
among children as a popular example of media-
tion's importance to learning. Much-maligned as
the worst thing since bubble gum and basal read-
ers for school-age children, commercial television
calls for someone to interpret, to help a child syn-
thesize what it presents. Without that someone to
help children reconcile these new notions that
are more often than not beyond their experience,
the television medium offers unintelligible reality
at best, and misunderstood stimuli at worst.

Through its synthesis-reaching process in the
classrooms of schools in White Pine, Knoxville,
and Chattanooga, Tennessee; Ronan, Montana's
Flathead Indian Reservation; Detroit, Michigan;
Seattle, Washingtonand, in an impressive array
of international schools in Belgium, Holland, and
BrazilCOGNET trains teachers and administra-
tors to be that necessary someone, that mediator
of reality for children.

Intentional, meaningful, and immodest knowk4e

Since COGNET classrooms are not stages
for presenting right answers, what makes
the COGNET model unique is that it helps
students to reconcile school learning to their
real world experience; it teaches children
how to learn; and it enables children through
the assistance provided by teachers. The model
simply helps children to learn in naturally
occurring ways by connecting new ideas to
the world they already know.

ni
Katherine Greenberg
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COGNET's uniquenesses are based on the medi-
ated learning experience (MU) theory of Israeli
developmental psychologist Reuven Feuerstein.
According to Feuerstein, MIS occurs when a teach-
er, parent, or other caregiver goes beyond the
immediate needs of the given situation by focusing
the learner's attention on the relationships
between specific pieces of information and their
meaning. Continued awareness of this transcen-
dent relationship between objects, events, and
thoughts assists the learner in developing a new
needs system for independent learning. When
mediated learning occurs at a high level of quality
and quantity, the child learns how to learn and
develops the capacity to adapt to new situations.
When a child's mediated learning experience is
inadequate, the child becomes a passive learner
and displays learning problems that can be severe.

Although Feuerstein's ACE theory is well
known internationally, educators are still in search
of step-by-step applications that are tried and
proven. So it's with good cause that Greenberg
admits to riding the coattails of the popular
theory. Under a Fulbright Research Fellowship,
she worked for nine months with Feuerstein to
develop the COMET model's learning-experience-
based criteria. Hoping to produce a working primer
of the theory for teachers and parents, she con-
densed Feuerstein's 28 cognitive functions to 10
Building Blocks of Thinking that early childhood
educators can easily adapt to build effective think-
ing skills in a classroom of young children. She also
adapted Feuerstein's parameters of NILE for
COGNET's eight Tools of Independent Learning so
that teachers and even students can see immedi-
ately what may be causing barriers to learning.

"Our approach," Greenberg reiterates, "is based
on building what we call COGNET, or a cognitive
enrichment network, in the community. We want
to establish a network in which parents, teachers,
and people involved with children on a daily basis
work together to help children become independent
and productive learners."
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Greenberg notes that Feuerstein's greatest
contribution to understanding how children learn
may be his articulation of what children need as
a prerequisite to thinking. "Educators may talk
about being able to think logically or hypothetical-
ly," she adds, "but if they don't get down to the
nitty gritty of student needs and learning tasks,
tle best they'll be able to provide is practice that
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might help some students make a better grade.
But those students who don't already know how to
learn aren't going to improve overall,' she warns.
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Buds of development

To help students learn to learn before their
educational careers are set in stone, COGNET
offers a program overlay that's designed to
enhance any curriculum that exists in a given
school. The model is also comprehensive in that it
touches every facet of a student's life. Building
school and community ownership in the program
is therefore essential. Greenberg introduces school
personnel to the COGNET approach to learning
in a 30-hour workshop. Educators are trained in

TOOLS OF INDIMIDENT !JARMO

Needed far the adve gefiefeaft of information
rather than fts posits roc*

Wu Mutate - DeveloOng intrinsic motivation for
learning and remembering.

SaFamtunati - Controlling approach to learning
through thinking about how you are thinking to
determine readiness and (speed.

haw OF COWEDNCE Knowing you have the ability
to do; (affects motivation to learn).

SW-DMOPsen - Working toward becoming
ail you can be..

GOAMIECED BOW/1011 - Taking initiative in setting,
seeking, and reaching objectives consistently.

StAlt40 Baum - Communicating implicit thoughts
egPlicitlY.

Fora OF CHALLENGE - Awareness of emotion's effects
on novel, complex, and difficult tasks and knowing
how to deal with that challenge.

AWARENESS OF So-own - Knowing that you change
throughout life and learning to expect, nurture, and
benefit from that change..

how to establish a classroom environment where
process is valued as much as product, where the
classroom becomes TMa laboratory for learning"
rather than a "stage for producing right answers."
Teachers also learn how to recognize inefficient use

of thel0 Building Blocks of Tlanking and the eight
Tools of Independent Les' ning and mediate their
efficient use.

The Building Blocks and the Tools are then
taught, emphasized, operationalized, and essen-
tially woven into the fiber of classroom activities
as students and teachers go through daily interac-
tions and learning opportunities at school.
Teachers implement four mini-lesson plans each
day, one for each of four types of learning activity
with all focusing on the same Building Block or
Tool. Explains Grvenberg, "The model's aim is to
help children go beyond where they are now, so
we try to teach educators how to mach into what
Vygotsky calls The Zone of Proximal Development
that place where someone needs assistance to
continue learning. We show teachers how to gauge
a child's learning ability so that they can look at
the buds of development, instead of just the fruit."

TKHNET: Tim conputerized =nal=

Although teachers are encouraged to integrate
COGNET into a wide variety of instructional activ-
ities they already use, many prefer to adopt new
teaching methods such as those used in a compo-
nent of COGNET called TECH.NET. As COGNET's
computer-learning component, TECHNET involves
specific, empirically researched, computer-based
instructional activities. Software is integrated
into the curriculum to emphasize both cognitive
and basic skill goals and to assist students in
operationalizing the Building Blocks and Tools.

When computers are used by small groups of
students, a collaborative atmosphere is provided
that research suggests reduces low-level errors
and creates support for higher level thinking activ-
ities. Through a cooperative learning approach,
opportunities are plentiful for oral explanations
between peers, discussion of what's being learned,
personal reinforrement and feedback, as well as
peer accountability. Guided by mediators, children
interact with each oth.:1. to connect events and

tI
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build and test theories. Frequently, the students
discuss the need for specific Building Blocks and
Tools in order to engage in successful cooperative
learning and computer activities. Teachers are free
to select soft,ware that blends best with classroom
goals. They are taught how to adapt software in
ways that enhance learning and balance drill and
practice with problem solving activities. COGNET
staff maintain a continuously updated list of free
and inexpensive software available for teachers in
a classroom that is a 'laboratory for learning."

For example, one TECHNET exercise, "The
Great Space Race," asks the student to build a
space ehip with an engine composed of several dif-
ferent parts. Once the student puts it together, she
tests it to see how much time it required to get into
the air using a number of variables she's encour-
aged to "play" with. The teacher mediates the
activity by asking the child to identify which of
the Building Blocks and learning Tools were used
to do the exercise. First-grade children immediate-
ly recognize that they've used approach to task,
selective attention, working memory, self-regulat-
ion, and sharing behavior. They rattle the concepts
off to let the teacher know they're doing their jobs
thoughtfully, and go independently on to the next
TECHNET task.

bailer change

The beauty of this program is that it didn't
change anything I was teaching. It just made
me more aware of the needs of the children I'm
responsible for helping, and that's a great tool
within itself

Janice Wilder, COGNET teacher/trainer

Since mediation has everything to do with how
material is seen, analyzed, processed, and then
used, its success in the classroom is perhaps most
dependent upon teacher qualities and characteris-
tics. Greenberg, who spent the early part of her
career teaching inner-city, "disadvantaged'
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children in special education classes, insists on
an initial 30-hour teacher workshop followed up
with ongoing training and a grassroots way of
collecting data.

Her experience with COGNET taught Greenberg
that winning the support of the teachers is an
essential first goal in implementing the model. One
COGNET teacher, who is described by the model
trainers as a "real success story," grew from putting
down the children in her classroom out of sheer
frustration at her own inability to reach them, to
being the star of a COGNET training videotape.
"When we turned the video camera off," recalls
COGNET parent trainer Janice Wilder, 'this
teacher said, 'Turn it back on. rm not finished
praising the students for showing what good
learners they are and for working hard at the task.'
All that teacher needed," explains Wilder, "was a
handle on what to do when a child isn't doing well.
COGNET gave her that."

Greenberg and her staff of assessment profes-
sionals at the University of Tennessee also found
that, before COGNET training, teachers at one
school site used a potpourri of child-teacher
interaction methods. But after training, the teach-
ers' interaction profiles weic characterized by simi-
lar strategies which promote higher-level thinking.
Rather than short product questions dependent on
short answers and recalled information, the teach-
ers quickly came to favor process questions
designed to get the student to think about why and
how a thing has to be done. The untrained teachers
routinely allowed children to "co-opt" or take over
another child's opportunity for learning by calling
out the answer before the target child could respond
correctly. The trained teachers spent more time
with kids who give partial or misguided responses,
and they trained their classes to respect each child's
need to know how to learn by not blurting out
answers. The teachers in this school have also
learned with COGNET that I.Q. scores and grades
don't mean nearly as much to a child's immediate
and future academic success as well-developed cog-
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nitive processing. Says Gre2nberg, "We're trying to
get the teachers to see that once they know how to
help kids learn to learn, then they need to take a
look at everything they're doing. We want to
empower teachers to see there's a way to teach
that does pot make a classroom a stage for produc-
ing right answers, that classroom activities should
be developmentally appropriate."

&nob as primfy wagon

We want the childrrn to understand that learn-
ing occurs everywhere, and our parent training
is the best way we know to accomplish this.
Parents help tremendously when they can show
children how to process what's going on around
them outside of school, especially in the home.
Parents also reinforce what teachers are doing
in the classroom, and a partnership in the net-
work forms.

Katherine Greenberg, COGNET Founder

COGNET provides 20 hours of parent training
in the model philosophy and curriculum enhance-
ment. Child care is furnished, very few parents
drop out of the sessions, and most attend monthly
support meetings on the suggestion and encour-
agement of COGNET sponsors. But the challenge
of the program is in building trust and enthusi-
asm, says parent trainer Janet Wilder: "If you can
get a parent to believe you when you say, 'Look,
this is really going to work with your child,' they'll
try your suggestions. And onte they see how well
the ideas work, there's no way they're going to
stop. No way."

COGNET sponsors agree that the most gratify-
ing aspect of their parent program is that parents
take the training and form friendships during the
sessions that flourish outside the school's reach.
The phenomenon, notes Greenberg, extends the
mediated learning network well into the communi-
ties in which children live and grow. "We'll have a
Parent Teacher Organization meeting," reports
Wilder, "and the children work with their parents

to write a presentation that addresses the ques-
tion, 'How does a schoolteacher think? The exer-
cise thus puts parent and child in a schoolwork
partnership effort that can be replicated at home
with student homework as well as routine activi-
ties like shopping and cooking." COGNET parents
report that the training has helped them under-
stand their own children and work v:ith them to
accomplish school-related as well as home-related
activities. In addition, they believe it changed their
understanding of school and their interaction with
their children.

Neiworichig trough Hemi Skirt

COGNET is firmly committed to working with
Head Start agencies to provide unified and contin-
uous services for children and their families. The
White Pine, Tennessee demonstration site staff,
for example, work closely with the Douglas
Cherokee Economic Authority's Head Start
agency support services staff who serve families
in their region.

Fcrtanately, the collaboration doesn't end
there. Although the White Pine COGNET Project
has its own designated full-time support services
coordinator, building trust in the Southern Appa-
lachian mountains near Knoxville takes a persis-
tent nature and a steady implementor who is
investing for the long haul. "When a stranger
comes into any community of 1,800 people in this
part of the country, she's observed for a year or
two before the community grows to trust her,'
explains Wilder, who is also a Head Start teacher.
Having lived in the community all of her life,
Wilder supported COGNET Follow Through Social
Service Coordinator Betty Burcham until the com-
munity learned to trust her. With 75 percent of
White Pine's student body being bussed to school,
cnd well over half living below the poverty line,
that support proved invaluable. Betty Burchum
has many success cases to report as proof. At the
same time, Janice Wilder's dual role as Head
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Start teacher and COGNET parent trainer equip-
ped her with the credibility she needed to get
parents actively involved in both preschool and
school programs throughout their children's early
childhood years. Such successful collaborations
also helped to convince school district officials that
the best way to stem the dropout rates they have
seen worsen in recent years was through early
childhood interventions like Head Start and
COGNETs Follow Through.

At every COGNET demonstration site, sponsor
staff assist school staff in building close connections
with Head Start support service providers and

Start staff are encouraged to attend
teach:- v 4 and implement COGNET in
minor ; : i''very effort is made to facilitate
Uffli s -L.1,...ious services.

*chafing success

Two ye,rs ago, I had the chance to work with
a child whom a psychologist had categorized
as mentally retarded. From August to November,
I worked with the child using the Building
Blocks of Thinking. The observing school
psychologist had determined that, although
additional testing was called for, from his obser-
vation.s, the child was retarded. He didn't inter-
vene in the case again until a meeting was
scheduled to place the child in Special
Education. By then I'd noticed a significant
change in this child's ability to learn, arzd asked
the psychologist to re-test. The second test
showed the child was not retarded and could
continue in the mainstreamed program.

Janice Wilder, COGNET Trainer

Like so many Follow Through sponsors,
COGNET has more than its share of children who
have made dramatic changes for the better under
its direction. Brenda's story, as recalled by
COGNET trainer Janice Wilder, is but another
telling case. in-point:
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Brenda came from a family that could nei-
ther read nor write, and the little girl could
barely speak when she enrolled in school. She
communicated with gestures and animal-like
sounds. I started working with Brenda on
COGNETs Building Blocks by concentrating
on the first oneapproach to taskbecause
younger children need to thoroughly under-
stand that idea first. I refused to accept ges-
tures, and encouraged Brenda to use words.

Brenda made great progress the first year,
and we continued stacking onto her knowledge
during the second year. When Brenda moved
to public school, I made a follow-up visit. Her
teacher said Brenda was having a problem
remembering her birth date, which surprised
me. I asked the teacher if she offered Brenda
cues, and she assured me she was. Brenda's
birthday happens to be in July, that shares the
same initial sound as the beginning letter of my
first name, so I recalled that her birthday was
July 8. The teacher disagreed, telling me the
child's birthday was listed as July 18. I persist-
ed, and when Brenda's file was pulled, it bore
out Brenda and me.

Brenda knew when her birthday was. She
had learned, and she was so sureso confident
in her learningthat she stuck by her knowl-
edge even when the teacher continuously dis-
aipced with her. Had it not been for the
Building Blocks of Thinking and the Tools of
Independent Learning, I might never hove
reached Brenda. They've mack me a more
effective teacher and the students I work with
much more confident learner&



Boni Street's Developmenti-kteradion
Approack Foster* roped for euh
aYs potential

Bank Street College was founded on a bend
of the Hudson River in New York City in 1916.
Although its physical location has since changed,
the work of this independent educational research
college has remainedby virtue of its founding
philosophya major port for early childhood
education theory and practice. The Bank Street
Approach, known as the Developmental-Interaction
Approach, rests on two fundamental principles: that
education must be appropriate to the child's stage
of development, and that children learn best by
interaction with others and with their environment.
The tradition here has always been to respect each
child's potential and to draw on the natural chem-
istry of teacher, parent, and peer interaction to
foster each child's latent strengths. By tapping into
the interests and natural initiative of the learner,
Bank Street's researchers, teachers, paraprofession-
als, and administrators concern themselves primar-
ily with providing a learning environment ripe with
ample and tangible opportunities for the childas
an individualto flourish.

For example, Bank Street's Developmental-
Interaction Approach inspired the children, parents,
and staff of PS 242 in Brooklyn to build a children's
heritage museum to preserve the memory of
Weeksville Community, a turn-of-the-century free
African American neighborhood unearthed during
the building of a public housing development. Bank
Street's philosophical approach to edueation is the
cornerstone of one New Haven, Connecticut magnet
school's emphasis on integrated curriculum includ-
ing math and science. It is also a founding principle
and instructional strategy that continues to thrive in
impoverished rural school sites in Tuskeegee,
Alabama and Brattleboro, Vermont,

Since Follow Through's inception, the educators
at Bank Street have studied how poor, urban chil-

dren become more independent in their learning. For
decades, Elizabeth Gilkeson and Richard Feldman
honed cooperative learning strategies, multi-age
grouping individual, small group, and team-taught
instruction; and portfolio compilation to help adjust
the classroom to each child's stages of development
The Bank Street approach views the classroom as an
"educational workroom* that appeals to all five of a
child's senses. For instance, watthing and studying
the gestation, birth, and growth of rabbits or chicks,
transforms them from mere class pets or science pro-
jects to experimental opportunities for exciting cur-
riculum. And despite the animals' occasional free
rein among the children, Bank Street classrooms are
not reduced to unstructured environments. Rather,
the animals and plants, the lively discussion, and
other projects for learning become interactive,
hands-on, active components of a learning process
thatunlike an educational product or outcomeis
boundless. The crux is that the process is ongoing,
changing, and elemental. Reading, math, creative
writing, and arts and crafts are organized in centers
for the children's investigation as the students learn
"in process? According to Bank Street Follow
Through Director Richard Feldman, "the focus on
childrenon whether they can take the work and
use it interactively and independentlyis still the
core" of Bank Street's work

lie itency; city surkial

We are interested in children developing literary
in more than language arts. One becomes literate
through a process of exposure, practice, and ulti-
mately use. Being able to communicate in any
languagemathematics, science, or life is the
indication of literacy. There-, a Bank Street
quality in effectively operating classrooms. It's
a kind of competence and confidence when the
kids approach adults, a sense of comfort and
responsiveness that's the unmistakable mark of
a child in the process of learning.

Richard Feldman, Bank Street Follow
Through Director
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Two Bank Street emphases are key to the pro-
ductivity of its Follow Through early educational
strategy: 1) social studies and 2) interaction com-
bined with the individual choices that learners of
all ages and ilks claim for themselves. In the Bank
Street Follow Through model, children become not
only good citizens of their communities and the
world, but are literally afforded the encouragement
and artistic license to continue creating and recre-
ating themselves and their surroundings. "Social
studies," notes Feldman, "is a vehicle for integrat-
ing subjects so that kids can make meaning of the
world. The fact is that understanding starts from
studies that are close at hand. The kids walk to
neighborhood sites, they take trips, and they
involve themselves in ways that portray the
community as a classroom."

Children at Bank Street sites work with mixed
media in their creations and make use of the entire
pagebe it painted, printed, or multimedia. The
children are encouraged to map their surround-
ings, to document the city's streets and waterways.
Building blocks and tools for building cities are
also hallmarks of the Bank Street model. By
sawing, drilling, scaling, and nailing together
model buildings, homes, shops, restaurants, and
communities emerge from variously shaped and
sized wooden blocks The children learn firsthand
something of the way the world's cities are built,
how neighborhoods work and neighbors coexist,
and the importance of every human being to any
landscape. In the same vein, Bank Street's
researchers note that the concept of community
space, so essential to successful community adap-
tation, is a lesson learned and valued in the class-
room. "The children know they have to take care of
the materials and tools, and that each doesn't need
to have his or her own space in the same way that
we used to think was necessary for ownership,"
reports Feldman. "There's also always a planning
process here. It's frequently tied into some social
studies event or a field trip," he explains, describ-
ing trips to see how the cobbler built his business
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or how the restaurateur and the retail merchant
respect each other's needs. The children learn to
work within and harness the power of expression
through frequent group meetings in which they
share what they've discovered, and how to speak
their minds all of which contributes to their
development as productive, competent, successful
human beings.

First and foremost, however, the emphasis in
Bank Street Follow Through is on meaning.
Materials and "skills are tools for meaning and are
learned in the framework of utility, rather than as
teacher-assigned, unrelated drill and practice,"
notes Feldman. "We are concerned that children
get their ideas out. Rote reading and writing mean
little." Arguing with critics who maintain that
classroom organization is lost in a setting
in which the child is his own authority, Mrs.
Gilkeson staunchly maintains that centering a
classroom around a teacher accompanied by a desk
is a stifling misuse of space for inquisitive young
children. "We don't have a teacher's desk," Mrs.
Gilkeson explains. "It takes up too much room bet-
ter used for children's materials. Our intent in
having a wealth of materials is not so much for for-
mal instruction but for experimenting with learn-
ing how to use materials. Teachers support the
children as learners by laying these tools out in
interesting ways, so that the children get used to
selecting rather than copying ideas or doing what
the teacher tells them." Thus, Follow Through
children at Bani Street are not only encouraged to
learn cooperatively, but to be self-selective in their
learning experiences through use of the materials
and organization created by the teacher.

Time on task for its own sake is not a concept
Bank Street sites employ. The developmental-
interaction philosophy coincides positively with
the children's natural development: "We find that
any student invested in the idea of a task, and
having some choice in the activity, will remain
with it for a long period of time," reports Feldman.
"Our greatest concern is that the external schedule
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interrupts children's work, diminishing the value
of the work in which they choose to engage. People
worry that children will self-select inappropriate
tasks. But the habit of sustained investment takes
place through work children enjoy." Even when
children are interrupted because of the demands
of the school schedule, teachers encourage chil-
dren to return to the work by providing time to
see it through to completion.

The outeome, as Mrs. Gilkeson explains it, is
designed to meet individual needs through an edu-
cational process that fits each child well: "There's
a sense that these kids know what they want to
do, and that they are free to do it. They feel secure
in going from task to task," and they sense the
fun of learning. Oral language development with
complementary gains in reading, writing, and
higher order thinking skills are, as one might
expect, documented contributions of the program.

Staff devalcimit Ways of wadag

with teachers as haws

When properly implemented, the Bank Street
Model requires a Follow Through director for each
site (this can be a principal or administrator wh -
is invested in bringing about change), a teacher
and one teaching assistant per classroom, one staff
developer per eight to 10 classrooms, and a parent
coordinator. Continued staff development is key to
the program, as teachers become in-class educa-
tional researchers and analysts who must not only
assess their student's individual progress, but
diagnose the cause of achievement problems and
seek solutions. "Our most distinctive feature is
ongoing staff development in the evolutionary
sense of the participants,' says Feldman. "For
schools to be exciting for children, they have to be
exciting for the adults who work within them,"
and since creative teaching is a natural offshoot of
continuing administrative support and profession-
al stimulation, Bank Street's staff development
role is both evolutionary and constant. "It is criti-

r.

cal that the person who takes responsibility for
working with Bank Street Follow Through teach-
ers and paraprofessionals understands," explains
Feldman, "that staff developers are advocates for
the development of the person first? As a conse-
quence, all Bank Street staff evaluations are
designed to encourage instructors to assess and
evaluate themselves.

*Port for Ponwal9

As the cry for increased involvement of parents
in their children's education echoes from the
research halls, to the classroom, to the district
office and state boards of education, the evolution
of the parent room as a visible, interactive feature
of the Bank Street sites offers a distinct involve-
ment strategy. At Bank Street, the parent room
becomes an extension of home for parents and
their children, and ongoing mediation is also
offered. Helping professionals and peers are at
hand to help parents deal with their child's devel-
opment. Parents are thus empowered to care for
themselves and their children and to ultimately
make a difference in the world. Thus, the Bank
Street parent coordinator typically works to
involve parents through community contact and
advmacy of the individual parent and the parent
group. As with most reciprocal relationships,
parents at Bank Street's sites become supportive
of their children's educational process, because
Bank Street is more supportive of parenting.
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Follow Through permitted and encouraged us
fin- the first time in the history of public educa-
tion to look at children in terms of who they are,
where they come from, and what they bring from
home. Until the 1960s, educators had blamed
the child for not °fitting' into the school system.
A shoe store is more accommodating in helping
us to fit our footwear needs than schools have
been in helping to fit the educational needs of
our children. You can go into a shoe store and
buy difftrent sizes, different styles, and di/Prent
colors depending on your foot and your prefer-
ences. You can buy low heels, stacked heels,
rubber soles, whatever. Everyone tries to find a
shoe that doesn't pinchthat's comfortabk. Yet
schools continue to force children into the way of
the school. In Follow Through, we are simply
trying to give the child a good, comfortable
educational fit.

Alice S. Paul, Director, Tucson Early
Education Model

The Tucson Early Education Model (TEEM)
at the University of Arizona began in 1965 as a
sooperative project founded on the philosophy that
formal learning should begin with the strengths
and experiences young children bring to the class-
room. It was foanded by Dr. Marie M. Hughes as a
cooperative effort with the Tucson Unified School
District (TUSD) foru.iiig on the intellectual devel-
opment of Mesicc n American children. This popu-
lation's lack of success in school was similar to
that of other minority children, the rural poor, and
the children of unskilled laborers with subsistence
incomes. Today, the same characteristics also
apply to children who are identified as ``at risk?

TEEM's implementation efforts have been
equally successful in schools located in black
urban areas and an isolated Alaskan village. Since
becoming one of the first Follow Through model
sponsors in 1968, TEEM has trained school staff
to implement its early education model in diverse
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communities in 17 states. According to TEEM
director and University of Arizona education
professor, Dr. Alice Paul, four long-range goals
for TEEM instruction were set in maim by Dr.
Hughes that remain valid: developing language
competence, academic and social skills, a motiva-
tional base, and an intellectual base in Follow
Through students. Tlxtse goals enhance achieve-
ment, strengthen self-esteem, and support the
learning process sufficiently to prevent schools
from 'pinching* those children whose life experi-
ences are not factored into the conventional school
culture. In each TEEM site, work toward the goals
has been custom-fitted to the children, their par-
ents, teachers, and the culture-rich communities.

As Dr. Paul explains, 'Children have to have a
strong language base to be able to function lin-
guistically in their own culture and in the larger
society. They need to develop thinking and learn-
ing-to-learn skills to be able to make decisions, to
make plans, mid to make choices. To succeed, chil-
dren have to want to achieve, to have a sense of I
can-ness, in addition to the 3R's and the ability to
get along with people. With TEEM, we believe
that every child has a right to that experience?

Riaaris InclaY and Promise

Named after Thamar Richey, a 1920s teacher
and founder of the first Yaqui Indian school in
Pascua Village, Arizona, Richey School has grown
with TEEM language experience strategies since
the inception of Follow Through. 49 percent of the
school's students are Yaqui, a refugee tribe from
Mexico who gained Native American tribal status
only 15 years ago. Thanks to TEEM research, the
school understands that Native American Indian
communities want their children to learn
Englishbut not at the expense of losing their
own language Multicultural and multilingual
education at the school has become firmly
entrenched and is continually evolving as a result
of that awareness. At a recent student pow wow
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parents, teachers, and community leaders
watched appreciatively as the children danced
in celebration t 'their cultural legacy. "We use
culture as a basis for transition into the larger
society," explains Dr. Paul.

Richey's founder began the school with a single
room, far from enough funding, and an unfailing
sense of commitment, Today, the school's teach-
erswho are trained in TEEM'S unique staff
development and instructional processkeep the
school centered on the children, championing their
diversity and renewing professional commitments
to school and community. But the tenure of these
educational professionals is perhaps most distinc-
tive. Several of Richey's teachers and administra-
tors have practiced TEEM strategies for more
than a decade. Eva Martinez, the model's Follow
Through coordinator at Richey, who attended the
school as a child, has worked in various Follow
Through positions there for ovc 20 years, Says
Paul, 'The longevity of our Follow Through teach-
ers and staff is impressive. They are committed to
making a difference for their students and the
Richey community."

A ka at TEEM in action

Several women cut letters from felt cloth
and paste them to velcro for,classroom use in a
Scrabble-like game played with gloves, A baby
rests, smiling, in her car seat as the women visit
in Spanish, and a couple of Yaqui aides gather
resource materials from a busy parent room before
returning to their multicultural classrooms.

Five Tohono O'odham second graders explort
math concepts with maniptilatives for half an
hour. They "invent" measurement and abstract
abo and abba patterns. Their language interaction
includes discussions of labels, abbreviations, and
"commodities." Some children are in a writing cen-
ter composing their own paragraphs entitled
What I Like About Indians." Pairs of children
come and go in accordance with set time periods

r

on a computer. The environment of the classroom
is rich with children's contributions as well as
labels for numbers, anti the days of the week,
written in both English and Toliono O'odham.

An aging brick schoolhouse, nestled in the
Kentucky coal mountains, is rejuvenated by the
community's interest in its children's education.
Teachers are refreshingly receptive to new ideas,
while children eagerly talk and share their writ-
ing, science projects, and endearing hospitality
with visitors.

These three scenes are TEEM in action. Under
the model's sponsorship grant from the National
Follow Through Program, four demonstration
school sites in Arizona and Kentucky extend
TEENs vision daily. TEEM trains teachers to use
four "process variable? or practices in working
with children. The effect of these variables on
the children's learning process, the teachers find,
provides invaluable data on what kinds of indi-
vidualized activities and encouragement each
child needs to reach his or her potential.

First and perhaps foremost, teachers are
trained to individualize instruction. Individuali-
zation takes each child's developmental level
into account and offers ample time for one-on-one
teacher-child interaction. Second, the teacher is
trained in modeling behavior that makes the
most of young children's natural tendency to imi-
tate. Positive reinforcement (such as verbal
praise, attention and the like) informs children of
all ages and developmental levels that engaging
in the learning process and acquiring skills are
naturally rewarding. Says Dr. Paul, "Childrer
need to know that you care, that you notice
they're making an effort, and that every &nail
step counts." Third, generalization of curriculum
across subject lines confirms a child's notion that
all knowledge is relative, interactive, and excit-
ing. And finally, teachers orchestrate the chil-
dren's acquisition of TEEM goalslanguage,
thinking, motivation and academic/social skills
through student experience plans.

7 .1
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Room and time arrangemints are key to the
effectiveness of the process variables, and proper
implementation of the TEEM model require; low
teacher-student ratios, children working in small
groups, and stimulating interest centers. But,
because the professional response to child-centered
educational processes is so closely interwoven in
the TEEM Follow Through approach, children
who are firmly grounded in the process unavoid-
ably influente their teachers. *The children move
forward,' explains Dr. Paul. "We've seen children
who graduate from Follow Through classrooms
and teach the TEEM way to their fourth-grade
teackrs. Then the teacher tries it, finds it success-
ful, and sometimes moves into using it. The child
has led and everyone is better for it."

Pmmds on the chicken's fait todien and
co's most powmfv1 change apds

In addition to the Site Director and Training
Coordinator required under TEEM sponsorship,
a Home-School Liaison is essential for successful
implementation of the TEEM open education
approach. TEEM integrates community and
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family members who work with and within
the school to help children grow personally,
academically, and socially. Parents may volun-
teer hi the classroom, work in the parent room
preparing materials for the teachers and children,
become active members of site Parent Advisory
Committees, and/or join other service groups in
the community.

Parent power in education for the past two
decades has also increasingly meant that parents
must find, provide, and maintain a legislative
voice on behalf of their children. Dr. Paul reports
that Follow Through has helped the parents in
TEEM sites to beeome more aware of their voting
power. "They k n they can make a change by
banding together and having a common cause,"
she says. "As a Follow Through sponsor, we've
helped parents become vocal about what should
happen to their children. Parents become part of
the school and so they maintain that bond until
the fourth grade. By then, we've interpreted the
community for the school and the school for the
community, and parents want to continue to be
involved because they've formed a strong partner-
ship that's mutually beneficial."
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The group I'm talking about are the working
poor who simply can't affurd the child care
and health services that they need to make it.
If you ask us who we are, we are all middle class
to the administrator at the Aid for Dependent
Children office or the overworked job counselor
at the end of the unemployment line. We always
feel that our current situation is temporary, even
though we may be here for a generation or more.
We cling to our rniddle-classness because we
aren't ready to admit that the people served in
Head Start and Follow Through programs are
more and more often like ourselves.

Edward Hansberry, School Effectiveness
Model Follow Through Director and
Compensatory Education Programs
Coordinator, Flint, Michigan

In the 1980s perhaps more than any other
decade, much of the American middle class slid
slowly into the lower class. Their recent arrival
there can be documented no more easily than in
midwestera ...hie collar and steel towns like Flint,
Michigan. Head Start and early child care pro-
grams grow in size in Flint despite the economic
downturn that has created islands of poverty in
suburban communities and inner cities alike. To
be effective in such a city, an early childhood pro-
gram must meet the needs of the entire family
indeed the entire community. The Follow Through
Pmgram in Flint has long had just such a positive
impact on the Manley Elementary School communi-
ty, and the Washington Research Institute School

Effectiveness Modelsponsor for the Flint Follow
Through Programcontinues to contribute much
to Manley's success.

The Washington Research Institute (WRI) devel-
oped the School Effectiveness Model (SEM) using

six standards which serve as the foundation for the

educational approach:
1) research-based classroom practices that enhance

achievement of children at risk of school 6ailure;
2) parental participation and involvement in their

children's education through home-school
program coordination;

3) provision of comprehensive services to low-
income students and their familia;

4) coordination between Head Start and primary
grades program and services;

5) coordination with programs serving students at
risk of school failure, including children with
limited-English proficiency, children with disabil-
ities, and children who qualify for remedial
services under Chapter 1; and

6) model education procedures that can be dissemi-

nated to other schools.

In 1988, the WRI School Effectiveness Model
received funding for three years to serve as a Follow
Through Project Sponsor, and in 1991, the project
received new funding for another five-year period.
The WRI School Effectiveness Model serves as spon-

sor to Follow Through demonstration sites in Flint,
Michigan; Las Vegas, New Mexico; and Worcester,
Massachusetts. Both the Flint and Las Vegas sites
have long been involved as Follow Through demon-
stration projects. Both were reviewed and approved
by the Joint Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP),
which documented that they exhibited exemplary
performance in working with low-income children in
the primary grades. The Worcester, Massachusetts
site also conducted a successful program for low-
income children prior to being funded as an SEM
Follow Through demonstration site.

'10=h-based &mom Radom

The overall education program in the SEM
is derived directly from research on Teacher
Behavior, Teaching Functions, Academic Learning
Time, and Peer Mediated Learning. This research
base posits that Academic Learning Timethe
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amount of time students spend engaged in tasks
they can perform at high success ratesresults in
increased student achievement. Teachers can alter
the quality of learning time through interactive
instruction using demonstrations, modeling, shap-
ing, structuring and direction of assignments, peer
practice, and appropriate correction& According to
WRrs Follow Through Project Director Gary
Johnssm, well-trained staff who not only are famil-
iar with the model's prinziples, but also are con-
vinced that the School Effectiveness Model teach-
ing stratqries will better student achievement, are
key to the model's successful implementation.

'We have a t .acher training component that
focuses on developing a teacher's ability to instruct
through careful presentation of the subject mat-
ter," explains Johnson. 'The teachers are trained
to frequently monitor student performance so that
a mastery testing kind of cycle is continuously at
work.' In the academic subjects that cycle builds a
sort of "teach/testIterichitest" rhyLhm throughout
each small group lesson time of 30 to 45 minutes.
"Our goal is to change the traditional student-to-
teacher interactive pattern of 85 percent listening
time on the part of the student, to one of close
teacher-student interaction," notes Johnson.

Such active teaching provides ample oppor-
tunities for students to participate, respond, and
experience success. Teachers are trained to offer
feedback on student success in lessons, and correc-
tion procedures are also part of teacher training.
Teachers learn to continually gauge each student's
progress and respond to individual needs based
on those ongoing assessments. "What we really
want," explains Johnson, "is to get teachers to
attend to what students are doing so that all stu-
dents have an opportunity to learn, and the teach-
er can check for mastery of the subject matter."

Teachers using the School Effectiveness Model
receive support from a local teacher supervisor
who monitors, coaches, and models teacher perfor-
mance in the classroom. A teacher supervisor for
every 350 to 400 students is recommended in
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every Sclmol Effectiveness Model site. Because
the supervisor's fimction is as a technical assis-
tant and support person for teachers charged with
implementing the model, the supervisor is initially
trained by WRI staff. 'The idea is that the super .

visor is available all day--every dayhelping
teachers to attend to every student's learning,"
adds Johnson. "A sponsor representative comes
in a certain munber of days each year and works
in the classrooms, directly with teacher& and
with the supervisor. With the School Effectivenar,
Model, instructional design comes first, and in-
structional delivery second, as critical components
of the model. The two are reinforced by careful
monitoring of student performance with the
understanding That all students can learn if
they are taught carefully?

Direct Instruction became recognized in the
1970s and 1980s as one of the most effective ways
to educate low-income young children, and it is
one practice clearly identified by the Effective
Schools research. "We looked at the school effec-
tiveness literature and every early childhood
education model thaes based on those premises,
and their core is direct instruction," explains
Johnson. "We looked for definite academic pro-
grams, increasing amounts of instructional time,
and making provisions for students to engage
in meaningful, relevant activities," he adds.
Johnson further maintains that the seeds of
Effective Schools research lay in Direct
Instruction theory and that some classrooms
observed during the earliest Effective Schools
research were in fact Direct Instruction Follow
Through classrooms.

Compomnts of ockabonal aproach

What is novel about current studies of effective
teaching is that they have provided a research
base that comes from experiments conducted in
classrooms with regular teachers teaching regu-
lar subfrct matter. The rrsults have consistently
shown that when teachers teach rnore systemati\
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cally, student achievement improvesfrequently
with gains in students' attitudes toward them-
selves and school.

Barak Rosenshine, Synthesis of Research
on Explicit Teiching

The School Effectiveness Model focuses on
fostering developmentally appropriate literacy
skills and competencies in classrooms serving
students at risk of school failure. The model
includes four essential components: instructional
material and teacher behaviors; authentic literacy
experiences; peer-mediated instruction; and
pregress monitorin&

htstructimd ma' and tecKher behaviors

'bo promote high levels of achievement and posi-
tive affective outcomes, the SEM employs carefully
designed instructional materials published by SRA
(Science Research Associates) that encourage
active teaching and academic engagement. The
instructional program specifies teaching routines,
ordering of teaching examples and review items,
correction procedures tied to specific error cate-
gories, and transition procedures between learning
to read and reading to learn. The SEM is designed
to expand the range of reading activities across the
four grade levels from K-3. The first two levels,
which represent a phonics-based approach, focus
on learning to read. The next two levels shift
emphasis to reading to learn, with special atten-
tion to reading and understanding content area
material such as science and social studies.

"The way it works," explains Johnson, "is
that the students learn background information
through reading bona fide science and social
studies passages. Then they read selections that
have plot., theme, character, and humor woven
into the science context. It's a unique aspect of the
curriculum that sets us apart from other reading
programs that dip into science here and drop a
little social studies there."

r r-

Since Head Start and Chapter 1 programs
coexist at schools like Manley Elementary in
Flint, the Follow Through teachers have naturally
spread the School Effectiveness Follow Through
instructional delivery system throughout the
school and across programs "We started the
coordination effort really before the federal gov-
ernment advised us to," explains Flint coordinator
Edward Hansberry. "We kept telling teachers
we can't keep worklirg in isolation without know-
ing what's going on in the other programs. We
want to keep raising our expectations so that we
can keep teaching to more than minimal perfor-
mance standards.'

Authentk %ray evens=

Although it is possible to analyze literacy into
a network of component skills, literacy activities
in the natural environment are functional and
purposeful. Too often schools decontextualize
literacy (by means of workbooks and skill sheets)
to such an extent that students lose sight of the
function of reading and writing activities. The
SEM attempts to overcome this problem by
employing authentic literacy experiences for
home and school. The SEM home reading pro-
gram and novel study units are two illustrations
of authentic literacy experiences. In the home
reading program, students read trade books
independently or with the help of their parents.
Teachers monitor these daily home reading
assignments through a home-school reporting
mechanism that is coordinated with parents. In
the novel studies component, teachers lead their
classes in the reading of entire novels, emphasiz-
ing concepts of story grammar, vocabulary devel-
opment, and literature appreciation. In addition,
classroom writing activities are integrated with
reading assignments and constructed to providr,
students with meaningful writing experiences
such as writing a new ending for a short story or
writing to the author of a bGok.
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Peer-me:Doted *Piing

The SEM employs Classwide Peer Tutoring
(CWPT) procedures developed by Greenwood,
Dequarth, and Hall. This structured peer tutoring
approach has been shown effective in producing
long-term achievement benefits for low-income
children in the areas of reading and spelling. In
addition to cwvr, the SEM encourages teachers
to employ peer practice approaches, including
partner reading and cooperative learning.

Progress monitoring

In the SEM, teachers monitor students'
progress using a number of quantitative (fluency
checks, mastery tests, criterion-rrferenced mea-
sures) and qualitative (writing samples, daily
work samples, and observations) indices. Through
regular monitoring of students' work and achieve-
ment levels, SEM teachers obtain information
that helps them schedule reteaching and review,
or specialized instruction for struggling students.

In addition to the formative evaluation that
involves regular monitoring of student work,
summative evaluation at SEM sites includes stan-
dardized achievement test batteries to measure
student performance. "If we can get students
disadvantaged studentsup to the national norm
as measured through accepted standardized tests
by the end of the third grade, then we've reached
the model's goal," explains Johnson. "The premise
is that from then on, the students have a chance of
continued success in the future because they've
caught up."

Since both ongoing and annual tests are used
by the model to meet its primary goal of bettering
student achievement, the greatest success stories
in School Effectiveness have to do with dramati-
cally improved student scores on academic achieve-
ment tests. "We had a site in Tacoma, Washington
that went from 21st to third in their district,'
recalls Johnson. "The principal attributes that to
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what they've done with the School Effectiveness
Model." Flint's achievement gains are similarly
impressive. Dropout rates are lower, high school
graduations are higher, and the number of stu-
dents who apply to college has consistently out-
paced the control group of peers throughout
Follow Through's tenure in Flint's schools.

Follow Through here is very community orient-
ed. Half of our community works in the school,
and most of the people who work here attended
school here. Most of the people in this Follow
Through site have been here all their lives.

Arzetta Johnson, Teacher Supervisor,
SEM Follow Through Program, Flint

"As the auto industry goes, so goes Flint" is an
adage that has become painfully true for the city's
residents and school-age children in particular.
The Manley Elementary School facility is in use
12 or more hours a day to accommodate the vari-
ous after-school programs for students. parents,
teachers, and community organizations. Rosa
Hawkins coordinates the activities of the SEM
Parent Involv- ment Program. She conducts spe-
cific outreach in the community by organizing
standing-room-only parent classes. The classes
are designed to train parents in SEM teaching
techniques. Parent training manuals developed
by the model sponsors teach parents how to assist
in their children's instruction in the classroom
and at home.

Some parents have become Follow Through
paraprofessionals and then gone on to work for
the auto industry in administrative and manage-
rial capacities, recalls Follow Through coordinator
Edward Hansberry, but the commitment of the
community's parents extends well beyond their
livelihood options. When Flint conducted its own
longitudinal study of gains made by graduates
through the I Ith grade, the biggest gain they



could document was in parent involvement. They
found that more parents of Follow Through stu-
dents were still involved with their children in
high school than were parents of control group
children who weren't in the program. "Right now
some former Follow Through parents are active in
the Chapter 1 group," adds Parent Coordinator
Hawkins. "They say 'Well, my kids are grown, but
we can't take your expertise home and sit down?

A secretary at Manley Elementary helps with
health and dental appointments and services to
the children's families in the absence of funding
for additional Follow Through staff. "She takes
the children to the dentist," reports SEM Project
Director Gary Johnson, "she arratiges the medical
services; and she keeps all the health records,
even though she is called 'secretary.' "

Hansberry wonders if even such committed
staff will be able to effectively handle the complex-
ities that lie ahead with the influx of the scores of
cocaine babies in overburdened communities like
Flint. "rve sent three compensatory staffers to a

conference on cocaine babies in tlw schools," he
reports. "I don't know if we've understated the
problem or if we're ignoring it, but these babies
are entering our classrooms right now and we
have to be prepared to educate them?

Follow Through funding also makes it possible
for local projects to hire parents as parapniession-
als who assist teachers in classrooms. This fund-
ing is not sufficient, however, to provide addition-
al incentives, such as opportunities to earn credits
toward college degrees, which might have sig-
nificant impact on parents' lives. Nevertheless,
Johnson and the Flint Follow Through staff
take the positive view: "I was talking with Mrs.
Hawkins, the parent coordinator, and I was feel-
ing down about what had been as compared to
what is still powible for Follow Through parents'
personal development? recalls Johnson. "She
said, 'I just know what would happen without
this program. What we have now may not be
exactly what you'd like, but I know what it would
be like without it.
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The envimment as textbook:

Creative CerfkUllffil Fohm Through Moikl

promotes active letanim and supportive

dassroom settings to nurture children

We build an environment that says to children,
"This is a place designed for you. It's warm, com-
fortable, and secure. The shelves are kw, so you
can choose what you want, reach wha you need,
and return it when you're finished. There are
mary different kinds of materials ..ind interesting
objects that reflect your family and your world.
This is a pkzce where you can be yourself. It's a
place where you can play, discover, erplore, and
above all, it's a place you can trust."

Diane Trister Dodge, Author and
President, Teaching Strategies, Inc.

From the time they are born, children learn from
the world around them by constantly interacting
with people, materials, and their environment. For
decades, education researchers have claimed that
the mere stimulating and supportive the environ-
ment, the richer and more complete is a child's
learning. National Follow Through's newest addi-
tionThe Creative Curriculum modelbuilds on
these research findings using the classroom and
outdoor environments as the focus for curriculum
planning. The model's environmental approach
supports the teacher's creativity through a frame-
work that structures the child's daily program.
That framework is flexible enough for teachers
to teach in their own spontaneous, unique styles.

Now implemented in Brattleboro, Vermont, the
Creative Curriculum Follow Through Model shows
teachers how a well-organized and rich environ-
ment can promote creativity in children by develop-
ing their confidence, curiosity, independence, and
social competence. The model emphasizes the
importance of designing a developmentally appro-
priate learning plam to challenge children while
allowing them to learn at their own pace. The
model's creator, Diane Trister Dodge, President of
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Washington, D.C.-base.i Teaching Strategies, Inc.,
believes that "Curriculum should be based on a
knowledge of how children learn best." She applies
Jean Piaget's theories about how children learn to
think, Erik Erikson's stageE of socio-emotional
development, and her own extensive experience
working with teachers to show how well-organized
and rich environments can support teachers' goals
for children.

"What's unique about the Creative Curriculum
is that it's practical and easy to understand," says
Dodge. "It explains how teachers can create an
environment that supports positive behavior and
learning. This itm't a curriculum that existed in
theory before it was practiced in the classroom.
The Creative Curriculum describes what materials
to include in each interest area and why. It
explains what children learn in each area by
illustrating what's really happening in the art
area, for example what it is that the children are
gaining from playing with sand and water or
manipulatives. And it offers teachers ideas about
what thc., can say and do to facilitate children's
learning. It suggests sample words to use and
questions to ask, so that teachers have something
very specific and conciete to go on as they interact
with children, and it helps teachers to communi-
cate what they are doingand whyto parents

Using the envionment as the setting for learning

By working extensively with teachers, Dodge
discovered that she spent much of her time
helping them to see how their arrangement of
furniture and materials contributed to children's
behavior problems. In many classrooms, the
physical environment worked against teachers'
goals for children. Careful reorganization of the
classroom, based on the principles of the Creative
Curriculum, led to positive changes in children's
behavior. "Room arrangement proved to be an
effective strateu for classroom management,"
explains Dodge. "Children were better able to

Si



make choices, stay involved in their work and to

work cooperatively with others. When materials

are well organized on shelves, with labels to show
that everything has a place in the classroom,
children tend to be more respectful of the
resources and more willing and able to keep them

in order," she recalls.
Once the classroom environment is se up to

support child-initiated activities, the Creative
Curriculum helps teachers look at the learning
potential in each area of the classrnm as well
as the outdoors. The Creative Curriculum model
divides the classroom into several interest areas
offering different opportunities for learning. These

areas may include blocks, art, a library and writ-

ing center, dramatic play, cooking, computers, and
others. By stressing interest areas rather than
skills, and showing how and what children can
learn in each a rea, the Curriculum encourages
teachers to focus their planning on the environ-
ment where learning takes place.

Children's natural love of play as a mode of
investigation and discovery is also at the theoreti-
cal foundation of the Creative Curriculum Model.
The model works to ensure that children can
explore and create in a well-organized and rich

environment Such play is more meaningful and
becomes a vehicle for nurtured enthusiastic life-
time leuners. When children balance one large
block atop another while building in the block

area, for example, they develop muscle coordina-
tion. When they participate in pretend play in the
dramatic play area, they build their abstract
thinking skills and learn to understand and deal
with familiar .ife experiences. When children use a
new computer program and respond to its
prompts, they learn to follow directions, apply

what they know to new situations, and gain an
understanding of cause and effect. And virtually
all aspects of play through make believe build
important abstract or higher-order thinking skills.
In short, playas defined and illustrated in the
curriculumgives teachers a framework for

observing and assessing children's work.
Since children are motivated by content that

is meaningful to them, the Creative Curriculum
encourages teachers to use a thematic approach as

a way of organizing children's learning. Selections
of themes are based on the interests of teachers
and children, and on the specify environment
where children live. The interest areas of the
clasaroom become the laboratory for children's
learning about the theme. For example, a class-
room in a fishing village in Alaska might have
a rocking boat with props for catching halibut in
the dramatic play area and reconstructions of the
harbor mid docks built by children in the block
area. In a large urban school, children may study
their neighborhood by recreating buildings in
the block area and writing stories based on inter-
views they conduct with storekeepers. A thematic
approach allows children to think, question, solve
problems, and work collaboratively as they explom
content that is interesting to them. It also provides
a methcd of teaching skills and subject matter
in an integrated way.

When teachers know how to use interest areas
as settings for investigation, construction, and
dramatization, they help children develop socially
(by involving them in trusting and cooperative rela-
tionships), emotionally (by nurtunng pride, self-
esteem, and self-control), cognitively (by allowing
children to try out their own ideas, observe what
happens, raise more questions, and express their
feelings and understandings), mid physically (by
helping children develop gross and fine muscle
coordination and use all their senses in learning).

Teachers new to this approach are often con-
cerned about whether children really will acquire
the skills and understandings they need. In fact,
children can develop skills and grasp concepts
more readily in an environmentally based curricu-
lum. The reason is tri-fold: First, different learning
styles of individual children can be readily accom-
modated in a clasbroom that has interest areas
that offer different types of learning experiences.

8 I
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Second, teachers can work with children individu-
ally and in small groupe without distraction while
other children engage in independent learning
experiences. And third, when teachers carefully
plan opportunities for children to work in interest
areas, they have time to step back and observe
children's progress.

"What's new in the Creative Curriculum is that
we now have an exceptionally strong approach to
building a rich learning environment and helping
children to use it well," Dodge concludea. "We can
articulate what a geod early childhood classroom
looks like and how teachers can provide the kind
of support for every child to succeed."

Involving parents and community

Too often schools have separated children from
their families and made them put aside who
they really are. Children have been encouraged
to all but abandon thir culture and the things
that are important to their families in order to
fit into the culture of the school. What Head
Start and Follow Through have valued since
their inception is the importance of including
children's families in all aspects of the program.
Rather than mok;ng childmn feel like they have
to give up what is of nwst value to them, we
believe that good early childhood programs are
built on a respect for cultural diversity.

Diane Trister Dodge

Es' ablishing and preserving a partnership
between school staff and paronts is also a basic
tenet of the Creative Curriculum. Members of the
Family Services Team at the Creative Curriculum
Follow Through site in Brattleboro, Vermont
coordinate the various community agency services
available to families and provide liaison activities
between families and the schools. They organize
and implement parent programs based on the
interests of the parents. Judy Jablon, the sponsor's
Project Director, works in conjunction with the
Family Services Team to cfrer workshops for par-
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ents about school-related issues. "Early in the year
we held a parent workshop about how physical
environments convey messages to children. We
showed slides illustrating how the classroom envi-
ronment can be organized to promote trust, inde-
pendence, initiative, and cooperation. Parents were
then divided into small groups led by members of
the Family Services Team. The groups considered
ways that these same ideas might be applied in
the home. Our goal was to connect what happens
at home with what happens at school. The parents
were very enthusiastic and left ready to try out
ideas at home."

A Steering Committee has also been established
at the Brattleboro site to guide the project's imple-
mentation and ensure collaboration between the
various programs providing services to families.
Members of the Steering Committee include Follow
Through personnel, school administrators, parents,
and representatives from community agencies
serving families. The Steering Committee meets
regularly to review program efforts and transition
issues, to discuss what changes and improvements
are needed, and to plan for future activities.

Because Dodge believes that Head Start's suc-
cess and longevity is due in large part to compre-
hensive support services, she advocates for schools
that are community centersschools that wel-
come and serve children and their families, "This
approach has been validated by research and lead-
ing organizatioiks who agree that what's really
needed to ensure continuity and success for chil-
dren is comprehensive health and social services.
issues that families and communities are facing
such as violent crime, drug abuse, homelessness,
and the growing number of teenage parents makes
it even more important that schools work coopera-
tively with other community organ, zations in pro-
viding the services that children and families need.
The current collaborative efforts of the U.S.
Departments of Education and Health and Human
Services to support good early childhood transi,
tions by extending developmentally appropriate



curriculum and comprehensive services to children

and families into the early grades, builds on the

practices that have been implementedby Follow

Through programs for the past two and a half
decades," observes Dodge.

Other parent involvement efforts include
offering resources that help parents understand
early childhood education and the impertant role

they play in their child's learning. A Parent's

Guide to Early Childhood was developed specific-

ally for programs using the Creative Curriculum.

This booklet simply and clearly explains how

children learn from everyday experiences, both at
school and at home. It provides a way for teachers

to explain to parents the value of a development-

ally appropriate curriculum.

Svppoodiecsh'stheirworkwithchfldren n

cmi famies

My classroom just wasn't working, so orw day I
stayed until seven o'clock and rearranged the
environment into interest amas. The chitdrvn
came in the next day and their faces lit up. They
could make choices because the room helped
them to be independent learners. Their work is
so much better. They come to me to show me
what they've done, and we all feel a lot happier.

Marsha Harris, Creative Curriculum
teacher, Washington, D.C.

The goal of staff development is to support
teachers by providing ample opportunities for
them to meet together to share their views on
teaching and learning. "In Brattleboro. teachers
already have a solid understanding of the princi-
ples of Piaget and Erikson. and fer the most part.
their children are engaged in developmentally
appropriate learning opportunities," Jablor ex-
plains. "Our work together is focused on L w to
adapt the environment and the program to ii,orc
effectively meet the needs of all children in the
classroom, as well as how to welcome families into

the program. Teachers find that the Creative

S

Curriculum validates their beliefs about early
childhood education and offers them practical
suggestions for iznproving."

Model sponsors offer teachers individualized
technical assistance in accordance with their
specific areas of concern. Monthly classroom
observations and one-on-one dialogue are the
preferred methods of training. In Brattleboro,
teachers' concerns have ranged from how to
rearrange a classroom to promote more positive

behavior to implementing a hands-on math
program. Jablon believes that teachers are more
likely to change when they have identified an issue

they want to address in the classroom. She
remarks, "During my first visit, a teacher of a
mixed-age class of second and third graders was
frustrated with her math program. She was accus-
tomed to a teacher-directed approach to instruc-
tion, and I introduced her to methods of collabora-
tive learning. We discussed how children could

learn math through small group problem-solving
experiences. We rearranged her room to facilitate
small group work, and I offered her resources to
read about collaborative learning. During my sec-
ond visit, she was ready to think about improving
her questioning techniques, so I demonstrated a
class discussion using open-ended questions so she

could extend her students' thinking."
The Sponsor Project Director meets monthly

with the Follow Through team of teachers to
address curriculum issues. Similar monthly
meetings are held for teacher aides, and all staff
members are encouraged to keep journals of
student observations, daily classroom struggles,
and questions they would like to address. These
journals, as well as videotapes of classroom prac-
tices, provide the basis for group discussions.
"We also keep journals ourselves," claims Dodge,
4so that as we are working with teachers and
providing training and support, we can also ex-
amine our own growth since we are in a sense
modeling what we expect from teachers. We eon-
tmually examine, refine, and change our
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approaches as we find new ways to provide sup-
port for teachers."

Wog°II that supports chicken's low*

Chi Mix% who are rushed into reading and writ-
ing too soon so that they'll test well miss impor-
tant steps in learning and may suffer later on
because they lack the fourdation they neld for
using kinguage. Children who are Jught to read
in preschool may be able to sound fit and reccig-
nize won*, but they may also have little under-
standing of what they are reading. If they haven't
been given time to play, they won't have explored
objects enough to know what words like hard,
harder, or hardest mean. If they aren't allowed to
string beads, button, dress up, cut, paste, pour,
and draw, they won't develop the small muscle
ski& they need for writing.

Diane Trister Dodge

The impact of the Creative Curriculum Follow
Through model if, evaluated through student per-
formance. That performance evaluation includes
the completion by teachers of systematic curricu-
lum checklists and the examination of children's
work portfolios. Designed by the project's evaluator
Dr. Samuel Meisels, these checklists are adminis-
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tered at three points during the prugram year to help
teachers identify students' strengths and weakness-
es. The portfolio, a collection of a child's work over
time, provides a way for teachers to document each
child's progress. It also provides a rich and tangible
way to report children's progress to parents.

This system of assessment provides an alternative
to standardized tests by serving as more than a mere
summary of achievement. Rather than a general
snapshot of academic skills at a single point in time,
this ongoing evaluation process can have a positive
effect on b. th instructional behavior and student
outcomes. It is intended to reflect more closely the
actual goals and objectives of the curriculum and the
classroom teacher.

Finally, Dodge argues, successful student out-
comes are a relative process that must be carefully
considered to prevent short-term pronouncements
that don't live up to long-term realities. "Children
feel successful and develop a love for learning that
will sustain them throughout their lives, largely
because we're focusing on helping them to develop
the skills they'll need in order to make it. We work to
ensure that children think for themselves, solve
problems, and relate well to others, because these
are the skills that will sustain them in tomorrow's
world as well as today's."
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Follow Maki
Key Features

Gad Person

Adaptive Learning Environments (ALEM)
Dr. Muratori C. Wang. Temple University Center for
Research, ath Floor Ritter Hall Annex. Broad &
Cecil B. Moore Avenue. Philadelphia, PA 19122.
2151787-34301

Cogndive Emichment Network (COGNET)
Dr. Katherine Greenberg. University of Tennessee .
Follow Through Program, 32) Claxton Addithm,
Knoxville. TN 37996-3400, 615,974-0797

Cooperative Learning Model/Project Extend (C1M)
Dr. Jim A. Bellanca. Illinois Renewal Institute. Follow
Through Program. 200 East Wood St.. Suite 274.
Palatine. IL 60067. 708/991-6300

Creative Curriculum Model (CCM)
Dr. Diane Trister 1)odge.Tesching Strategies, Inc..
4545 42nd Street. N.W.. Suite 306. Washington. D.C.
20016. 292'362-7543

Cultural Linguistic Approach (ClA)
Ms. Naomi E Millender. Northeastern Illinois
University. c/o The Chicago Teachers' Center. 770 N.
Halsted Street. Chicago. IL 60622. 31'2733-7330

DevelopmentaPnteraction Approach (DIA)
Mr. Richard Fldman. Bank Street College of Education,
Follow Through Program, 610 West 112th Street,
New York, NY 10023. 212:222-67tX)

Direct Instruction Model (DI)
11r. Doug Carnme. l'niverNity uf Oregon. Follow
Through Program. HOS Lincoln. Eugene. OR
97401.503,485-1163

Effective Schools Approach (ESA)
Dr. Eugene A. Ramp, The University of Kansas ,
Educational Systems Asses-Wes. 31'7 Nichols Hall.
Lat% nitre. KS 66045-2969. 913,864-4447

High/Scope Cuniculum Model (H/SCM)
Mr. t "harles R. Wallgnm. HighSeope Educational
Rer-.parch Foundation. Follow Through Program. 600 N.
River :-1tree1, Ypt4ilanti. MI 4819:4-2898. 313-4852000

Interdependent Learning Model Pt
Mr Parold rreeman..1r , Fordham Itniversit, t .raduate
School of Ethic:awn_ 113 West 60th Street I Room 10031.
Nev. Ymk. NY 10023, 212 636-6494

Inter-Reactive Learning Model (MEAL)
lh EliioIwth A. Ileublem. l'mversity Colurado,
Folios+ Through Program 'IN HEAL. COSS Campus
li4o; 400. Boulder. CO so:109. 303 4924,727

Langtmge Development Approach (IDA)
Dr. Betty .1 Mace-Nlatluck, Siiothwet Educational
De\ elimment 1 al. ratisr l.Iue. T1.,ough Pri, .
1..11-Int. 211 E 7th St rcet. Austin, 'I'X 787+)1.
=12 476 fistil

School Effectiveness Model (SEM)
( ar \ -114111, ii. W:,shIngton 11,4 It

Follo%s. Thiliiigh Program. 180 Nicker,oe Stri.cl. Suite
10:1. tivatt 1r, WA 9.11)9. 214; l'Et 17

Tucson Early Education Model (TEEM)

University of Georgia Model (UGA)

1/r. \lice S Pan:. I ,i-1 it Anfona.
Edw. atum Room !() 2 . s721.

6:11 1 P2-1

114 11,i rocc 1' IA.% ii. 1 'Imer t 1 ',11.-ge
Faucation tit,t-fintd 1:1:(11 ;\111.11+. csA
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A
When you enter an ESA

kindergarten classroom, you'll see several

small gmups operating simultaneously. You'll be in

the midst of lots ofactivity with animated teachers over-

seeing simultaneous reading, math, handwriting, spelling. . . .

Don Dorsey. Director of Field Services, Effective Schools Approach

Self-reflection is the best evaluation. We want the kids to know it's

OK to examine their own work without waitingfor external

direction or approval. Our staff development with the

teachers is similarly self-reflective. Teachers come

to feel more ownership in their efforts so
they don't need outside validation.

Mathew Morriso_i, Coordinator,
Inter-Reactive Learning Model
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There's a Bank Street quality
in efikiively operating classrooms. It's a kind of

competence and confidence when the kids approach adults, a
sense of comfort and responsiveness that's the unmistakable

mark of a child in the process of learning.

Richard veldman, Director, Bank Street ,

Developmental-Interaction Approach

We want the children to understand that learning occurs
everywhere. Parents help tremendously when they can
show children how to process what's going on around

them outside of schoolespeeially in the home.
Parents also reinforce what teachers are

doing in the classroom, and a partnership
in the network forms.

Katherine Greenberg, Founder,
Cognitive Enrichment Network
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Until the 1960s, educators
had blamed the child for not °fitting" into the

school system. A shoe store is more accommodating in
helping us to fit our footwear needs than schools have been in

helping to fit the educational needs of our children. You can go
into a shoe store and buy different sizes, different styles, and different

colors depending on your fool and your preferemes. . . In Follow Through,
we are simply trying to give the child a good, comfortable educatioral fit.

Alice S. Paul, Director, Tucson Early Education Model

'The first thing you71 see in a High I Scope classroom is the way the
room is organized. There are actiuity centers, lots of materials,
a computer center. It's designed in such a way that children

move throughout the classroom to various areas during
thc daily routine. . . . You wiT1 not find a quiet classroom,

but the noise is constructive. It's the learning
sound of children working together, reading

aloud, rnonipulating objects.

Chuck Wallgren. Directur,
HighiScope Curriculum Model



A.
We're intent upon

instilling this I can idea in
the children. That's what all the images,

and manuals, and field trips, and bulletin boards
are for. me also what the emphasis on culture hopes to

drive home. Children in the prcigram must see and feel that
they can do whatever they put their minds to, and each child must
be able to take that message off the wall and put it intohis heart?'

Berlina Baker, Consultant., Cultural Linguistic Approach

Teachers ;int up and ask to be involved in the Follow Through
prvgram because they appreciate the ongoing support

that it Olin. It's the stair development teachers
clamor.for. The training becomes a you're-

really-special affiliation.

Betty Mace-Matluck. Director, SEDL
Language Development Approach



'Students learn background
information through reading bona fide

science and social studies passages. Then they read
selections that have plot, theme. character, and humor

woven into the science contert. It's a unique aspect of the
curriculum that sets us apart from other trading programs

that dip into science here and drop a little social studies there.*

Gary Johnson, Director. School Effectiveness Model

"Young children have roles in the world. Through play, we try
to help make them comfortable within difieetrnt social

conterts and cultural roles. . . . Our model is concerned
with more thnn teaching children how to better
solve math problems or to read better. It's about

making them competent as individuals.

Harold Freedman, Director,
Interdependent Learning

Model
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Follow Armies bottom lbw

Prcbably the indicator of most interest in the
various efforts to document the impact of Follow
Through has been student learning outcomes.
In both immediate and long-term achievement
in basic skills, Follow Through students have
repeatedly demonstrated gains that at least
match, and often exceed, national and popula-
tion-specific norms.

from The National Follow Through Program:
Lessons from Two Decades of Research and
Practice in School Improvement by Margaret
Wang and Eugene Ramp

As detailed in the individual descriptions of the
various Follow Through models in the previous
chapter, the success of Follow Through has been
evidenced in a variety of ways. Professional growth
and development of Follow Through staff, parent
empowerment and school participation, commun-
ity-school partnerships, and model adoption suc-
cesses of all sorts accompany and reinforce what
many feel to be the sir;lc most significant accom-
plishment any education program could hope to
garner: consistently impressive gains in student
achievement. Academic gains (as evidenatd by
standardized achievement tests) routinely skyrock-
et from below average to grade level and above in
Follow Through programs nationwide.

These are but a few of the indicators to which
Follow Through sponsors turn to display their
healthy bottom line. Many also cite their projects'
validation as exemplary by the Joint Dissemin-
ation Review Panel (JDRP) of the U.S. Department
of Education. According to Wang & Ramp's 1987
report, Follow ThroUgh has the highest proportion
ofJDRP-validated projects of any federally spon-
sored educational program, which may account in
part for the proliferation of Follow Through inno-
vations in America's classrooms. If there is a
deficit, they maintain, it lies in the fact that all
schools are not personally acquainted with the suc-
cesses and the lessons learned through 25 years of
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sponsor-by-sponsor and site-by-site evaluations
that showed the difference made by comprehen-
sive, research-based early childhood education.

Student gains

What we have here at our school are a group
of kindergarten kids who are about ready to
parade off into th.e future. We've had any num-
ber of outstanding students. But we've also had
many students who have simply become caring
and committed citi2ens.

Follow Through School Principal

The short-term effectiveness of the models is
documented daily in Follow Through schools.
Aside from their greatly improved achievement
test scores, students' problem solving skills and
attitudes about learning are also greatly improved
with the introduction of Follow Through programs.
More Follow Through students are placed in gifted
and talented programs, and there are noticeable
gains in student attendance. It has therefore been
demonstrated, as Wang and Ramp note, that
Follow Through students routinely gain more
groundin language arts, math, and reading
achievementthan their non-Follow Through
peers. Sodo-emotional gains by students are simi-
larly encouraging, although often more subtle in
their achievement impact. Under the tutelage of
Follow Through models, student self-esteem, self-
reliance, and ability to learn have been shown
to increase dramatically.

The long-term results of Follow Through's
presence with particular children in a given school
and community for a decade or more are, however,
where the program's effectiveness and impact
surface most readily. Although no nationwide
longitudinal study of Follow Through children
has yet been undertaken, several individual model
sponsors have conducted such long-term evalua-
tions of their own models. They found that stu-
dents who participate in Follow Through model

IGO



programs tend to experience less grade retention,
lower dropout rates, and fewer special education
placements in their later sclwol years when com-
pared to their non-Follow Through peers. Since the
benefits of multicultural education, language expe-
rience and/or whole language, and process learning
were being austained by Follow Through students
decades ago, it is of course interesting to note that
a disproportionately high percentage of Follow

. Through students go on to apply for and attend
college compared to their non-Follow Through peers.

Staff efficacy

We grew personally and professionally. None of
us cJuld be the sameafter or duringFollow
Through. Those of us who left classrooms could
not help but grow and become spokesmen for
children as they grew into independent,
autonomous students.

former Follow Through Program Evaluator

Follow Through sponsors boast of the decidedly
familial closeness that implementing, nurturing,
and taking ownership of a Follow Through philoso-
phy or strategy can produce. All recount stories of
Follow Through paraprofessionals and teachers
who grasp the model strategies as a much-needed
handle on their individual teaching beliefs that
were inaccessible to them before the introduction
of Follow Through. Some teachers change miracu-
lously overnight; most more slowly, from the inside
out. Regardless, school districts in which Follow
Through models are introduced quickly realize the
value of professional training and typically use
Follow Through site trainers for district-wide
inservice training. Further, Follow Through pro-
grams may affect school improvement far beyond
the actual campuses that adopt the models in that
Follow Through teachers move on, taking the
strategies that worked for them to their next
assignments and educational roles. As one Follow
Through teacher put it: "Follow Through has had a

tremendous impact on my teaching career. As a
result of my training and new knowledge, our chil-
dren are beginning to think, problem solve, make
decisions about what they learn, and how they
learn. I'm in the process of sharing what I've
learned with other colleagues not involved in
Follow Through.'

Pared empowermet

My first experience with education was in
Follow Through. I had three children to come
through the prwram, and all three are
graduates. I know firsthand that one-on-one
involvement with parents is very important.

Follow Through Parent

Parents who at first volunteer to help in the
classroom, on the playground, in the library, and
at the nurse's station learn quickly what goes on
in the school in general and in their children's
classrooms in particular. By becoming part of the
school, parents come to value education and can
reinforce its importance with their children at
home. Involved Follow Through parents become
intimately aware of what it will take to improve
their children's achievement and begin to work
toward that all-important goal at home by reading
to their children or helping them with school
lessons. Most parents assume a partnership
with the school that is at first orchestrated by
the Follow Through sponsor's parent involvement
plan, but ultimately exceeds it. That parental
support then translates to school support, and
school support extends to the community at large.

Follow Through parents who have gone on to
become educators, administrators, community
leaders, and elected officials frequently credit
Follow Through with their start. Others use their
volunteer work in the classroom as the basis for
hard-earned, but nonetheless eventually won,
degrees in education. Slowly, parents who have
always perceived themselves aq poor and power-
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less, who have concentrated all their energies on
struggling to build home and family so that their
children can have better lives, realize that they
can also make a difference through the school.
They become involved in policymaking, tackle the
toughest of school reform issues in some of the
nation's largest inner cities, and make steady
headway on school boards. These parents often
continue to feel that what is best about schools is
embodied in Follow Though. Therefore, it should
not be surprising that all of the parents on the
first Chicago school reform board are Follow
Through parents. That fact is especially signifi-
cant as the nation watches for viable cues from the
board regarding site-based management, school
restructuring, and other educational policy issues
that will likely have long-term educational and
social implications. In short, Follow Through par-
ents may literally move from the welfare rolls to
positions of highest responsibility and self-suffi-
ciency. It's a transformation that most feel would
not have been possible without Follow Through as
both catalyst and bridge.

Even parents who do not choose to seek office
or work visibly with school policy, work diligently
and effectively behind the scenes to help create
school-based islands of peace for their children. At
some Follow Through sites, the school building is
the only place children may enter and feel safe
from random violence, crime, and the drug culture.
Their parents value that fact sometimes more
than any other element of the program, and they
work to keep the safe haven f,r their children.

Eat* educatiods threeim partnership

Perhaps Follow Through's most salient bottom
line lies in the three-way foundation that it has
introduced to early childhood education. The part-
nership between parent, school, and sponsor may
yet be a standard with its origins on the Follow
Through bridge. Although Follow Through models
realized and advocated such well-received tenets
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as starting education from the foundations of how
children learn; believing in the children's culture;
looking at the child as a whole beinw, respecting
the family; changing the school to meet the needs
of the child rather than expecting the child to
change to meet the needs of the school; and,
intervening beforenot afterthe child fails,
none of the theories could have found their way
into classroom and campus practice without the
equally important roles and contributions of
parent, school, and Follow Through sponsor.
Motivating those contributions and the partner-
ship is a distinct sense of "specialness" that lies
at the heart of Follow Through.

Although Follow Through began as an effort to
compensate for the "disadvantaged" status of poor
children and their families, it has proven to be
anything but compensatory and stigmatized by
the people who cross over. Since success begets
success, the Follow Through models have translat-
ed themselves into something sought after. The
models know how to implement what works. A
generation of students, families, and communities
has graduated from the programs, and continue
contributing to society as they reach back to help
others across the bridge. Put simply, Follow
Through's most salient big-picture legacy may be
the evolution of its perception by those it was
designed to serve. People in poverty know there's a
world of humanity between accepting a hand-out
and reaching for an extended hand. And that
subtle realization has saved many who would
have otherwise bypassed a bridge they didn't
trust to tackle the harsh currents aloneand lose.
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Awake 2000: Wit* ow reach

by Ake S. Pad

Contrary to popular belief, the field of early
childhood education has kept abreast of the
nation's radical social, economic, and technological
changes. Private, state, and federally supported
programs like Head Start and Follow Through
translate theory into practice daily. The programs
are also constantly evolving and developing di-
verse and customized educational alternatives
designed to improve the quality of life for young
children and their families. Today's early child-
hood educators recognize the importance and
value of having a continuum of care and education
between home and school. An abundance of re-
search supports the significance of a child's family
and its relationship to school success. Parents are
their children's first teachers. What happens to a
child in the home affects his or her social, emotion-
al, physical, and cognitive development for life.

Historically, the U.S. has supported the needs
of children as a response to social problems,
poverty, and political overtones. Children have
benefited, but they were not the initial focus. As
Robert Egbert explains in his glance back at
Follow Through's beginnings, the 19608 reawak-
ened interest in the area of early childhood educa-
tiondue in large part to the federal government's
War on Poverty. National leadership was support-
ive in providing funds to assist the poor in the
mainstream, but the concentration and study of
the times supported the belief that a child's early
years were also the time of the most rapid physical
and mental growth. It was also generally accepted
that in this early period of life, a child was most
susceptible and responsive to environmental influ-
ences. Early intervention in the education of chil-
dren was supported by psychologists, educators,
pediatricians, psychiatrists, and anthropologists.

In keeping with the then-popular "big bang'
theory of reform, most educators believed that a

-
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technique or prwram could be discovered that
would solve the problem of low-income students'
failure. This cure-all coult then be nationally
distributed.

Application of such big bang-inspired beliefs,
however, may have been ove y optimistic at best
and a dangerous oversimplifi ation at worst. In
his Early Childlwod Education: Twenty Years in
Review (1971-1990), James Hyries, Jr. highlights
three pervasive trends that lice 'informed the lit-
erature and the various schools of thought since
the time of Follow Through's cn ation. The pre-
dominant trend he identifies is the flooding of
women into the labor force, which has touched
young children at every turn. As a consequence of
the first trend, the secondan unprecedented
growth of public kindergartens in all 50 states
has challenged early childhood education policy-
makers, researchers, and practitioners to ade-
quately meet the burgeoning need. The third
crucial trend is the groundswell of support for
educating all children early. The evolving nature
of the early childhood field has begun to recognize
cultural diversity as a positive force and one that
allows educators and helping professionals to
meet the individual needs of children and their
families. Indeed much of the most recently pub-
lished professional literature boasts and argues
that we are now at a critical point in our societal
evolution as a nation. The information and experi-
ence we have gained since the middle of this fast-
closing century clearly suggest that we must
invest in the future of all our children. We can no
longer neglect the natural resources that are
found in children and their families. It's a revolu-
tionary idea that echoes those heard at Head
Start and Follow Through's inception in 1967. But
this time around, the literature suggests, the way
is clear.

The National Commission on Children,
for example, recently released a unanimously
approved blueprint of national policy for
America's children. Commission Chairman
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John D. Rockefeller IV prefaces the document:

As a nation, we must set a new course to save
our children, strengthen their families, and
regain control of our national destiny. There
are no quick fixes to the problems that threaten
the lives and prospects of so many of America 's
young people. But the solutions are within reach.

Logically, in November of 1990, the 101st
Congress passed key legislation addressing early
childhood issues. Head Start programs and
Chapter 1 are supported at the highest funding
level ever, and an honest attempt is being made
to provide full funding to serve all eligible three
through five-year-olds. The President and the
Governors have declared school readiness "Goal 1."

And, from all indications, they are reaching for
the lessons learned and the literature written in
light of programs like Follow Through to articu-
late comprehensive solutions that will allow
America's schools to achieve that goal.

In order to assist America's schools, the
following annotated references are personally
recommended by each of the 15 Follow Through
model sponsors. Together they provide a wisdom-
weathered, close look at the subject of early
childhood education in general and Follow
Through practices in particular. The texts reflect
both seminal and recent research, theory, and
practice in reading, curriculum, culture, staff
development, parental involvement, assessment,
and school leadership.

9
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RECOMMENDED READING

During the brainstorming sessions that characterized the first planning sessions for FollowThrough: A Bridge to
the Future, al/ agreed that the bibliographic section should include key publications that informed and influenced
each Follow Through approach. Consequently, model sponsors were asked to list works to which they had referred
ow the years for guidance, and to which to they routinely refrrred others who wished to explore the theoretical and
ntsearch bases of their approaches in greater depth. Bach sponsor was also asked to include a personal annotation
detailing why and how they found the cited work useful. In this way, the planners hoped to provide apractical
resourre list with a personal touch fcr the book's readers.

Adams, M. J. (1990). Beginning to read: Thinking and learning about print. Cambridge, MA: The Massuhusetts
Institute of Technology.

Drawing from ediwatimud and psychological sources on both basic and applied research, Adams writes
on what is known about basic processes and instructional practices in early reading as well as in word and
letter identification. Addreseing the controversy surrounding phonics inatruttion, Adams insists that the
sound-symbol system be taught explicitly and early. An afterword incluckd in this volume attempts to place
phonics within ebroader perspective in literacy developnient." This reference is suggested by Gary
Johnson with the School Effectiveness Model (SEM) at the Washington Research Institute.

Anderson, R C., Osborn, J., & Tierney, R. J. (Eds.). (1984). Learning to read in American schools: Basal readers
and content texts. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum.

Recommended to be reflected on and considered by anyone involved with instruction in reading, social
studies, and science in the elementary and middle schools, this book offers information, research, and
conclusions on five major topics: reading comprehension, instruction, stories in basal readers, appraisal of
text difficulty, content area textbooks, and teacher's guides and workbooks. This work was presented at a
conference for educational publishers as an effort to initiate dialogue among researchers and publishers.
This text is remmimended by Gary Johns= with the Follow Through School Effectiveness Model.

Bellanca, J., & Fwarty, R. (1990). Blueprints fir thinking in the cooperative classroom. Palatine, IL: Skylight.

This publication, suggested by the Cooperative Learning Model/PrOeet Extend staff, contains lessons
in cooperative learning and cognitive instruction. The lessons are grouped into six phases: forming groups,
developing trust, building self-esteem and self-concept, learning conflict resolution strategies, performing
higher-order-thinking functions, and re-forming. In addition to an extensive bibliography, two appendices
are included: a synthesis of the research that provides the rationale and theoretical foundations for the
themes of cooperative learning and cognitive instruction, and a set of blackline masters for classroom use.

Berk, L E. (1989). Child development Needham Heights, Mk. Allyn and Bacon.

Regarded as an overall sourcebook by Naomi Miliender with the Follow Through Cultural linguistic
Approach (CLA), this publication is divided into five parts: theory and research, developmental foundations,
cognitive and language development, personality and social development, and contexts for development. The
author draws on her experiences as student, tescher, researcher, and parent to form the philosophical orien-
tation of this textbook.

Blackwell, F. F & Hohmann, C. (1991). High I Scope K-3 curriculum series: Science (Field Test ed.). Ypsilanti, MI:
The MO/Scope Press.
According to High/Seope staff, these series reflect the educational philosophy and practices of their Follow
Through modelin part 1 of this edition, the authors discuss a developmental approach to science learning,
suggest themes for IC-3 science, recommend contexts for sciencing, describe classroom management and
science materials, and review assessment by observation, note-taking, and samples. Part 2, Activities for
KI Science, is organized into science areas such as life and environment, structure and form, and energy
and change.
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Bredekamp, S. (Ed.). (1987). Developmentally appropriate practice in early childhood programs serving children
from birth through age 8. Washington, D. C.: National Association for the Education of Young Children.

While programs in early childhood education have changed in response to social, economic, and political
forces, these changes have not always acknowledged the basic developmental needs of young children,
according to a position statement from the National Association for the Education of Young Children. In
addition to the position statement, this expanded edition includes guidelines as to what is and what is not a
developmentally appropriate practice for children at the different age levels. According to Betty Mace.
Matluck, Southwest Educational Development Laboratory (SEDL) Language Development Approach
(LDA), this source is a "must for all early childhood educators."

Brophy, J., & Good, T. (1986). Teacher behavior and student achievement. In Wittrock, M. C. (Ed.), Handbook
of research on teaching (3rd ed.), (pp. 328-375). New York: MacMillan.

This chapter, a review of the research on the effects of teacher behavior on student achievement, includes
a historical overview and descriptions of major programs of process-product research in the field.
Emphasizing consistency and replication of findings, not size of correlation, the researchers found that the
most consistent link to achievement was the quantity and pacing of instruction. This reference is suggested
by Gary Johnson with SEM.

Bybee, R., & Sund, R. B. (1982). Piaget for educators (2nd ed.). Columbus, OH: Charles E. Merrill.

Organizing this book as well as most of the chapters into sections, the authors offer an explanation of
Piaget's theory on cognitive growth, an extension and discussion of implications, and a general evaluation
of Piaget's theory for educators. Included in this work is a guest editorial at the end of each chapter. Horace
C. Hawn at the University of Georgia at Athens (UGA) Model, considers this a comprehensive look at

Piaget.

Carnine, D. (1990, January). New research on the brain: Implications for instruction. Phi Delta Kappan, 79,(5), pp.
372-377.

Drawing from the work of Gerald Edelman (Nobel laureate and director of the Neurosciences Institute
at Rockefeller University) regarding the categorization and recategorization activities of the brain, the
author shows how the ability of the learner to note "sameness" has important implications for educators.
In addition to providing examples and guidelines on how to induce this "sameness," he shows how mistakes
make sense. For example, if a child thinks that the letter d is a b, he may also confuse the operation
of subtraction with that of addition. Likewise, shifting from reading texts with lots of pictures to those with
almost no pictures may signal similar "sameness" problems. Doug Carnine, of the Follow Through Direct
Instruction (DI ) Model, notes that this article explores the implications of Direct Instruction for higher-
order thinking.

Carnine, D., Granzin, A., & Becker, W. (1988). Direct instruction. In V. L. Graden, J. E. Zins, & M. J. Curtis,
(Eds. ) Alternative educational delivery systems: Enhancing instructional options for all students (pp. 327-
349). Washington, D. C.: National Association of School Psychologists.

Based on Rosenshine's (1986) principles of direct instruction, DISTAR and similar programs contain
principles of instructional programming such as pretested scripted lesson; teacher-directed, small-group
instruction for part of each lesson; and procedures for teaching, motivating, training, and formative evalua-
tion. In addition to a review of general features of direct instruction programs like the Direct Instruction
Model, this article also contains research findings from a number of sources that attest to the effectiveness
of those programs as demonstrated by higher academic achievement scores as well as higher scores in the
affective domain.
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Cleveland, H. (1985, July/August). FAlucating for the information society. Change, pp. 13-21.

Suggested by the INREAL (Inter-Reactive Learning) Follow Through Model, this article is a discussion
on the need to educate people for participatory roles in order to accommodate broader societal trends. Some
of the elements that will need to le addressed to prepare citizens for an Information Society, the author con-
tends, include shared knowledge, decision-making, cooperation, and integrative teaching and learning.

Cohen, D. H. (1972). The karning child New York: Schocken Books.

Contending that schools must be places where children are not only involved in responsible work, but are
encouraged to understand and order their world through full use of their senses, their feelings, and their
intellects, Cohen examines for teachers and parents the crucial links between learning and the successive
stages of childhood up to the intermediate years.

De Free, M. (1989). Leadership is an art. New York: Doubleday.

In this source suggested by the Inter-Reactive Learning Model UNREAL), De Pree perceives a new atti-
tude, as opposed to a system, of leadership. This new attitude of leadership, applicable in many settings,
depicts shared responsibility. The result is not only increased productivity and empowerment, but also
greater creativity in problem solving and a maximization of individual and group potential. If a corporation
is to be effective, he contends, corporations must give space to their "giants" to practice "roving leadership."

Doll, W. E., Jr. (1986). Prigogine: A new sense of order, a new curriculum. Theory into Practice, 25(1), 10-16.

Doll equates the work of Prigogine, the 1977 Nobel Prize winner in chemistry, with Piaget's work on
adaptive biological and cognitive structures. He notes that Prigogine and Piaget draw upon the work
of theoretical biologists, while American psychologists and educators draw upon the classical scientific
paradigm of Newton. The measured curriculum, a closed and linear system, is perceived as an outgrowth
of the Newtonian, closed system paradigm, while Prigogine, Piaget, and others are helping to develop a
transformative curriculum where change is internal, including disequilibrium as a prime motivator as well
as the opportunity for self-regulation. This source is recommeaded by the INREAL Follow Through staff.

Edmonds, rt. R., & Frederiksen, J. R. (1979). Search for effec;.izle schools: The identification and analysis of city
schools that are instructionally effective for poor children. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press.
(ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 142 610).

Contending that all children, except those with certifiable handicaps, can learn and are "eminently
educable," Edmonds describes efforts at the time of publication of this document to identify and analyze
city schools that were instructionally effective especially for poor and/or minority children. After establish-
ing that these effective schools could be identified, the researchers looked for the relationship between these
schools and pupil family background. While recognizing the importance of family background in developing
a child's cha acter, personality, and intelligence, the researchers found that a school can successfully teach
basic school skills to all children, regardless of family background. This source is suggested by Eugene
Ramp with the Effective Schools Approach (ESA) Follow Through model.

Erikson, E. H. (1963) Childhood and society (2nd ed.). New York: W. W. Norton & Company.

Leaving it up to man to decide whether he can afford to exploit childhood as an 'arsenal of irrational fears"
instead of establishing a partnership in a more reasonable order of things, Erikson presents and discusses
case studies dealing with conflict, apathy, confusion, and arrogance. The author also claims that this is a
book on the relation of the ego to society, on childhood, on historical processes of psychoanalysis, and that it
is also a subjective book, a "conceptual itinerary." According to the Southwest Educational Development
Laboratory Language Development Approach to Follow Through, this volume points out the impor-
tance of social interaction in the intellectual development of young children.
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Evans, E. D. (1971). Contemporary influences in early childhood education. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston.

Drawing on empirical investigations in Early Childhood Education (ECE) whenever possible, Evans focuses

on broad educational strategies applicable to children ages three to six. This treatise includes a summary of

the major issues of ECE, such as what kind of content should be selected; when is the content appropriate;

how will the content be delivered; where is instruction to take place (age is also involved here); and who will
deliver the content. The why question involves the goals of ECE: Do we prepare children for now, or do we

prepare children for tomorrow? Notes Mice S. Paul of the Tucson Early Education Model (TEEM), this is
"...one of the first ECE texts that referenced both Head Start and Follow Through efforts in the development

of alternative ECE programs for poor children."

Feuerstein, R., Rand, Y., Hoffinan, M. B., & Miller, R (1980). Instrumentalenrichment: An intervention program

fiv cognitive modifiability. Baltimore, MD: University Park Press.

The majo goal of the Feuerstein Instnimental Enrichment (FIE) program is to transform passive and
dependent cognitive styles into autonomous and independent thinking. This is accomplished by direct expo-

sure to stimuli and erperiences provided by contact with life events and formal and informal learning oppor-
tunities. In addition (A the rationale for FIE, this publication containsdescription of program instruments,
classroom implementation, evaluation, and a discussion on futr -e directions of FIE. According to COGNET

(Cognitive Enrichment Network) staff, their Follow Through model is an application of the theory present-

ed in this book. The model cites this source as the INst reference for those interested in Feuerstein's theory?

Gardner, H. (1983). Frames of mind: The theory of multiple intelligences. New York: Basic Books.

Defining intelligence as the ability to solve problems or fashion products, especially those that are of value

to a culture, Gardner identifies seven abilities: linguistic, musical, spatial, logical/mathematical, bodily
Idnesthetic, interpersonal, and intrapersonal. In addition to advancing his theory, he recommends the devel-

opment of a model on how to foster the different intellectual capacities. Inclusion of this volume has been
suggested by Betty Mace.Matiuck of the SEDL Language Development Approach.

Gersten, R., & Gamine, D. (1984). Direct instruction mathematics: A longitudinal evaluation of low-income

elementary school students. Elementary Sclwal Journal, 84(4), 395-407.

Results of the use of the Direct Instruction model in the teaching of mathematics to disadvantaged students
in grades one, two, and three, showed that these students (after mceiving the full three or four year inter-
vention) tended to perform significantly better on all subtests of the M0ropolitan Achievement Test than
their peers. The key principles of the Direct Instruction curriculum design provide for explicit instruction of
each step of the problem-solving process in the early stages of the intervention, move the learner from a
highly structured context to unstructured applications, and use general case strategies for working complex

problems. Doug Carnine with the Follow Through Direct Instruction Model recommended this source for

its focus on mathematics.

Gersten, R, & Carnine, D. (1986). Direct instruction in reading comprehension. Educational Leadership, 43(7),

70-78.

A group of researchers at the University of Oregon examined the applicability of direct instruction for teach-

ing reading comprehension to students at the intermediate and secondary levels. The research demon-

strates that the type of questions, the detailed step-by-step breakdowns, and the extensive practice with a
range of examples illustrated in their three studies significantly benefit students' comprehension. The next
step, therefore, is to integrate these procedures into reading series and into teacher training programs.

Gersten, R., Carnine, D., & Zoref, L. (1988). A multifaceted study of change in seven inner-city schools.

Elementary School Journal, 86(5), 257-276.
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Acknowledging that there is some controversy concerning the effectiveness of direct instruction and
the use of standardized achievement tests for assessing the merits of an instructional intervention,
the authors note that direct instruction appears to be a "'relatively consistent, effective intervention
for low-income children if one allows the use of achievement test data as reasonable." Comprehensive
in the number of variables examined, the study suggests that intervention programs can succeed
with 'virtually no principal involvement, as long as teachers are well trained and supported by
consultant and supervisory personnel." This source is suggested by the Follow Through Direct
Instruction Model.

Goodlad, J. I., & Anderson, R. H. (1987). The non-graded elemeniwy school. (Revised ed.). New York: Teachers
College Press.

Harold Freeman, Jr. of the Follow Through Interdependent Learning Model (ILM) notes that this publica-
tion provides the rationale and hard data support for changing the organization of elementary school
instruction to assure educational equity for all children. The authors address such issues as promotion vs.
nonpromotion, heterogeneous vs. homogeneous groupings, pupil progress reporting, cooperative teaching
and learning approaches, and student productivity and test scores.

Goodman, K. S. t 1986). What's whole in whok language? Portsmouth, NY: Heinemann.

The major purpose of this book is to describe the essence of the whole language movement including
its basis, features, and trends. More speci.5cally it provides criteria that parents and teacherscan use
in helping children to develop literacy, and it suggests directions for initiating whole language programs
as well as incorporating whole language strategies into existing language programs in need of trans-
formation. This source is suggested by the staff of the Follow T.rrough Cooperative Learning
Model/Froject Extend (CLM).

Hale-Benson, J. E. (1986). Black children: Their roots, culture, and looming styles (Revised ed.). Baltimore, MD:
The Johns Hopkins University Press.

Arguing that black children are being effectively miseducated in American schools, Hale-Benson draws from
the fields of anthropology, sociology, history, and psychology to explore the effects of African and African-
American culture on black children's intellectual and behavioral development. While suggesting that the
educational process must be senaitive to the culture of black children, she agrees that the same holds true
for any other group of children. According to Naomi Millender of the Follow Through Cultural Linguistic
Approach, this publication is an initial step in describing the relationship between black children's cultural
base and learning.

Heath, S. B. (1983). Ways with words: Language, life, and work in communitk,s and 4assroorns. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press.

Advocating that the language of any social group is interdependent with the habits and values of behav-
ing shared among members of that group, the author tells the story of how children of two culturally
different communities came to use language and how their teachers not only learned to recognize and
understand their patterns of language but also how these teachers used the knowledge for classroom
instruction. COGNET staff found this source useful because of its implications for "non-mainstrean
elementary students."

Hodges, H., Branden, A., Feldman, R., Follins, J., Love, J., Sheehan, R Lumbley, J., Osborn, J., Rentfrow, R. D.,
Houston, J., & Lee, C. (1980). Follow Through: Force.? or change in the primary school. Ypsilanti, MI: The
High/Scope Press.
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Follow Through's aceomplishments include the improvement of primary education through implementation of

a range of educational models generated from prevalent educational philosophy and theory. This volume docu-
ments the contributions of Fralow Through programs as perceived by the model developers. High/Scope staff
maintain that this public?4ion provides insight into values, operations, and outcomes of FollowThrough.

Hohmann, C. (1991). High / Scope K-3 curriculum series: Mathematks (Field Test ed.). Ypsilanti, MI:The

High/Scope Press.

Drawing on the work of Howard Gardner's theory of multiple intelligences, Hohmann notes that the content
of mathematics must be socially meaningful and valuable. In the first part of this edition, he develops a
framework for mathematics by providing an overview of the developmental approach to mathematics and
describes the classroom environment for fostering the right kinds of mathematics experiences. In addition
to a scope and sequence of the mathematical milestones, part 2 contains specific key experiences and activi-
ties for each grade level in K-3 and a discussion on child assessment and program evaluation. One of the
appendices lists selected computer software and activities. High/Scope staff note that this publication is
based on the educational philosophy and practices of their Follow Through model.

Honig, A. S. (1979). Parent irwoltement in early ehildhoxi education. Washington, D. C.: National Association
for the Educatioe. 4 Young Children.

This is a survey of program raodels and methods attempting to promote parental involvement in children's
development as well as in children's learning. The programs mentioned, according to the author, confirm the
vatiety of efforts undertaken as well as the difficulties encountered and the successes achieved. According to
Betty Mace-Matluck of SEDL's Language Development Approach, this source points out the critical role
parents play in linking the child's home/community environment with his or her formal learning.

Joyce, B. R., & Showers, B. (1983). Power in stoffdevekr'ment through research on training. Alexandria, VA:
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development.

Envisioning a major change in the "ecology of professional life," Joyce and Showers have found that high
quality training precedes superior teaching results. They caution trainers and teachers that the learning of a
new, I...towerful skill and its transfer vertically and/or horizontally, can be discomfiting until executive control
of the skill is achieved. To make training more effective, the authors recommend forecasting the problem of
transfer during training, developing high degree of skill prior to classroom use, providing for executive con-
trol, providing for practice in the workplace, providing for collaboration, and including how-to-learn strate-
gies. This reference is suggested b, Cooperativfi Learning Model/Project Extend staff.

Kamii, C. (1984, Februaty). Autonomy: The aim of education envisioned by Piaget. Phi Delta Kappaa, 410-415.

Stating that the most important ideas of Piage Ian theory are not the stages of development, Kamii proposes
that Piaget's aim in education was moral and intellectual autonomy. Autonomy enables children to make
decisions for themselves, taking into account the best source of action for all concerned. Using rewards and
punishments does not develop autonomy, they reinforce a child's heteronomy. A child acquires moral autono-
my like he or she acquires intellectual autonomy, constructing it from within, and not by internalizing it from
without. INREAL staff note that this theory provides basis for the transformation of teaching.

Katz, L. G., Glockner, M. Z., Watkins, C., & Spencer, M. J. (1979). Current topics in early childhood education.
Norwood, NJ: Ablex.

The second of a series, this volume contains review, analyses, and syntheses of the research and development
in the field of early childhood. Of the ten papers presented, four are programmatic reviews. The other papers
address issues of pedagogical innovation such as the role of play in the intellectual development of young chil-
dren. Alice S. Paui of TEEM notes that this volume records early evaluative efforts te assess the impact of
Follow Through.
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hatz, L. G., & Chard, S. C. (1989). Engaging children's minds: The project approach. Norwood, NJ: Ablex Publishing.

The authors desaibe how project topics that children study in-depth promote social competen and meaning-
ful learning. Notes Diane Trister Dodge with the Creative Curriculum Follow Through model, 'The book
extended my understanding of the richness of projects, how to generate creative ideas for new projects that
will engage children, and the steps involved in planning. The project approach is very similar to my own
views of the role of themes in integrating the curriculum."

Krashen, S. D., & Terrell, T. D. (1983). The natural approach: Language acquisition in the classroom. Hayward,
CA: The Alemany Press.

Differentiating between language acquisition and language learning, the authors cite four principles in
using the Natural Approach for language acquisition: comprehension precedes production, production is
allowed to emerge in stages, a classroom activity has a communicative end/goal, and student affective filters
must be lowered. In addition to a description of the theoretical model, this book includes implicat4ons of
second language theory for the classroom HIS well as specific information about how the Natural Approach
works in practice. This reference is suggested by Betty Mace-Matluck with SEDL's Language Development
Approach.

Labinowicz, E. (1980). The Fiaget primer. Menlo Park, CA: Addison-Wesley.

This source, found particularly good for teach,,rs by Horace C. Hawn of the University of Georgia at Athens
(UGA) Model, contains many graphic representations of Piaget's ideas. In addition to suggestions on how to
organize the classroom for thinking, learning, and teaching, alternative approaches to instruction of mathe-
matics, reading, science, and social studies are presented.

Lee, D. (1959). Freedom and culture. Englewood, NJ: Prentice-Hall.

Lee, an anthropologist, proposes that an examination of other cultures in the issues of person& autonomy,
freedom of choice, principles of conformity, and social regulation may prove insightful and helpful in under-
standing the American belief in human dignity a belief not entirely supported by present practices. In this
series of essays suggested by INREAL staff, Lee examines the belief systems of several societies: the Wintu
Indians of California; the Tikopia in Polynesia; the Hopi in Arizona; and the Navajo.

Maehr, J. M. (1991). High I Scope K-3 curriculum series: Language & literacy (Field Test ed.). Ypsilanti, MI:
The High/Scope Press.

Defining language as the oral expression of ideas and literacy as the mastery of language in its written
form, the author discusses a framework for language and literacy in part 1 of the publication such as the
acquisition of language by children; commonly held assumptions in learning to read and write; literacy
learning in the home; and classroom settings for literacy development. Part 2 includes key exper:nces,
suggested activities, and assessment measures. In addition to an extensive bibliography, the publication
has appendices that. include literature resource lists, computer software for language and literacy develop-
ment, and writing/reading checklists and inventories. The educational philosophy and practices of the
High/Scope Curriculum Model are reflected in this comprehensive work.

Morrison, G. S. (1988). Early childhood education today (4th ed.). Columbus, OH: Merrill.

The author claims that changes in the field of early childhood education makes this fourth edition different
because of the continued and growing interest in child development information and child care practices. In
addition to including a new chapter on infants and toddlers, there are also vignettes with real-life applications
of Lurrent educational theory. One of the purposes of this text is to help educators understand what is devel-
opmentally and educationally appropriate for young children. Alice S. Paul of TEEM notes that this new text
lists good early childhood practices, essential for good early childhood programs.
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National Association of Elementary School Principals. (1991). Early childhood education and the elementary
school principal: Standards for quality programs for young children. Alexandria, Vk Author.

Noting that providing good early education is not a simple matter, the authors of this report have two

purposes: to offer some tenets and guidelines for those interested in the establishment and conduct of a
high quality educational program for young children and to assist in the assessment of program progress
and impact. In addition to standards and quality indicators for curriculum, personnel, accountability,
parents, and community, this publication includes a checklist to facilitate the review of those standards

and quality indicators.

National Association of State Boards of Education. (1994 Right from the start: The report of the NASBE Task

Force on Early Childhood Education. Alexandria, VA: Author.

This report includes a checklist for state boards of edneation as well as other state policymakers for initiat-
ing a process to enhance school success and overall development ofchildren. The report, submitted by a task

force consisting of leaders from public education, early childhood education, and state policymaking bodies

contains two recommendations: the establishing of early childhood units in elementary schools, providing a

new pedagogy for working with children ages 4-8 and a focal point for enhanced services to preschool chil-
dren and their parents; and the developing of partnerships by public schools with other early childhood

programs and community agencies to build and improve services for young children and their parents.

Piaget, J. (1975). The development of thought: Equilibration of cognitive structures. New York: The Viking Press.

Piaget's central idea in this volume is that the development of knowledge proceeds in 'increasing equilibra-

tion," a process for correcting and completing preceding forms of equilibriums. He also addresses construc-
tions, compensations, and regulations of the process, such as sensorimotor, perceptive, and spatial regulations.

According to Betty Mace-Matinek of SEDL's Language Development Approach, this source discusses the
relationship between learning and mental development and addresses the "readiness' principle.

Rhine, W. It (Ed.). (1981). Making schools nwre effective: New directions from Follow Through. New York:

Academic Press.

This volume was organized to answer three concerns: limited access to the public about information on
Follow Through; focus on the results of the national longitudinal evaluation; and lack of dissemination
regarding the "unique perspective? of model sponsors. Regarded by High/Scope as a review of a spectrum
of Follow Through practices and program history, this comprehensive volume includes the significance, per-
spectives, and possibilities of Follow Through as well as the description of five Follow Through models:

Parent Education, Direct Instruction, Behavior Analysis, High/Scope Cognitively Oriented Curriculum, and

Bank Street's Developmental-Interaction Approach.

Roopnarine, J. L., & Johnson, 3. E. (Eds.). (1987). Approaches to early childhoodeducation. Cohunbus, OH: Merrill.

Beginning to look at cultural diversity and the individual needs of children, the authors of the various sec-
tions of this book describe current models of early childhood programming. TEEM's Alice S. Paul at the
University of Arizona finds this text relevant because it includes several of the Follow Through models such

as the Bank Street Approach, High/Scope, and her own Tucson Early Education Model.

Rosenshine, B. V. (1986). Synthesis of research on explicit teaching. Educational Leadership. 43(7), 60-69.

In summarizing the studies on effective teaching, the author has divided the results into seven teaching
functions: review, presentation of new material, guided practice, practice, feedback and corrections,indepen-
dent practice, and weekly and monthly reviews. These seven functions can be modified to suit different
learners. Results from the research consistently show that when teachers teach more systematically, stu-
dent achievement improves. This publication is suggested by Gary Johnson with SEM.
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Segal, J. W., Chipman, S. F., & Glaser, R. (Eds.). (1985). Thinking and learning skills: Vol. 1. Relating instruction
to research. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.

Representing efforts to relate instruction to theory and research in higher cognitive development, this
volume contains descriptions of nine instructional programs and their assumptions regarding instruction
of thinking and learning skills. The programs were selected on the basis of field experience, category
(intelligence and reasoning, knowledge acquisition, and problem solving), innovation, and work with
older children. Analysis by three leading psychologists of how these instructional programs in cognition
relate to ideas in the relevant basic research literature is also included. COGNET cites this volume as
a "good presentation of recent work in cognitive education.'

Skinner, B. F. (1984). The shame of American education. American Psychologist, 39(9), 947-954.

Because psychological theories are presented to teachers through schools of education and teachers' colleges,
it is there, claims Skinner, that we must lay the major blame for what is happening in American education.
Deeply entrenched views of human behavior interfere with the solution to the major problems in education.
The solution does not mean a longer day or year or more homework, it means that teachers must be taught
more effective and efficient ways of teaching. Teachers must be clear about what is to be taught; teach first
things first (excellence and creativity follow rather than precede basic knowledge); let each student advance
at his or her own pace; and construct a Food program of instruction with reinforcements. This reference is
recommended by Eugene Ramp with t he Effective Schools Approach.

Slavin, R., liarweit, N. L., & Madden, N. A. ( .t 989). Effective programs for students at-risk. Needham Heights, MA:
Allyn and Bacon.

Focusing on "students whose intelligence is within normal limits but who are failing to achieve the basic
skills necessary for success in school and in life," the authors present a practical synthesis of the latest
research on effective practices for students in compensatory programs, special education programs, and
general education programs. Some of their conclusions are: (1) identification of the services makes little dif-
ference, it's the quality of the programs that is important; (2) prevention and early intervention are more
promising than remedial and special education services; (3) pull-out programs should be designed for early
transition into regular classavoni placement; (4) effective early childhood programs use developmentally
appropriate strategies; and (5) effective teaching practices for students at risk tend not to be qualitatively
different from the best teaching practices of general education. This volume is recommended by Naomi
Millender of the Cultural Linguistic Approach (CLA).

Smilansky, S., & Shefatya, L. ( 1990). Facilitating play: A medium for promoting cognitive, socio-emotional and
academic development in young children. Gaithersburg, MD: Psychological and Educational Publications.

The authors explain the six components of socio-dramatic play and how teachers can assess children's
competence to determine when and how to intervene for the purpose of promoting and extending children's
pretend play. "Dr. Smilansky's research on play has been invaluable in helping me understand the different
types of play and the connection between socio-dramatic play and children's academic success," states
Diane Trister Dodge with the Creative Curriculum Model (CCM).

Smith, F. (1986). Insult to intelligence: The bureaucratic invasions of our classrooms. New York: Arbor House.

Claiming that present educational systems, such as schools and univers;ties, ignore and insult the natural
intelligence of adults and children, Smith encourages parents to get into the classroom. He strongly sug-
gests that programmed instruction harnesses and constrains the natural learning process of children.
Children tem constantly, they learn what others do, and what makes sense to them. Smith especially is
concerned about the misuse of computers as "ultimate weapons of instructional programming." COGNET
regards this publication as an excellent rationale for personally-relevant learning activities in school.
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Smitherman, G. (1977). Talkin and testifyin. Boston: Houghton-MiMin,

In this volume, Smitherman defines Black English, traces its development, and discusses the implications
for black-white interaction and the teaching of black children. She perceives the inclusion of black studies in
the curriculum as a means of reflecting America's diverse cultural heritage, as well as its multilinguistic
characteristic. Naomi Millender of the Cultural Linguistic Approach (CIA) notes that this is an excell at
encyclopedic sourcebook on African-American linguistic styles.

Smock, C. D. (1976, June). Constructivist model for instruction. Follow Through Research Report, 19. Athens, GA:
University of Georgia.

According to Horace C. Hawn of UGA, this publication deals specifically with the University of Georgia's
initial Follow Through Model, the Mathemagenic Activities Program (MAP). MAP, most commonly called
University of Georgia at Athens Follow Through Model, is based primarily on Piaget's theory of cognitive
development. While it contains a description of the Model, this monograph also includes a discussion of the
implications of Piaget's theory for mathematics learning and teaching.

Spodek, B. (Ed.). (1982). Handbook of research in early childhood education. New York: The Free Press.

Designed to be used by students of early childhood education, this publication may also be used by teachers
and administrators. With an introduction and a list of contributors, this handbook is divided into six parts,
dealing with child development, developmental theories, classroom processes, public policy, research meth-
ods, and measurement/evaluation. This volume is recommended by Betty Mace-Maduck, SEDL LDA.

Strickland, D. S., & Morrow, L. M. (Eds.). (1989). Emerging literacy: Young children learn to read and write.
Newark, DE: International Reading Association.

Contributors to this volume are educators and researchers who give examples of the ways in which literacy
emerges from infancy through the preschool years and in the early years of school. While each of the authors
has a somewhat different message about how children change or how they think about literacy activities,
each provides ideas to er courage and support emerging literacy. Diane Trister Dodge, with the Creative
Curriculum Model, found this book to be a wonderful resource for making literacy part of all activities and
interest areas in the classroom. She adds that it is not difficult to apply the principles of emerging literary to
how teachers can plan for children's emerging understanding of mathematics, science, and social studies.

United States Department of Education. (1991). America 2000: An education strategy sourcebook. Washington,
DC: Author.

In addition to remarks from President George Bush and Secretary of Education Lamar Alexander, this
sourcebook contains specifics on how each of the six national education goals are to be served. The strategies
for achieving the six goals are listed into four categories: better and more accountable schools for today's
students, a new generation of American schools for tomorrow's students, a nation of students for yesterday's
students/today's work force, and communities where learning can happen.

Vaughan, E. D., Wang, M. C., & Dytman, J. A. (1987). Implementing an innovative program: Staff development
and teacher classroom performance. Journal of Teacher Education, 36, 4047.

This post hoc study was designed to test three factors regarding the implementation of an innovation
in four school districts over three years: local training support, time (years of implementation), and program
features. The innovation in this study is a comprehensive elementary school educat onal program contain-
ing 12 critical dimensions, ranging from space and facility arrangement to developri. mt of student
self-responsibility. The results of the study provided "substantial" support for the designated hypotheses.
Both the level of implementation and changes varied for different program features as well as at sites.
This reference is suggested by the Adaptive Learning Environments Model (ALEM) Follow
Through staff.
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Vygotsky, L. S. (1978). Mind in society: The development of higher psychological pmcesses. Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press.

Translated, compiled, and combined from several of Vygotsky's works, this publication is the product of
a team of editors. Included in this volume is Vygotsky's hypothesis of the zone of proximal development,
a zone created when the developmental process is not congruent with learning processes. Development
in children, claims Vygotsky, is not parallel to the learning processes. Also included in this volume are
discussions on the role of play in development as well as the mastery of memory and thinking. COGNET
staff found this volume to directly address the importance of learning experiences as a major determiner
of cognitive development, while SEAL LDA staff perceive it to explain, at least in part, the cognitive opera-
tions involved in language acquisition.

Wang, M. C. (1980). Adaptive instruction: Building on diversity. Theory into Practice, 19(2), 122-127.

According to the author, providing adaptive instruction requires that it be matched to what is known about
a student's background, talents, interests, and past performanceall factors assessed prior to and during
the course of learning. This discussion of the Adaptive Learning Environments Model (ALEM) focuses
on describing the characteristics of adaptive instruction, such as diagnosing and monitoring student learn-
ing progress, teaching self-management skills, defining organizational support, and securing family inter-
vention. The approach is built on the assumption that students learn in different ways; therefore instruction
should be "adaptive."

Wang, M. C., & Zollers, N. J. (1990). Adaptive instruction: An alternative service delivery approach. Remedial and
Special Education, 11(1), 7-21.

When principals serve as both instructional and administrative leaders it is possible to remove many
programmatic, administrative, and fiscal roadblocks that may occur when integrating students with special
needs in general education classrooms, according to the research on the product and implementation pro-
cess of the Adaptive Learning Environments Model (ALEX). In addition to its research findings, this
article contains a description of ALEM and its philosophical basis.

Weber, G. (1971). Inner-city children can be taught to read: Four successful schools (Occasional Papers No. 18).
Washington, D. C.: Council for Basic Education. (ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 057 125).

With the hypothesis that schools make a difference in the education of poor children, the researcher com-
pared four successful schools in order to identify their common characteristics. School selection was based
on location, poor children population, and success in the teaching of reading. Common factors included:
strong leadership, high expectations, good atmosphere, strong emphasis on reading, additional reading
staff, use of phonics, individualization, and careful evaluation of pupil progress. This ERIC document is
suggested by staff with the Follow Through Effective Schools Approach.

Weislxrg, R. (1986). Creativity: Genius and other myths. New York: W. H. Freeman and Company.

Stating that most of what we believe about creativity is based on folklore, the author contends that
creativity does not happen by leaps and bounds as professed by the genius view or that it is "nothing new"
as defined by the behaviorist point of view. Weisberg dispels other myths on artistic creativity, scientific
discovery, and divergent thinking. He develops a framework for understanding creativity based on experi-
mental results, demonstrating the incremental nature of creativity grounded on the experiences of the
creative individual and others. This reference is suy ested by INREAL staff.
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The- ...rive to work tcgether and the dedication of
(at participants in Follow Through wems to be
a unifying force in that a common bond of
understanding is immediately established. rm
sum that such experiences have been multiplied
thousands of times in the Program.

Former Follow Through teacher, now
Managing Editor of Weekly Reader

The bridge to success that is Follow Through
would not exist for children, families, communi-
ties, and schools were it not for many hardworking
co-contributors to the cause. Likewise, if a book's
value is measured by the process that informed its
writing rather than the printed paper product,
then the preparation ofFollow Through: A Bridge
to the Future is worth a million times its weight in
silver. At SEDL, we knew that it would be difficult
to coordinate and synthesize the ample contribu-
tions of an impressive array of early childhood
educators, parents, children, and publication
professionals into a single effort. But we had no
clue when we began that the effort would engen-
der the unwavering support of so many. To our
surprise, the intent and importance of this book
seemed to have tapped all those involved like a
mission. Contributors managed to do whatever
we asked willingly, expeditiously, and with an
infectious sense of purpose.

Mary Jean LeTendre, Director of Compen-
satory Education Programs, and her staff at the
National Follow Through Office in Washington,
D. C., believed in this sourcebook from its incep,
tion and have encouraged and supported it every
step of the way. Patricia McKee, Bob Alexander,
and Barbara Little of LeTendre's staff threw the
heart of their work, experience, and their consid-
erable strength into favorably positioning the
federal funding wheels behind the book. Their
support told us, "We will take care of the red tape
so that you can concentrate on spelling out and
spreading the Follow Through story." We're

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS: RECALLING

CO CONTRIBUTORS TO THE CAUSE

deeply indebted to these public servantsas
are the thousands of Follow Through children
and their families.

Obviously, to compile a volume that sets out
to record any phenomenon firsthand through
words and pictures, the cooperation of sources and
resources is essential. From our vantage point at
Southwest Educational Development Laboratory,
Diane Trister Dodge with the Creative Curriculum
Model, Richard Feldman at Bank Street College,
Harold Freeman with ILM, Katherine Greenberg
at COGNET, Horace "Cy" Hawn at the University
of Georgia model, Elizabeth "Tikki" Heublein at
INREAL, Naomi Millender at CLA in Chicago,
Alice Paul at TEEM, Eugene Ramp of the Effective
Schools Approach, Beth Swartz of the Cooperative
Learning Model's Project Extend, Charles "Chuck"
Wallgren at High/Scope, Margaret Wang and Jeff
McLaughlin of ALEM in Philadelphia, Doug
Carnine and Siegfried Engelmann of the Direct
Instruction Model, and Gary Johnson of the School
Effectiveness Model were more than editors, they
were cooperative, sharing friends. They not only
showed us their sites, they showed us themselves
and their commitment. They exposed their hopes
for Follow Through's future, were candid about
their models, and extended helpful, supportive,
and steady hands over and over again. Linda
Kolbusz, of the Cooperative Learning Model,
and Margaret LaFleur, of the Fall River Follow
Through Project, were also key contributors to the
conceptualization and planning of the sourcebook.

Likewise Robert Egbert, one of the first national
Follow Through directors, offered not only his ret-
rospective of the era that began Follow Through's
bridge-building, but also of the troubled waters
that swelled beneath it in the decades that fol-
lowed the program's authorization. He consented
to review the manuscript, as did Chris Dwyer of
RMC Research Corporation, and Bob Alexander
and Tom Fagan of the U. S. Department of
Education. All were supportive planners, imple-
menters, and constructive critics.
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Kari Kaplan, who painted the book's cover illus-
tration, contributed literally hours of time above
and beyond her contract specifications working
with us from concept realization to the reproduction
of her lush colors. Like so many who worked to make
the sourcebook a text that people would be drawn
to, Kari teaches children to paint. She believed in
Follow Through because Follow Through believes
in children. "It's a way of giving back a bit of one's
gift," she explained, and offered her services at a
fraction of their market valueas did design artist,
Laura Alexander, and desktop publisher/soon-to-be
elementary school teacher, Diana Paciocco.

So many others invested so much of their time
and talent in the project, that it's negligent to con-
sider their commitment 'just a job." Bill Waller at
Futura Communications, Inc. lent years of expertise
in printing to his close and careful work with the
authors, as did Wallace's Ann Stapleton and copy
editor Roxanne Bogucka. Enthusiastic assistants
like Lydia Rocha and Michelle Brown gave 200
percent to helping us stay on top of reams of infor-
mational materials that spanned nearly 25 years
ef Follow Through. At the same time, they managed
to arrange travel, type, revise, fax, sort, check, and
recheck our transcriptions, notes, and drafts.

We applaud each of these contributors and the
hundreds of unnamed students, parents, teachers,
and administrators who offered their help and
their hands so that we could see their reality and
document it as part of this bridge called Follow
Through. Each of their faces and words are unfor-
gettable in that they offered us new insights and
understandings, perseverance, and the peace of
mind that comes with knowing there are so many
others who share our belief that Follow Through
has much to teach the world.

Rosalind Alexander-Kasparik,
Betty Mace-Matluck, Cris Garza,

and Maria Torres
Southwest Educational Devekpment

Laboratory,
December, 1991
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. Mow Thfou0 Ackytive Learning Environmenb Mocki (A194)

COMM Dr. Margaret C. Wang
Temple University Center for Research in

Human Development and Education
9th Floor Ritter Hall Annex
Broad Street & Cecit B. Moore Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19122

Telepbong 2151787-3001

Pniedc New Orleans, Louisiana; Philadelphia.
Pennsylvania; Montevideo, Minnesota;
Randolph County, West Virginia

Taft
An underlying premise of the ALEM's design is that
students learn in different ways and require differem
amounts and varying rates of instruction. Effective school
programs accommodate and build upon these differences
through a variety of instructional methods and learning
sequences. Under the ALEM, students are taught to take
responsibility for their own learning by participating in
the planning and management of their educational tasks.
Regular students, as well as students classified in special
cc compensatory education programs and those consid-
ered to be academically gifted, receive appropriate
instruction in ALEM ClaSSes without experiencing the
negative effects of special labeling or segregation.

Idractional Apra*
The program is designed with the overall goal of ensuring
the learning success of each imlividual student thmugh an
adaptive educational and related service delivery system
that effectively responds to the diverse social and
academic needs of individual students in regular learning
environments. The delivery of adaptive instruction is
facilitated by individualized progress plans, a diagnostic-
prescriptive monitoring system, and the Self-Schedule
System, a classroom instructional-learning management
system that helps students take increasing responsibility
for their own behaviors and learning progress. Features
that support the implementation of adaptive instruction
include an adaptive program delivery system, a
systematic staff development sequence known as the
Data-Based Staff Development Program, school and
classroom organization supports, and family involvement.

Through the ALEM's adaptive program delivery system.
school personnel make systematic adjustments through
redeployment of school resources and staff expertise
to improve program implementation. A site-specific
plan for implementing the ALEM is devekeied based
on assessments of school characteristics such as student
needs, staffing patterns, curricular option. operating
practices, record-keeping procedures, and physical
reSoUlteS.

Recommended femme
Implementation of the ALEM requires an organizational
pattem that promotes coordination and collabceation
among the school staff. Spwialized professional staff
(e.g., special education teachers, Chapter 1 teachers,
and school professionals) work closely with regular
eduottion teachers, assisting them in the diagnostic-
prescriptive process, providing direct instruction, and
serving as consultants.

Model Effective=
Findings from over a decade of research provide
consistex evidence that high degrees of ALEM
implementation lead to positive changes in classroom
processes, including increased student-teacher
interactions for instructional purposes, decreased
management-related interactions, increased time spent
on-task, decreased disruptive behavior, and increased
student-initiated activities.

Achievement results for students in mathematics and
reading are comparable to national and population norms,
and have exceeded these norms in many school. Results
are also positive for students with mild handicap
classifications integrated in ALEM classes. Studies
have shown a dramatic increase in the percentage of
special education students recommended by their
teachers for decertification.

Surveys of ALEM teachers and parents indicated highly
positive attitudinal outcomes. Teachers have found the
implementation of the ALEM rewarding and challenging.
They have also found the teaming approach helpful and
professionally stimulating. Parents have appreciated the
requirement of family involvement and have been pleased
with the program's impact on their children's progress.
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Follow llyough Cognitive linriciunent Network KOMI)

Contact: Dr, Katherine H. Greenberg
The University of Tennessee, Knoxville
321 Claxtco Addition
Knoxville, TN 37996-3400

Titiejettatg 615/974-0797

Praladg Chattanooga, Tennessee; Knox County,
Tetmessee; Flathead Indian Reservation, Ronan,
Montana; Jefferson Couruy,Tennessee.

Twat
School success is dependent on children's opportunities to
actively explore new ideas and connect them to their own
stories of how the world works.

The classroom should be a laboratory for learning
where the thinking process is valued as much as the
final product.

If children are to transfer what they learn at school to the
real world, karning needs to occur in a social context
where justifications, principles, and explanations are
socially fostered.

Children learn bow to learn and develop an ability to
adapt to new situations when adults serve as mediators
of learning experiences.

ideadomd Apra&
By taking the role of mediators of learning experiences,
adults focus children's attention directly on the
connections between school learning and the real world.
Mediators in the home and school work together to ensure
that children reflect on the relevance and importance of
curricular activities selected by the teacher and make
connections to their own world view.

As chikhen engage in personally relevant activities,
adults help children understand fundamental methods for
exploring and connecting new ideas, including ten
Building Blocks of Thinking and eight Tools of
Independent Learning.

Cooperative learning is used frequently to structure
carefully selected computer activities which are integrated
into the curriculum.

As children participate in challenging activities. Building
Blocks and Tools of Independent Learning are introduced
and their need discussed. Then, children ate guided to
"bridge" or relate the Building Blocks and Tools from the
present to anticipated situations in school, home, work.

and social settings.

Rectemended Perna*
One teacher arkl one aide per classroom; one support
teacher for every 20 classrooms; one social worker
per school.

M. iffedIvenesc
In a three year study, COGNET children from White
Pim, Tennessee made significantly higher gains than a
comparison group in math and reading on the Stanford
Achievement Test, going from the 36th percentile for
both prior to tlx program to the 64th percentile in math
and the 56th percentile in reading.

COGNET children also made significantly higher gains
than the comparison group on measures of intrinsic
motivation and cognitive functioning.

Children from several schools have demonstrated through
journal writings a high level of internalization and ability
to transfer COGNET concepts.

According to observation data. COGNET teachers'
classroom interaction profiles changed after training.
These tearhers began to ask many more questions
requiring higher level thinking. Unlike comparison group
teachers, the COGNET teachers spent more time with
children who gave partial or misguided responses and
taught their students to respect each child's opportunity
for learning by not blurting out answers.

Parent interview data indicate that COGNET parent
workshopt: helped them understand their children and
work better with them in both school-related and home-
related activities and problems.
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Mow inn* Cooperathre Learning Madel/PrefectWend (QM)

Coduct Dr. Jim Bellanca
IRI (Illinois Renewal Institute)
200 East Wood Street, Suite 274
Palatine, IL 60067

Topiam: 708N9I-6300

Pisisdc Chicago, Illinois: Chicago Heights, IllinoiS;
Elgin, Illinois; Harvey. Illinois; Rockford, Illinois

Test%
Given intensive instruction in the coopenuive/cognitive
instructional model by well-trained teachers, at-risk
students can perform at or above grade level even when
living conditions, home environment, and other extra
school parameters act as deterrents.

Edocagond Alpo*
Intensive and systematic training, peer coaching, and
consultant follow up prepare teachers to teach K-3 at-risk
students to cooperate, respect, take responsibility, learn,
and master basic skills, Teachers learn to work in
collaborative teams to redesign curriculum, involve

parents, and restnictue the schOol for cooperative and
cognitive outcomes. By integrating the principles and
practices of Mu* language, cooperative learning, and
computer-assisted instruction with reading and math
contmt, the cohort teams create cooperative, caring, and
thoughtful schools that mean success for all of their
at-risk students.

Reommuled home
Project coorclinator for staff development (full time):
social services coordinator, all K-3 staff and
administrators receive six hours in-service training per
month; all K-3 staff meet one to two hours weekly for
planning and assignment work.

NW Maim.=
At-risk students show significant gains in academie
achievement, school liking, social responsibility, and
attendance. Gains equal or exceed norms reported in
cooperative learning and thinking skills literature for
non-at-risk students. Teachers report a greater sense of
professionalism, enhanced teaching skills, and much
more sharing and cooperation among faculty members.
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Follow ihrou0 Creative Conicann Modd (CCM)

Coda* Dr. Diane Trister Dodge
Teaching Strategies, Inc.
4545 42nd Street, N.W., Suite 306
Washington, DC 20016

Taaphaate 202/362-7543

Prairds: Brattleboro, Vennont

Toots
Children continually leani front their environment by
observing, aitively exploring, and using the knowledge
and skills they have already acquired to gain new
understandings and abilities.

A rich and well-organized physical envit mment invites
children to rry out their ideas, make connections, and
constnict their own knowledge in a meaningful covtext.

Social development cannot be separated from cognitive
development. When the classroom environment and daily
intenactions promote the development of social
competence and self-esteem. children are able to pursue
activities of interest to diem and are motivated to learn.

A partnership between parents and staff, based on mutual
respect for the value of each one's role in nurturing the
child's development, is central to the curriculum.

A thematic approach allows children to think, question,
solve problems. and work collaboratively as they study
content of interest to them. It provides an effective way to
integrate the teaching of skills and concepts.

Edsofional Aprils&
Teachers organize indoor and outdoor environments into
distinct interest areas offering cliaerent types of activities
that invite children to explore, discover, construct, and
share their ideas with others.

An underlying strategy for classroom management is the
careful arrangement and labeling of materials so that
children can select and return materials independently.

The physical environment is the focus for curriculum
planning. Teachers plan weekly what changes they want
to make in each interest area based on their observations
of how children are using the materials, what skills they
want to emphasize, and the theme they ate studying with
the children.

The Curriculum guides tewhers in building a partnership
with patents explaining what childten are learning in each
of the interest areas and how parents can support their
children's learning.

The model emphasizes child-initiated activities. Teachers
help children make choices, guide etildren's explorations,
ask questions to extend children's thinking, and observe
how children engage in learning.

Teachers promote children's thinking about math,
science, liwracy, and social studies in the context of daily
activities in each interest arm Children acquire skills and
understandings by applying them to real situations that
have meaning to them.

Remanded Persegmek
One teacher and one aide per classroom.
Class sin: 18-20 students.

Coordinators for parent involvement, social services,
health, and curriculum.

Maki Effectivenest
New teachers find that the approach is easy to understand
and implement because it is practical and concrete.
Experienced teachers find that it validates their
understanding of best practices and conforms with the
definition of developmentally-appropriate practice.

Classroom observations in programs using the model
indicate that children become self-directed, relate well to
their peers and adults, and acquire skills and concepts.

Parents describe their children's enthusiasm for learning
and their increasing language and social skills.
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%Bow 11vou0 Okra! thwistic Approach (CIA)

Gift* Ms. Nximi Mi lender
Northeastern Illinois University/College of

Education
Ilk Chicago Teachers' Center
770 North Halsted St Teet
Chicago, IL 60622

WOOlit 3121733-7330

Pi *0 Chicago, Illinois

Taft
The Cultural Linguistic Approach is based on the idea
that culture forms the basis for the acquisition of skills.
This concept is implemented through an emphasis on
culture-based instruction which utilizes Me history,
values, traditions, and knowledge of traditionally
excluded ethnic groups, i.e., African Americans, Hispanic
Americans, Native Americans, and Southern White
Migrant Americans.

Etixdomal Amuck
The Culturally Responsive Classroom - an exciting and
positive classmom which engages the student in the
learning process.

The USISIT TeachinglLearning Sequence - a technique
which accepts the oral language of students as the first
step in the attainment of educational excellence.

Training Parents As Specialists - a training process to
involve young, urban parents as classroom volunteers.

A Comprehensive Curriculum a complete cuniculum in
all subject areas for basic and advanced instruction.

Continuous Staff Development - a process of regular
professional development for the teaclxr and teacher
assistant.

Training and Demonstration School - a public school
on Chicago's South Side, Fuller School, where "seeing
is believing."

Recommended Panama
One teacir, r, one teacher aide, and one parent volunteer
specialist per classroom. One school-community
representative per project. One master/resource teacher
per seven classrooms.

Nadi Effedheiess:
Reading test scores confirm that the CLA Follow
Through Project has been effective. Over 70 percent
of the Follow Through children at Fuller School, for
example, scored above national norms in 1987-89. In
1990-91, a study of eighth graders who were reading
at and above grade level revealed that all of them had
been former CLA Follow Through students in the
primary grades.
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Raw lbrou0 Devekopmentai-inftudion Approach iDIA)

Cada& Mr. Richanl H. Feldman
Bank Street College of Education
610 West 112th Street
New York, NY 10023

Teksioac 212/222-6700 (Ext. 246)

POWs: Boulder, Colorado; New Haven, Connecticut;
Honolulu, Hawaii; Cambridge., Massachusetts; Fall River,
Massachusens; Elmira, New York; New Yea City, New
York; Macon County, Alabama; Plattsburgh, New York;
Brattleboro, Vermont

Tents:
The ChISSMOIT1 should offer a rational and democratic
situation in which a child's positive image as a learner
and a person can develop.

Children learn most effectively and retentively through
active participation. The adult's role is to support
children's autonomy and extend their world while help-
ing them to understand and express the full meaning of
this experience.

A productive and enjoyable learning environment
requires constant restructuring on the basis of analysis
of the special needs and emerging interests of individ-
ual children.

Children learn best when the important adults in their
lives understand their influences and responsibilities and
constantly try to strengthen their enabling skills as they
work together for children's total development.

Eduatiand Amok
The curriculum emphasizes learning through actual
experiences. probing, discovering, and problem solving,
using content which is directly relevant to the child's
own world.

The curriculum focuses on tasks that are satisfying in
terms of the child's own goals and productive for his or
her cognitive and affective development.

The child is encouraged to select from among various
options, to make decisions, to develop coping skills, anAl
to take an active part in directing his or her own learning.

The curriculum emphasizes the mastery of language and
the symbolic processes of reading and writing in every
aspect of the child's day.

The curriculum develops understanding and practical
application of numerical concepts as well as skills.

Social Matches is stressed as one of the most important
curricultun areas and,as a valuable means of integrating
other academic disciplines.

Academic skills arc acquired within a broad context of
planned learning experiences that pmvide appropriate
ways of expressing and organizing children's interests
around the themes of home and school and gradually
extending daze interests to the larger community.

Continuing staff development is the keynote of the
program. Creative teaching develops when teachers have

continuing support and professional stimulation.

Recommemied Penes*
Bank Street works with schools to identify key personnel
who can provide critical functions necessary to effective
implementation of the program. Filneation leadership can
be the Principal and a leadership team; irlividuals e
responsible far staff development should retain a
maximum 1:12 teaching team ratio. Parent Involvement
Staff, Social Worker, Psychologist and Nurse are critical
functionsas are a classroom team, consisting of a
Teacher and an Assistant. Ongoing field advisor and team
members from the College address local needs. Exper-
ience indicates that time for teams to meet and work
together is a critical need at the local level and must
be planned.

Model &dives's.%
Chilchrn's success in school is maintained beyond the
third grade.

Research demonstrating that oral language development
is basic to writing and reading is an important
contribution of the program.

Classroom observation data verify that teachers gain new
understanding of children as learners and the skills to
translate this understanding into diagnostic teaching.

Parent interview data indicate that parents are mon:
supportive of children's learning h school and at home,
and are more effective in school and community
relationships.

Many sites have demonstrated effectiveness in
presentations to federal panels concerned with program
effectiveness. Local evaluatices have resulted in con-
tinuing support flout local school districts even in the
absence of federal support Eight of the 14 original
sites no longer funded by the federal Follow Through
agency continue their Follow Through programs with
local resources.
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Follow /Ivo* Med Insinadion Model (DI)

What Dr. Doug Carnine
University of Oregon
805 Lincoln
Eugem, OR 97401

WO= 5031485- 1163

Prolotic Bridgeport, Connecticut; Dayton, Ohio;
Fen Hail, WSW: Moss Point, Mississippi

Tends
Learning of basic academic skills and their application in
higher-order thinking is essential to intelligent behavior
and should be the main focus of a compensatory educa-
tim program.

Low-income students must be taught at a faster rate than
typically occurs if they are to catch up with their middle-
class peers.

Regardless of the home background. the school program
must be accountable for transmitting a sufficient amount
of skills to permit low-income students to overcome the
handicap of poverty.

Ettecatimol *roods
The Direct Instruction Model for kindergarten through
third grade emphasizes frequent teacher-student
interactions guided by carefully sequenced daily lessons in
reading, arithmetic and language. The instructional lessons
have been designed by Engelmann and associates using
recent principles of learning and sophisticated
instructional-design techniques. The instructional
programs are DISTAR, Reading Mastery, Connecting
Math Concepts, and Reasoning and Writing. Each
program has gone through an extensive field try out and

revision procedure to ensure that it will work effectively
for appropriately placed students. The programs are
designed to focus on generalizable skills and strategies.
For example, by teaching 40 sounds and skills for blending
sounds together, students leam a generalized skill that is
relevant to one-half of the common English words.

The approwh mauls tlw details of what happens during
instruction. The instructional programs provide lessons
that tell the teacher exactly what to say and do. Training is
provided so that the staff knows how to execute the details
of the program. Student progress is mimitored through the
use of criterion-referenced In-program" tests in each
subject area. Supervisors are trained to spend 75 percent of
their time working in the classroom with teachers, aides
and students. Direct Instruction stresses systematic use of
praise and reinforcement for specific, desired behavior and
for strengthening children's motivation.

Recommended Persannek

Director/Principal;
Supervisor for every 10-15 classrooms;
One teaching aide for each kindergarten and first grade.

Model Effectiveness
On the Follow Thruugh National Evaluation, the
performance of Direct Instruction students in all
subjectsreading, language, math, and spellingwas
superior in hoth basic and "cognitive" skills. The Direct
Instruction Model wu also superior on affective measures.
A high school study of former Follow Through students
in five diverse communities suggests that the Direct
Instruction Model significantly decreased the dropout
rate, and often increased the proportion of students
applying to college.
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Fa Row ittrautOt iffedive Schools Appmadt (ESA)

Wad: Dr. Eugene A. Ramp
Educational Systems
317 Nichols Hall
The University of Kansas
Lawrence, KS 66045

Takeo= 913/864-4447

Pro left Compton, California; Trenton, New Jersey;
Waukegan, Illinois; Northern Cheyenne Reservation.
Mauna

Tuft
The process of school improvement must have the
informed cooperation of parents, students, teachers.
principals, and district administrators. Parents and
teachers are an important part of the decision-making
process for schools.

Students arc compared to their own baselines, not
compared to other children. This allows teachers to focus
on the individual and allows students to develop
indepeniknce in learning. Both teachers and children
work better in an atmosphere of encouragement and
support. Students' achievements are reinforced with
positive motivation systems, including tokens, points, and
learning contracts.

The program emphasizes comprnhensive services for
health, nutrition, and social welfare, and provides or
coordinates these services for families.

higadional Weak
The program emphasizes academics by encouraging small
group instruction. individualization, mastery learning, and
increased instructional time. Each child's academic

progress is closely tracked so teachers can plan
appropriate lessons. School districts may choose their
own textbooks, but the program provides a guide that lets
districts choose material that wca-ks best with this model.
Extra time and different instructional approaches are used
to help a child who is having trouble mastering a concept.
The program emphasizes basic wademic skills then uses
those skills as springboards to higher-order learning.

Recommeided P$11001*
One teacher and one aide for each classroom; third grade
teachers may share an aide or work without one. Parent
educators are used in classrooms as funding permits. A
staff trainer is responsible for continual training of
teachers, instructional aides and parent educators.

Model Mecham
The emphasis on academics and individual learning
results in test scores that are above test norms for reading
and for math. Comparison children without this Follow
Through program continue to fall farther behind test
norms every year.

Surveys of parents, teachers and children show that each
year 80 to 90 percent of respondents are satisfied or
completely satisfied with the methods, goals, and
outcomes of the program.

Parents participate as educators, as volunteers, and as
members of the Parent Advisory Council (PAC), which
approves the local program application and makes many
decisions. This close connection between the home and
school has involved thousands of parents in the educa-
tional lives of their children, and has put parents and
educators on the same team.
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Fo Pow Tim* HO/Scope Conic; km Model (H/SO4)

Gide Mr. Charles R. Wallgren
High/Scope Educational Research Foundation
600 North River Street
Ypsilanti, MI 48198-2898

Taphole 313/485-2000

Pro ledc Leflore Covnty, Mississippi; Okaloosa County,
Florida; Richmond, Virginia

Tesetz
The High/Scope Curriculum views children as active
learners, who learn best from wtivities that they
tkinselves plan, cany out, and reflect upon.

Etingenol Awes&
Key objectives are to nwture in the child the thinking
skills he will need throughout his school years and adult
life and to develop the academic subject competencies
usually taught in the elementary grades.

Academic and thinking skills are developed through
teacher-initiated instructional activities and child-initiated
projects which focus on key experiences in two
categories:

Modes of learning, action (planning, wotking,
evaluating, problem-solving, social interactions);
Representation; Language (speaking and listening,
writing, reading).

Content areas: Language & Literacy, Mathematics, Art,
Movement, Music, Science, Social Studies. etc.

The process of learning and specific content are
emphasized.

Instruction is carried out in small groups.

Verbal interaction among children is encouraged.

Each child's level of development is continuously
assessed through observational and work samples so that
appropriate materials and activities can be provided.
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Teachers provide a systematic, consistent, and
thoroughly planned approtat to child development
and instruction, comlined with emphasis on active
experience and involvement of the child

Teachers encourage children to direct their own
activities.

Optional classroom computer learning stations
and appropriate software are integrated in the
model approach.

Reammeided Perm&
One teater and one aide (recommnded, but not
required) per classmont One curriculum assistant for
each seven classrooms. One home-school coordinator
per project.

Model Effectiveness:

Available evidence from a 1988-91 study indicates that,
compared to the typical K-3 curriculum, the High/Scope
K-3 Curriculum helps at-risk participants improve their
school achievement. The study compared High/Scope
Follow Through classes at three schools to comparison
groups drawn from other classes in these schools and
classes in similar schools; a total of 1,024 children
participated in the study each school year. The
High/Scope Follow Through groups scored significantly
higher than one or both comparison groups on 16 (64
percent) of 2.5 overall achievement comparisons and 51
(62 percent) of 82 subtest comparisons, an overall average
of 12 normal-curve-equivalent points higher.

A 1977 Let lore County study indicates that, compared to
their fellow students, High/Scope Follow Through
children wrote longer, MOM descriptive, and more
effective reports with richer vocabularies; spent more
time working in small groups, talking with adults, and
working with adults individually; and, a year after the
program, initiated reading and writing activities more
frequently and had better attitudes towards them.



Follow Tluough hterdependefet LeCNIthIg Model (BM)

Glidatt: Mx. Harold Freeman, Jr,
Fordham University
Graduate School of Education
113 West 60th Street (Room 1003)
New York, NY 10023

Telephone 212/636-6494

Prop& New York City. New York

heft
The model is essentially a method of instruction that
focuses on enhancing children's cognition and nurturing
their ckveloping affective and socio/cuhural behaviors.
Because it is a content-free method, developmentally
appropriate curricula may be used at any level from
preschool through the sixth grade.

A furklamental principle is that children learn by doing.
Further, effective teaching-learning transwtions should
always be bastd on the active participation of adults and
children in cooperative, interdependent, mutually
responsible relationships.

fintiond Apple
To implement the model, adults are assigned two primary
roles: as purposeful models of certain culturally valued
academic and social behaviors, and as facilitators of
children's learning.

Teachers are trained to maintain the model's classroom
management system. designed to create cooperative
learning environments. The curriculum materials crafted
for use in 1LM classrooms consist of games appropriate to
any subject for children aged 3-12. and the Integrated
Skills Method reading program.

Some of the most important goals for children are to teach
them interdependence. independence, cooperation,
responsibility, and positive self-concepts, as well as
communication skills, learning-how-to-learn, problem-
solving, decisionmaking, and basic academic skills.

Recesmeaded Pennock
Pradmir
Onc educational director/staff developer per center,
one teacher and one assistant per classroom.

Eleartary Soca
One director per multiple school project: one
coordinator/ staff developer per school: one teacher

(up to 20 children); one teacher and one assistant
(21-30+ chiklren).

Model Ofedivenest
Pnighook
The affective, social, and academic development of
children who attend 1LM classes is accelerated.

Chiklren who study in 1LM classes through the
kindergarten year are relatively mature and are
academically six months to one year ahead of their
first grade peers.

Eletiestay Sank
Research in the model's effects, conducted tioui 1972
to 1991 at 1LM pro*cts in Atlanta, Georgia and New
York City, has shown thatwhen compared to their
peers in matched comparison schoolschildren taught
with the model's methods and materials, in classrooms
where the model was reasonably well implemented:

had consistently higher reading, vocabulary, verbal
fluency. verbal, and written comprehension scores;

had higher mathematics problem solving and total
mathematics scores:

were more open and honest about their feelings and
took more responsibility for their academic
performance;

had higher levels of self-esteem;

%/MC placed more often in programs for gifted
children; and

maintained tirir superior reading and mathematics
skills at le.< p to the sixth grade.

In El Paso. Texas, every year over 1,000 children
diagnosed as dyslexic, whose teachers use the model's
reading program, regularly make rapid, significant
progress in acquiring and retaining reading
comprehension, voaibulary, and spelling skills.

The model's Atlanta, Georgia project received Joint
Dissemination Review Panel validation (JDRP Number
77-121) and established a Resource Center that, from
1978 to 1988, trained teachers. supervisors, and
administrators who wished to adopt the model.
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Through kftelkodive Warning Model PROM

Cadet Dr. Elizabeth A. Heublein
INREAL Outreach Education Center
University of Colorado
Campus Box 409
Houk ler, co 80309

*bow 303/492.8727

holed: Boulder Valley Public Schools, Boulder
Colorado

Tuft
Learning is the construction of meaning through
interactions with the social and physical environment.
All learning is inter- and intra-communication-based.
Facilitating oral and wriren language ckvelopment of
the learner is the most effective way to enhance overall
learning. Language development is best facilitated by
building on each child's existing strengths and expanding
them through natural conversation, observation, and
child-oriented and directed learning. Active participation
in learning is seen as both a hands-on and minds-on
situation for children and their adult facilitators.

Eibagiosd Ammo&
The role of the educator, pannt, teacher, or other is
somewhat shifted from pre-determining curriculum and
lesson plans, to following each child's lead, both in terms
of curricular interests and language development stages.

All interactions are treated as interpersonal conversation
to create the most supportive and nanual karning
environment for each child. llrough small group and
individual work, the educator mcmitors each child's
interests and progress and then helps the child challenge
himself or herself to grow (=equally and socially by
employing specific communication strategies designed to
evoke self-reflection, iroblem-solving, cooperative
learning, and mutual respect for all participants and what
each brings to a learning context.

Reassesied Penosee
One director per project, preferably not a principal, but
rather someone who can devote at least 50% of his or hex
time to the project. One teacher per classroca and as many
trained teaching assistants in order to achieve a ratio of one
adult to 12 children. One sponsor staff developer per site.
One site staff developer per site. One nurse, one social
worker/psychologist, one parent coordinator per site.

Maki Ofedivenest
This model has proved to be effective with a variety of
populations: bilingual/bicultural. at-risk, disadvantaged,
language handicapped, mentally handicapped, behaviorally
disordered, and normally developing children from
preschool through age 21. Follow-up studies indicated that
significantly fewer chiklren neeckd special education, were
retained in grade, or were referred for resource room
services after INREAL intervention. All children made
significant gains in language.
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Through Warm. Development Approach (IDA)

°salsa Dr. Betty 3, Mace-Matluck
Southwest Educational Development

Laboratory
211 E. 7th Street
Austin, TX 78701

Telephone SI 2/476061

Projecit Tulare, California; Lindsay, California;
Benavides, Texas; Seguin, Texas; Las Cruces. New
Mexico

%ifs
Language is the basis of many of the major problems
facing low-income, language-minority children in their
academic growth and development. The development of
thought processes that are essential to educational
attaimnent and coping in today's society goes hand in
hand with, and is dependent upon, language growth and
development. Mastery of the English language is
necessary to achieve social and economic mobility in the
contemporary society of the United States.

Development in the cognitive, affective, and psychomotor
domains is not the onty concern in the education of young
children. The health. nutrition, and emotional well-being
of the children and their families also demands attention.

Children learn both language and content best through a
developmentally appropriate curriculum and a positive
learning environment that encourages verbal interaction
among children and adults.

EactlioNal *mock
A positive language-learning environment is created
using classroom arrangements, instructional organization,
and management, including:

flexible use of furniture, equipment, and materials;

teachers with early childhood certification who use a
variety of research-based management and
organizational patterns for instruction, including large-
group, small-group, peer-tutoring, paired-learning,
learning centers, and individualized-instruction
strategies; and

teaching and learning stategies from research on the
nature of language and language acquisition procesfs
that provide for optimal language input to allow for
comprehension of real messages; many opportunities

for students to hear and use language in a wide variety
of situations; peer interaction in which students
cooperatively lean subject matter contua mid gain
language inpu4 and regular classroom content used
throughout the school day fir language instruction, with
integrated language-development strategies, rather than
a separate language focus.

Instruction is based on the local adopted curriculum.

State-approved materials are used as basic Materials in

all curriculum areas.

A strong, ongoing staff development and monitoring
program is provided by specialists who have had
classroom and other school-based experience and who
merit the confidence of local school staff.

1.
An active parent involvement program is provided that
encourages parents to participate as advisors and
decisionmakers, as resources to their own children's
educational experience, and as recipients of support
services and training.

Recommeahd Psnonme
One project director for each site. Ow teacher per
classroom. A full or part-time teaching assistant per
classroom. One staff development specialist and one
parent involvement coordinator per site. Services from a
nurse and a social worker are desirable.

Meal Effectiveness:
Children's percentile ranking relative to a normative
sample have consistently increased from kindergarten
through third grade.

Three sites have been validated by JDRP review. and
;wo were funded as resource centers.

Classroom observations and teacher self-report data
verify that local site Follow Through staff have kept
abreast of current educational practices and research
which has enhanced local teaching methods and resulted
in professional growth.

Parent interview data indicate that parents of Follow
Through students have become more involved in the
education of their children, resulting in an increase in
parental skills and knowledge regarding how to help their
children at home and at school, as well as how to create
positive feelings of self-worth in their children.
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Maw livoulOs School Ofediveness mom ram)

Coat Dr. Oozy loluison
Washingaan Research Institute
180 Nickerson Street, Suite 103
Seattle, WA 98109

Taping 206/285-93 '1

Ptajadt Phoenix, Arizona, Sacramento, California;
Champaign, Illinois; Worcester, Massachusetts; Flint,
Michigan; Salt Lake City, Utah; Tacoma, Washington;
Flippin, Arkansas; Agana, Guam; Athol, Massachusetts;
Winchendon, Massachusetts; Ionia, Michigan; Las Vegas,
New Mexico

Toltec
The amount of time students spend engaged in tasks they
can perfonn at high success rates results in increased
student achievement.

Teachers can alter the quality of learning time through
interactive instniction using ckmonstration, modeling.
shaping, griming and direction of assignments, peer
practice, and provision of appropriate corrections.

MEOW *woe&
The overall education program in the School
Effectiveness Model (SEM) is derived directly from the
research on Teacher Behavior, Teaching Functions,
Amdernic Learning Time, and Peer-Mediated Learning.

The model focuses on fostering developmentally
appmpriate literacy skills and competencies in classrooms
serving stucknts at risk of school failure.

The model includes four essential components:
Instructional Material and Teacher Behaviors; Authentic
Literacy Experiences; Peer-Mediated Instruction; and
Progress Monitoring.

The curriculum specifies teaehing routines, ordering of
teaching examples and mview items, conrction
procedures tied to specific error categories, and transition
procedures between learning to read and reading to learn.

Students have opportunities to extend their reading skills
outside the classroom through reading library books and
novels. A carefully monitored Home Reading program
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extends the learning day and involves parents in
students' kaming.

Teachers employ peer practice approaches, including
partner trading and cooperative learning.

Through regular monitoring of individual student's
work and achievement levels, teachers *lin infonna-
tion that helps them provide re-teaching awl review.

Ongoing staff development is imavided by facilitators
from the teachers' district or by an SEM consultant,
who frequently visits classrooms to provide feedback,
support and suggestions hosed on observations of
student learning.

Rememodeil Porno*
One director for each site. One staff developer for each
building, depending on its size. One teaching assistant
per classroom in kinckrgarten and first grade; and one
teaching assistant for every two classrooms in second
and third grade:One parent coonlinator per site.

Model Mavens
Two demonstration sites (Flint. Michigan, and Las Vegas.
New Mexico) have been validated by JDRP review panel
as showing significant program effects. One site (Flint.
Michigan) was previously funded as a Follow Throup
RCSOUrce Center.

A third demonstration site (Worcester, Masswhusetts) has
been recognized by the Massachusetts Departnicnt of
Education as an Effective School, based on its reading
and language arts program.

Performance of students in SEM demonstration sites
exceeds that of comparison students on standardized
measures of reading and spelling.

Adoption sites (such as Phoenix. Arizona, and Tacoma,
Washington) report measurable gains in student
performance after implementation of the model.

Parent Coordinators at SEM demonstration sites report
parent satisfaction with the program at school and support
of children's learning at home.



Mow Throu0 Tucson holy Nucation Model (TEM)

Wait Dr. Alice S. Paul
University of Arizona
College of Education (Room 802)
Tucson, AZ 85721

Tekvisse 6021621-1124

PialetIc Sells, Arizona; Tucson, Arizona; Booneville,
Kentucky; Elkhorn City, Kentucky

UWE
Education should build upon those experiences each child
brings to school. Cultural background is a valuable part of
each chikl's life and should be meaningfully integrated
into school experiences. The family is the most important
influence in the child's life. Families should participate in
all levels of the educational process.

Edvadiond Apra&
Activities in the classroom are tailored for individual
interests and strengths and are embedded within a context
that encourages the development of functional and
immediately useful skills. TEEM's program goals center
on four intenelated areas of instruction:

Language Development - Competence in using language
for communication with adults and children in and away
from school is vital not only for school success but for
adequate adjustment to countless numbers of circum-
stances and events outside of school. Accordingly,
TEEM places great emphasis on developing aptitude
with respect to the form, function, and uses of language.

Motivational Base - Developing a positive attitude toward
school and learning, taking pride in one's work and
accomplishments, making a commitment to family,

community,, and cultural preservation, and being
persistent and self-controlled are but a few aspects of
this key TEEM goal.

Intellectual galls - Choosing, planning, judging,
evaluating, speculating, predicting, estimating... all a=
essential skills that are called upon repeatedly throughout
the life span. Developing and refming these skills across a
broad range of settings are an integral part of TEEM.

Academic and Social Skills - Reading, writing,
mathematics, social studies, science, and an are
tradi 'Donal content atm that receive much attention
within dv TEEM goal structure. In addition, fostering
participation in, and enjoyment of, social relations among
children and adults is a central TEEM goal.

humeaded Num*
One director and training coordinator for each site. At
least one home-school liaison for each site, depending on
the size of the school. One teacher and one teaching
assistant per classroom.

Model ifhttimest
Use of meta-analysis shows that TEEM children sem
better on standardized achievement tests in reading and
math than children from the same cult= and socio-
economic level without the Follow Through program.
TEEM parents rate their schools and teachers with
"A's"higher than national averages repoited in other
researth. TEEM parentc are more involved each week in
their children's education than those parents who
responded to the PTA Do,ige National Survey. TEEM
students show higher self-image than children in
comparison groups. Parl, imam in the TEEM program
produces child-centeree iponses from teachers as they
reflect upon their work m thf: classroom.
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italutz Goldsboro, North Carolina; Gulfport
Mississippi; Pocatello, Idaho; McCormick County,
South Carolina

Tents
Children learn through an appmpriate mismatch with their

individual level of cognitive development in an active
environmmt in which they manipulate a wide variety of

reaL
Children accept responsibility for their own learning by

selecting from among optional learning experiences.

Children learn best by interacting with several adult
models.

Eamtioni Amok
The process of learning is emphasized through three
Piagetian principles:

Mismatch an appropriate disequilibration is
planned for each child.

Active learning children are provided several
opportunities to become involved intellectually and
physically with concrete objects.

Personal regulation - children are given
opportunities to select from several options
for laming.

Children have the opportunity to interact with many
adult models in their learning.

Children select from among different materials and
groups with which they want to learn.

Reemersded Pinang
One teackr and one aide is necessary in every clanroom.
A resource teacher monitors the level of implementation
in evely classroom and maintains a staff development
program for teachers. A home school coordinator is

provided in every project.

Model Madmen
Observatico of teachers in Follow Through classrooms
show the level of model implementation in each
classroom.

Academic achievement is significantly improved in
classrooms which have a high level of implementation.

Follow Through classrooms show academic growth in
kindergarten through third grade that exceeds that of
comparison groups.

Schools report that student gains made in Follow Through
classrooms continue in fourth grade and throughout the

balance of students' school careers.
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